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A forerunner in the study of ihe diferential geometry of curtes in the Euclidea.n
plane was Huygens, alihough at the time when he undertook his work on this subject,
he couldn't dispose of the calculus. Yet, when investigating some problems related to
pendulums and clocks, he was led to the notion of cun'ature of plaoe curves at a point p
of the curve. The ffrst one who obtained a proper formula for the cunrature ia terms of
the de vatives of the curve a was Newton in his work on the method of fluxions of whió
a manuscript dates at least from 1671. Newtou coosidered a. curve @(t): ("r(t),"r(t))
as the trajectory described by a point moving around in the plane io functiou of the
time ,. He deffned the curl'ature as follows. Oo the curve, take two nearly points 91
arxd q2 , one at each side of a given point p. These three points together generically
determine a circle with center m. In the limit, when both 91 and 92 go to p aloog the
culve d, one obtaills a special circle, which is taÍlgeot to a atp ( i.e. atp, a and this
circle have the same tangent line ), and which among a,ll such tangent circles has the
closest coatact with @ at p. This circle is ca.lled the osculating (or kissing) circle of o
at p. Let its center be c and its radir:.s r. Newton called c the celter of cuÍ ture, r the
radius of curvature and r = ! the currature of the curve o at the poitt p. He explicitely
computed x to be given by
Instea.d of working with aÀ arbitrary pararneteÍ Í, the arclength pararneter s ca.rr be
used) such that à1 + àZ = 1. Defrue 7(s) to be the unit ta,agent vector of a, and lf(e),
the unit normal at s, to be the uuit vector such that 1f(s) is perpendicula"r to 7(s), and
{"(ó),N(s)} is the standard orietrtation of R2. The curvature lc(s) of a at s is then
deflned by the equa.tion
?(r) =,i(s)N(s).
Notice that ]n(s)l : ]d(s)l is the length of à(s), which is perpendicular to the unit
vector r!(s), clearly fr(s)f is also the area o{ the rectangle spanned by ó(s) and ti(s).




à"ís) à"ís) = d1a. - o1.r..
which corresponds with the definiiion given by Newton. The fundamental, or congtu-
enee, theorcm of Euclidean planar curves states that, up to Euclidean motions, given
a continuous function x with l'ariable s, there exist a unique curve a in E2 with s as
axclength parameter and such that r(s) is the curvature of a at o(s). This means
that up to rotations and translations, a curve in lE2 is completely charachterized by iis
cur-!'ature.
For the study ofthe diferential geometry ofspace curves in )E3, the great step for$a.rd
came with the Freoet-Serrct formulas. They were obtained independently by Frenet in
1847 and by Seuet in 1851. First they defined the orthonormal frame {7, N, B} - known
as the Frenet fra.roe - along a a space cutve paxameterized by the aÍclength paraÍneter
s. ? is the velocity o! unit tangent vector 6eld of o. The acceleration à(s) of the curve
a at the point a(s) is a vector which siands perpendicular to 
"(s). If ci(s) I 0, theprincipal normal vector field 1[ is the normalized acceleratiou field d. The binormal
vector field B is determined by the vectorial product of ? and 1I. The Frenet-Serret
formulas are iheu given by
?=xN
N = _rT -rB
É = _r.Y
aÍtd determine all successive derivatives of a. The functions r and r, which are re-
spectively determiaed by the first and third formula, ale ca.lled the fust and second
curlàtures of a, or the cui ture aÍtd the torsion. The fundamental theoreo of Eu-
clidean space curves states that if Ai and e are two continuous functions of s, thea there
eiaists a curve a, paÍameterized by arclength s, .lvhose curlature and torsion frEctions
are ,i aod 7. This theorem was obtained by Aoust iu 1876. The ffrst to discover the two
cu|i,'atures of a curve in E3 was Monge in 1775. IIe a-lso obtained aÍI analytic expression
for the ffrst curvatuÍe, but not for the tolsion. This was done by Lancret in 1806. It
was Cauchy, in his book on applications of the calculus io geometry oí 1826, who fitst
made a study of space cuwes by systematically investigatiog its successire derilatives.
The initial study of surfaces io JE3 began in a aatural'way. Since we have a theory
of curves in the plane, we may hope to describe sutfaces by investigatiÍrg the curves
in which the surface intersects vaÍious planes. The ffrst results along this liue, due to
Euler, date from 1760. Through a point p on a surface M C E3 we consttuct the line I
which is perpendicular to the tangent plane at M in p. For each unit vector -ï in the
tangent plane, we can consideÍ the plane ihrough p which cootaios both Í and l. The
intersectioÍr of this plane and M is the image of a curve @x with o;(0) = p; we will
also suppose ox paxarnete zed by arclength, so that ó;(0) = X. We orient a.ll these
planes through ï and I by choosing a vector o, perpeÍrdiculax to the tarrgerrt plane at
M in p and odeniing the plaÍe through X and i so that X , op is positively oriented.
Then aa has a signed curvaturc at 0, wbich will be denoted by rx. Euler discovered
that if the ríx ale not all equal, then thete is preciseiy one direction, represented by
a uoit vector Xl, sal., in which r_71 has a minimum -!€lue ,i1 : ,ix. aod ooe in which
it has a maximum value ,a2 : t xz. These tvro directions are perpeudicular, and if X
makes au a.ngle of d with X1, then
Kx : tat cos2 e + K2 sir]2 e.
Despite the appealing simplicity of this constructionr we oever seem to really get our
hands on the surface itself.
To do this we move forwald 50 years in tirne víhere we flnd one of the most importaat
works in the history of diferential geometry, " Disquisitiones genera.les circa superficies
curvas" of 1827 from Carl Friederich Gauss. At each point p of M there is a unique
uuit vector /(p) such that z(p) is perpendicular to the tangent plane at M in p and
such that u(p), r.,, u, is positively oriented in E3 whenever u aad ta is positively orieuied
in the targent plar,e at M iu p. Gauss defined the normal map / - often called Gauss
map - from the surface M to R3, which actually goes to the unit sphere 52 C R3. The
definition of the curvature K(p) of M ai p is given by
Ë(P) = ll,n drea u( !)l-p area A
where the limit is taken as the region ,4 axound p becomes smaller and smalle!. Gauss
pÍoved that this culyatule Jï(p) at any poirt p 
€ 
M is the product of the extreme
curvatures of the curves ttrrough p cut out by noroal planes,
K(p) = x1(p)r2(p).
A remarkable theorem (in Latin Theorema EgÍegium) appeals at the bottom of page
20 of Gauss' work :
Theorem. If a curted surÍace is developed upon any other srríace whatev*, the
Íreas]Jte of cDÍtàture in each poirft rcÍnains unchatged,
What Gauss'nrants to say is that ihe curvature Ií(p) in a point p of a surface in E3 is
a;e isometÍic invaxiant, not only a,rr invadant under the group of Euclidean motions, but
also ior"ariant under the much large! group of maps, naÍnely the isooetries of surfaces.






is iÈvaÍiant under th. grorrp of Erclidealn motions, but is not i*ariant under the isome-
tries of surfaces. So, besides the extrinsic geometry of surfaces in JE3, which identiffes
two surfaces if and only if they difier only by a Euclidean motioo ia space, Gauss discov-
ered that there is a basic geometric notion, his cur.rature, which is ior.ariant under the
group o{ isometries of surfaces, i.e. under those diferentiable mappings betwe€n sur-
faces which preserve the dista.nce function induced on the surface from the Euclidean
metric of the ambient space. The study ol the geometry of surfaces in lE3 with these
isomet es as transformations is ca.lled the intrinsic geometty of the surfaces in 83.
On j-une 10, 1854 the faculty of GóttingeD University heard the Inaugural lectule enti-
tled " Uber die Hypthesen, welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen" delivered by Georg
Friederich Bernhard Riemann. The main contributioa of Riema.nn to diferential geome-
try was to actually carry out the program laid down in Gauss' Theorema Egregium, aad
such to develop a differeotial geometry {or objects which do not have to be situated in a
Euclidea.n space. Riemann proposes to consider a uniform method of assigning lengths
of tangent vectors. He assumes that this length function f is continuous oD each talgeDt
space alod also positive homogeneous. The matrix of secolrd order partial deri.ratives
is positive semi-definite. Riemann then assumes, as the simplest possibility, that ii is
actually positive definite. An assignment to each tangent space of such a norm, or more
precisely the ioner product from which it comes, is what we now call a Riemaaaian
metÍic on a maflifold M. The corresponding intrinsic geometry is ca-lled Riemannian
geometrÍ We carr study Riemanoian maniíolds on their own (intrinsic geometry) or as
submanifolds in some ambient Euclidean space (extriasic geometry).
If ihe metric on a. diferentia,ble maniíold is indefinite, we get a so-called semi-
Riemannian maroifold, the correspouding geometry is the semi-Riemannia.n geometry.
A semiRiemannian manifold can also be seen as a submanifold in some semi-Euclideao
space, so again we caa rvork intrinsic or extrinsic.
The Minkowsli space 1Ei, i.e. the manifold R" fumished with a metric tensor g
of index 1, is a very important semi-RiemanniaÀ maniíold. Ií n = 4, it is the sim-
plest exaÍnple of a relàtivistic spacetime. The geometry of the Minkowski spacetime
plays a$ important role in the study of special Íelativiiy. The serious difrculties in
classical Newtonian physics were studied by Lorentz, Poiocaré and Einstein. Einsteins
ma.thematical essence'wàs a novel Íray to chatrge space and time coordinates; in 1908
Minkowski showed that these occur natura.lly if space lE3 a-rld time lE a.re merged io
a single spa,cetime lEf. " Henceforth space by iiself, ard time by itself," he wrote, "
aÍe doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and ooly a ldÍrd of union oí the two will
preserve arr independent reality."
In ihe fust chapter of this dissertatioo we take a closeÍ look at curves, which are one
dimensional submanifolds, in the three- and four-dimensional Minkowski space.
We study the moving Frenet frames of curves iu lvlinkowski space. The great difrer-
ences betweeÍ! the study of Rieman an submanifolds and semi-Riemanniao subEran!
folds appea.r immediatly in this chapter. For example the causal chaÍacter of a curve
plays an important role lvhen we construct its adapted Frenet frame. Especially for null
curves and curves with null norrnals there is a brealdown iÍr the usual procedure for
finding the Frenet equations, ard it is simplest to use a moving Írame with some null
basis vectors. However, such a ftame is not unique. The study of these special culves
in the four-dimensional Miakowski space was done by W.B. Bonner [Bo1],[Bo2] and B.
Rouxel [Ro1].
In section ihree of chapter 1 we classify all cuÍves with coístànt curvàtures in ihe
three-dimensional Minkowski space. We'lImake a distinction between spacelike, timelike
and lrull curves. This last category is somewhat bizarre, in the sense that they have
ooly one curvatufe. Iffor example this curvature is equal to zeroj vre get the well known
null cubic.
The fourth and fiíth section deal with curves of restricted type and curves of finite
type in three dimensional Minkowski space. The notion of ffnite type submanifolds was
introduced by B.y. Chen in [Ch1]. He defined a submanifold M to be of finite tt?e
if the second component, q, of the order [p,q] of the subma-nifold M is finite. This
means that each component of its position vector fleld ca-n be written as a finite sum of
eigenfunctio:es of the Laplacian o{ M. Many results were already obtained. For example,
Chen proved that a closed curve a in lR" is of 6oite type if and only if the Fourier selies
expansion of each coordinate function of o has only ffnite nonzero terrns. If this curve
o is a closed plaoe curve, then it is of finite type if and only if it is of type 1 and heíce
o is a circle. Chen, Deprez, Dillen, Verstraelen and Vrarcken ICDDW] studied space
curves of firrite t1pe. In particular, they constructed examples of closed k-t1pe curves
io )E3, for any positive integer k, and they characterized the citcles as the only spherical
curves offinite type in 1E3. We prove that all ffnite type curves in the Minkowski plaae
are of type 1, and hence a part of a,n orthogonal hyperboia or a part of a straight line.
This result is analogous with the Riemannia"n case. Fu hermoÍe we classify all curves
of Chen type 2 in lEl.
Submanifoids of dimeosion two - trormally ca,lled surfaces - in the three aod n-
dimensiona-l Minkowski space a,re treated in chapter 2,
'We first consider minimal surfaces, i.e. surfaces with mean cun'ature IÍ = 0.
Kobayashi [Ko] and Van de Woestyne [Vd'W1] classiffed all minimal sulfaces of rev-
olutioa in E!, all miaimal ruled surfaces in JEI and a.ll minima,l surfaces of translation
in El with metric a : d.x2 + dy2 - dz2. By a surface of translation M of Ei, we mean
a surface giten by an imme$ion
X : LÍ c E2 --+ Ef : (r, e) ..+ (r, a, h(ï) + kQ),..., "f"(,) + e"(r,)).
trVe classify all minimal surfaces of translation in the n-dimeasiooal Minkowski space
JEf with metric s:-dï?+»dc|.
í=2
In [CDW1] is proved that a ruled surface of finite type in lE" is eiiher a part of a
cylinder over a curve offfnite type or a helicoid iu E3. In pa.rticula.r ii follows that a ruled
suríace of ffnite type in 1E3 is a part of a plane. a circular cylinder or a helicoid. Dillen
[Di] showed that a ruled submanifold of finite type in a Euclidean space is a cylioder
on a curve of ffnite type or a generalized helicoid. In the third section of chapter 2
we give a classiffcation of a.ll ruled surlaces of finite type in Er3. We obtain besides the
minimal surfaces, and the expected circular and hyperbolic cylinders another class of
ruled surfaces of ffnite type in E!, namely the isopaÍametric surfa.ces with null rules.
Their mean curvature Il and Gauss cur ture 7í are constant and they are of null 2-type
or of 1-iype. An isopara.metric surface with null rules is of 1-type if and only if it is
a one-sheeted hyperboloid. À surface is of null 2-type if and o[ly if its position vector
6eld Í cau be wlitten as the surn of two eigenfunctions of the Laplacian with one of
the correspondirg eigenralues equal to zero.
In the fourth section oI chapter 2 we classify all ruled surfaces with constant mean
curvature in lEf . A surface ol constant mean curva.tuÍe io E! is a. surface in El for
which the oean curvature vector field has constant length. The minimal ruled surfaces
belong to this class of ruled sufaces with constant mean cur'!€.ture arrd a,lso the ruled
surfaces of finite type are a part of this class. Moreovet we prove that a surface in El
has constant meai cuÍvaturc if and only if it is oÍ finite type in E!.
In the last chapter we explore the tensor ploduct surfaces in JEj, which are the
product of a Lorentzian curve and a Euclidean curve. Let o : R 
- 
lEl and B : R --+ E2
be Íespectively a Loretrtzian planal cuÍve and a Euclidean planar curve. Put o(t) =(a1(l),ar(t)) ar,d B(s) : (B1(s), B2(s)). Then their tensor product is given by
a 8 É : R2 
- 
Ef : (t, s) 
- 
(a1(t) B 1 (s), a1 (t) B2 (s), a2 (t) B 1 (s), a2 (t) B2 (s).
The minimal tensor product surfaces are treated in section 2. A full classification of
this class of surfaces was obtained. The tensor product o @ É is a minima.l immersion
if and ooiy if either a or B is a. straight line through the origin, or both a and B are
orthogonal hyperbolae celtered at the origin, or B is a circle centered at the origin a.od
e is either a circle or an orthogonal hyperbola ceotered at the origin.
In the next section the totally real and complex tensor product surfaces were studied.
These two classes are special cases of sla-nt surfaces. Ii was Chen [CH2] who introduced
the notion of slant submanifolds, A slant submanifold M is deflned as a submalrifold
such that for any nonzero vector X tangent at a point p 
€ 
M, the angle d(X) between
the tangent space io p at M and JX is constant..I is a, almost complex structure ou
the ambient manifold. Complex and totally real immersioos axe slant immersions with
0 :0 all.d 0 = ], respectively. We prove that the teoso! ploduct a @ B is a totally real
immersion with respect to the pseudo-HefftritiaÍr structure ./0,
Jo(u,u, z,u) = (-o,u, -tD,z),
on E{ if aud only if a is an orthogonal hyperbola centered at the origin, or B is a
straight line through the origin. We also prove that the tensor product a @ p is a
complex immersion with respect to 
"Is on lD! if a.nd only if a is a straight line through
the origin. The classiffcation of proper slant - siant, but not tota.lly real or complex -
product surfaces in IE{ is still an open problem.
The last two sections deal with pseudo-minimal and pseudo-umbilical tensor product
surfaces. A submanifold M of a pseudo-Riemanniar manifold lf is said to be pseudo-
minimal if the length of its mean curlatule vector lanishes identically. Aa isometric
immersion is said to be pseudo-umbilical if the shape operator with respect to the mean
cuÍvature vector is proportional to the ideatity, For the ffrst class we get a classifrcatioa,
naÍ$ely that the tensor product aSB is a non-minimal pseudo-minimal immersion ií and
only if a is au hyperbolic spiral in a Minkowski plaue and B is a logarithmic spiral in a
Euclidean plaae. For the pseudo-umbilicai tensor product surfaces we have the following
results. The tensor product oí an hyperbola and a logarithmic spiral is pseudo-umbilical
immersion in E!. Analogous is the product of a circle a,nd an hyperbolic spiral a pseudo-
umbilical tensor product immersion in Ef.
At the end we give some pictures of some of the suÍfaces which play an importaÍtt
role in this dissertatior!.
Chapter I. Curves in Minkowski space
CHAPTER I
CUR\/ES IN MINKO'Try'SKI SPÀCE
§1. INTRODUCTION
Before studying curves in three- and four-dimensional Minkowski space, we first re-
peat solne definitions related with semi-Riemanniar geometry.
Let V be a real vector space, then a bilínear form on V is an lR-bilinear function
ó:I/x7--+lR.
Deffnition 1.1. A s,.rtrmeiric bilinear form ó on V is called
(\) positire d,efinite prorirled o f 0 implies ö(o, u) > 0,(2) negalioe d.efinite protíded u f 0 implies ö(r.,, o) < 0,(3) nond.egeaerale provided ö(r-,,u,):0 íor all u 
€ 
I/ implies u = 0.
'It,e ind,ex / of a symmetÍic bilinear lorm ó on V is the largest integer that is the
dimension of a subspace W C V on which ólW is negative deflniie.
De0nition 1.2. A meíric r€nror g oÍr a smooth ma,nifold M is a symmet c nonde-
generate (0, 2) tensor feld on M of consta.nt index.
In other words g smoothly assigos to each poiut p of M a scalar product g, on the
tangent space To(M), and the index of g, is the same for all p.
Deffnition L.3. A serni-Riemannian rnaniJold, is a smooth manifold M furnished
with a metric teusor g.
Thus strictly speaking a semi-Riemanoian manifold is an ordered pair (M,g): two
different metric tensors on the same manifold constitute difrereÍrt semi-Riemantrial t[aÍr-
ifolds. Nevertheless we usually denote a semi-Riema,nnian manifold by the oa.:cte of its
smooth manifold M, N, . . . , the metric a we consider usually being clear from the con-
text. We will work only with smooth manifolds, so we'll use the word "ma.nifold" instea.d
of "smooth manifold".
The common ralue z o{ index g, on a semi-Riemannian manifold M is called the
i,nd,ea of M : 0 ! z I n = dimM.IÍ z = Q, M is a Rieruannian manifold, ; each g, is then a positive defioite inner
product on the tangent space ?o(M) in p at M.
IÍ z : 1 and n/2, M is a LoreíLÍziatu manifold .
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For any integer z with 0 !,, í n, we have a met c tensor gr of index z oo Rn,
g(t,w): 
-l,t;toi + | o;roi,
with ?, : (u1, rr2,..., un) aad u, = (u1, u2,.,,, u;, ) g R", or
s:-»d,?+ » d,3
wilh c1, c2, ..., an llte Íratural coordinates oIr Rr. The Íesultitg *mi-Eaclidean space E!
reduces to the Euclidean space E" ií u = 0. For n 2 2 , Ef is called the n-dimetsional
Minkooshi space.
Deflnition 1.4. A vector u tangent to a semi-Riemaruriafl manifold M is
(7) spacelihe if 9(o, t,) > 0 or u : 0,(2) null 1Í 9(o,o) = 6 and o 10,(3) timelike if 9(o,r,) < 0.
The set of all null vectors in the tangent space Tr(M) is called the tuullcone at a
poirt p 
€ 
M. The category into which a givetr taÍrgent vector falls is called its caural
characleL
Ahe nonn of a tangent vector o is give[ by
a,rrd unit vectors, orthogonality aud orthonormality are deffned as io Euclideatl spaces.
Rematk thàt not everything is the same as in Euclidean spares. For example, the norm
of a vector beiog null iu a semi-Euclidean space doesl't mea.rr that this vector is equal
to 0-
Let M be a submanifold immersed by ao immersion i in a semi-Riemarmian maoifold
N. If the pullback i.(9) is a metlic teosor on M it makes M a sen;-Rietuatun;atu
submanifold, ol N .
Deffnition 1.5, A semi-Riemanqian submanifold is called
(7) spacelike ií i*(9) is positive defrnite,
(2) Lorcntzian if i'(9) has index 1.
Let at,c2)...tÍn be the natura.l coordinates on lE, altd
! Widi a,re vector fields on JEi, the vector field
ÍlV and W =
Dvw:»v(w)ai
ful = 1/ls(o,o)1,
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ís calledlhe naturul cooariani derioalioe oí I{/ with respect to y. The natural connection
D is the Levi-Civita connection of the semi-Euclidean space E| for every z = 0,1, ..., n.
The connection D of E| induces the Levi-Civita connection V of a semi-Riema.nniaa





DxY = V xY + h(X,Y)
Dx€=-Acx+DLx€,




a unit normai vector field on M. Further à is ca.lled the seconil
find,amental form of M, ,4g the shape operalor oÍ M w.r.t. 
€ 
a.rrd DL ís llne nonnal
connection oÍM. (7.1) is known as lhe lhe Jormula oJ Gauss, (!.2) as the form,ula of
Weingarten.
lVe define a curve in the following way.
Deffnition 1.6. A cume in a manifold M is a smooth mappiog a: f --+ M, §'here
f is a,n open interval in the real line R.
Let ct , ..., e, be a local cooldiflate system in M at a point a(s) of o. The coordinate




where u is a coordinate system on 1, namely the identity map of I. A curve d is said
tobe regular provided d(s) f 0 for all s.
If a : 1 
-+ M is a curve and à : .I ---+ f is a srnooth function oo an ioterval J, then
.0 = a(h) : J --+ M is a curve called a repararnelerisali,on oÍ a.
Then
forallÍe"I.
Deffnition 1.7. A curve a in a semi-Riema.nnia-n manifold M is
(7) cpacelihe if all of its velocity vectors d(s) a.re spacelike,
(2) zull if all of its velocity vecto$ à(s) are null,
(3) timelike if a.l1 of its velocity vectors ri(s) are iimelike.
An arbitrary curve need not have oíe of these causal characters.
aot= (ff)utanrt»
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§2. THE MOVING FRENET FRAME
2.1. The 3-dimensional Euclidean case.
Consider a regular curve a(s) = (a1(s), a2 (s), a3 (s)) with arclength paraureter s,
that is Vs : g(a,à) : 1, in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space lE3, with metlic a :d4 + dcr+ dr?. The Freaet frume aloog a is the orthonorma.l frame {?, N, .B} which is
determined as follows. 7 is the velocity or unit tangent vector ffeld of a. Iï ti(s) I O, the
acceleration ö(s) of the curve o at the point a(s) is a vector which stands perpendicular
to 7(s). The pdocipal trormal vector field .l[ is then the normalized acceleration field
à. The binormal vector ffeld B is determined by the vectorial product of 7 aod N. The
Frenet formulas are given by
a.rrd determine all successive derivatives of @. The functions r alrd 7, which axe
respectively defined by the ffrst and third formula, are called the first and secotrd cur-
r.'atures of a, or the cur,.'ature a.nd the torsion. The funda-mental theorem of curves in
lE3 is,
Congruence theorem. ÍÍ a, p : I --+ E' aíe init-speed curyes suc.h that
aad
then a and p ate coagrueDt, i.e. are identicd tp to Etclidean motions.
The following properties characterize some special curves:
r : 0 if and only i{ o is a straight liÍre,
r :0 if and only if o is a planar curve,
r : 0 a.nd É = consta[t > 0 if and only ií a is a circle,
, : constant I 0 and n = constant > 0 il and only if a is a circular helix,
What the Frenet theory íot curves io Euclidean spaces does, is basically to assigo a
írame field on a curve, and theo to express the deriraiives of the basic vector fields with
respect to this chosen Frenet frame. A frame field on a curve a : I --: M is deffaed as
a set of mutually orthogonal ullit vector frelds on a.Iu this way, the cufl?tures appeas
as coeficients in these Frenet formulas and completely determine the curves. This is
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2.2. The 3-dimensional Minkowski case.
'We study the Frenet frames a,nd formulas in the Minkowski space lE{, )Ro with metdc
s : 
-d,r? + dcz * de!. A curve a(s) in JE! can have locally oae oí the following causal
characters: a(s) is spacelike, null or timelike, which means that g(d, ri) is bigger, equal
or sma.ller then 0 on an interva.l Í C lR. \rye corlsider these three cases seperately and
construct their Frenet frame {7, N, B}.
Case 1. a is spacelike
We take the arclength parameter s íor a such that g(à(s),ti(s)) : 1. ?(s) is the
velocity or unit tangent vector ffeld oí a(s). If d(s) 10, theo ö(s) is perpendicular to
?(s) , soweta"keN(s): )d(s),À € Rand ) >0. Depending on the causal character
of ó(s) we have the íollowing cases.
Cate 1.1. s(ii(s), ii{s)) > 0
The principal normal vector 6etd N(s) is then the norma,lized vector 6eld ö(s), The
bioormal vector field B(s) is ihe unique timelike unit vector fleld perpendicula.r to the
spacelike plane {7(s), N(s)} at every point a(s) of d, such that {7, N, B} has the same
orientation as Ei. The Frenet formulas are, in matrixnotation,
Case 1.2. s(ö(s),ii(s)) < 0
The principal normal vector field N(s) is then the normalized timelike vector 6eld d(s).
The binormal vector ffeld B(s) is the unique spacelike unit vector field perpendicula.r to
the timelike pla.ne {?(s), N(s)} at every point a(s) of a, such that {?,1f, B} has the
same o entation as Ei. The Frenet formulas are, in matrixnotation,
Case 1.3. s(i1(s), d(s)) :0
To rule out straight liaes and points of inflexion on a, we shall suppose that ci(s) I 0
. The principal roÍmal vecto! field N(s) is then the vector field ó(s). The binormal
vector field B(s) is the unique null vector 6eld perpendicular to ?(s) at every point
o(s) of a, such that 9(N, B) : 1. The Freoet formulas are, in matrixnotation,
(i):(*, ï *) (i)
ffi) (*ï+) (r)
(i) ( ï, ï ï,) (i)
where the " curlature " t1 can only take two r.'aluesl 0 , when a is a straight line, or
1 in all other cases. If a(s) is a straighb line, then ö(s) :0 = ?(s) which meaqs that
rr = 0. If o(s) is not a st.aight line, then thele exist a-n interval f on which ó(s) l0 .
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N(s) is defioed as .li(") : d(r) : i'(s), ihus nr = 1. {?, N, B} is a pseudo-orthonormal
basis in E!, which means that
N=arTlazN+agB
B = bI +b|N +UB.
From
e(jv, N) = s(N, 
") : s(B,B) :0
we get respectively that o3 = a1 = öz = 0. Considering that
s(N' B) = 1 and 9(8, 7) : 0,
we get by differentiatioÍt that
elri.at +e1n.Ét :o ar\d sÍÈ,T) + s(B.i) : 0.
which means that
az : 
-bt and ó1 = -r1 = -1.
Concluding, we see that in this case there is only oue curvature o2 : 12.
Case 2. a is timelike
We ta.ke the axclength paxaÍneter r for o such that 9(ó(s),<i(s)) : 
-1. ?(s) is the
unit timelike tangent vector ffeld of a. ö(s) is perpendicular to 7(s) ,and thus spacelike,
so we define the principal normal fleld N(s) as the norma.lized vector ffeld à(s). The
binormal vector field B(s) is the unique spacelike unit vector field perpendicular to the
timelike plane {7(s),.1f(s)} at every point o(s) oí o, such that {7, N, B} has the same
orientation as Ef. The Frenet formulas a.re, in matrixnotation,
Qe§g-L a is a null-curve
Let 7 be the null vector 6eld d, then à is a spacelike vector field perpendicular
to ? , except when d = 0. If a is not a straight oull line, ta"ke then as para.meter
the pseudo-arclenght s, i.e. g(ö(s),d(s)) : 1, V, , and define N as the u.uit vector
field corresponding to <i. The binormal vector field B is the unique null vector field
perpendicula"r to N(s) at every point a(s) of a, such that 9(7,8) = 1. The Frenet
formulas are, in matrixflotation,
where the "currature" n1 can only ta.ke two valuesl 0 , when a is a straight nuU line, or L
in all other cases. If o(s) is a straight null line, then ö(s) = 0 = 
"(s) 
which means that
(i):(i r:, +) (i)
(i) (+ t:, Ï,) (i)
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rr = 0. If a(s) is not a straight lioe, then there exist an interml f on which ö(s) I 0 .
.l[(s) is deflned as .lÍ(s) = ö(s) : ?(s), thus rr = 1. {?,.rí, A} is a pseudo.orthooorma.l




s(N,N) = s(7, B) :1 and g(B,B) = 0
we get respectively tb:at az = bg: ór = 0. Coasidering that
e(?, N) = e(N, B) = 0,
we get by difereatiation that
s1i, w1 
- 
s€. N 1= o and e(ff, B) + e(N,li) = 0,
which means that
a3 = -/it : -1 and a1 = -ó2.
AIso in this case we see that there is oaly one curt"àture al = rc2.
oÍ
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2.3. The 4-dimensional Euclidean case.
Consider a regular curve o(s) : (a1(s),a2(s),a3(s),oa(s)) with arclength param-
eter s, Vs : g(ó,ri) = 1, in the 4-dimensiooal Euclidean space 1E4, with metricg = dcl + drz + dr23 + d,r24. Tlne Frenet frame along a is the orthonormal frame
{T,N,Br,Br} which is determined as follows. 7 is the velocity or urit ta.ngent vector
field of o. Ií ö(s) I 0, then the acceleration ri(s) of the culve @ at the point a(s) is
a vector which staods perpendicular to ?(s). The principal normal vector field 
-lÍ is
the aormalized acceleration field ó. The unit vector field B1 is deiermined such thai
-lÍ cau be decomposed into two components, a tangeat one in the direction oí ? aad
a normal ooe in the direction oÍ 81- 82 is the unique unit vector field perpendicula,r
to the three-dimensional subspace {7,1f,41}, such that the o entatioo of the frame
IT,N,Br,82) is the sa.ure as the orientation of Ea. The Frenet formulas ate given by
N=-nrT+nzBt





and determine a.ll succesive derilatives o{ a. T}re functions ,(1 , ,(2 and tc3 are called
the first, second and third curvatutes of a. The fundamental theorem of curves in lE4
states that two curves for which the absolute \,àlues of the curl'atures ar:e the sarae, are
congaueÍrt, i.e. are identical up to Euclidean motions.
The following properties charactelize some special curves;
xr = 0 if and only if a is a straight line.
cr = 0 if and only if o is a pla-nar curve,
rcs = 0 if and only if o is lying in a three dimensional subspace of )E4,
/i2 = 0 aÍrd /,ir = constant > 0 if and only if a is a circle,
ra:0 and K2:c2) Kr:cr, cr,c2 
€ 
R6 iíaad only if o is a circular helix,
K3 : ca) K2 : c2) t t = cr, c\)c2,c:! € Ro if and ouly if
l1'll
o(s) = isin()rs).% - -:cos(À1s).% + isin(Àrs1.V3 - icos()2s).Va






and À = cï + cl + c!. vi are or_2 ' "2-thogonal, constant vectors satisfying the following conditiorc g(V1,V1): g(V2,V2) al:,d.
g(Vx,h): g(Va,Ua). Tbis curve o lies on a sphere with radius fi.
*) (fl)(*) (;
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2.4, The 4-dimensional Minkowski case-
We study the Frenet frames and formulas io ihe Minkowski spa,ce lEÍ, Ra with metric
C = 
-d!? + drz + dfi + dx,n. A curve o(s) in E| can have locally onè of the following
causal cha:acters: a(s) is spacelike, uull or timelike, which means that 9(à,ri) is biggeq
equal or smaller then 0 on an interval f. 'We will look at these three cases sepelately
and construct their Frenet frame {?,N,81,Br}.
Case 1. o is spacelike
We ta"ke the arclength parameter s for a such that g(d(s),d(s)) = 1. ? is the unit
tangeat vector field of a- ÍÍ ii 10, then ö is perpendiculax to ? , so we take N in the
direction o{ ö. Depending on the causal character of ó we have the following cases.
Case 1.1. g(<i(s), ri(s)) > 0
The principal normal vector ffeld N is then the normalized vector field correspondiag
to ri(s). The vector ffeld B1 is in the direction of the normal component Ca of N with
respect to the plane {", nf) and can have all the causal cha.racters.
Case 1.1.1 g(Cr,CL) > O
Then B1 is the normalized vector field CL and 82 is the unique timelike uÍtit vecto!
field perpendicular to the 3-dimensional subspace {?,Ií, .B1 }, such that the orientation
of {7,N,\,82} is the sa-rÍre as that of 1Ef . The Frenet formulas then become
Care 1.1.2 g(Ct,CL) < 0
Then .R1 is the timelike normalized vector ffeld Ct arrd 82 is the unique spacelike
unit vector field perperdicular to the 3-dimensional subspace {?,.1[, B1], such that the
orieotation of { f, N, .B1 , 82 } is the same as that of ( . The Frenet formulas then becoue
Case 1.1.3 s(Cr,CL) = O
Then 
-B1 is the vector freld Ct arrd B2 is the unique null vector ffeld perpendicular to
the plane {7,N}, such that g(.B1,.B2):1. The Frenet formulas then becorrre
(fl):(ï + ï +) 
€)
(g) (r i: j +) (fl)
(i) (i 
-ï * -ï ) (n)
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Such a curve e is called a parti,allg aull cume aad lies in a three dimeusional subspace,
as vze see from the Frenet formulas. By making a zzll ro tation, í.e. a rEap flom oDe Dull
tetrad to another null tetÉd, ihat keeps ? and 1f fixed, we car ma.ke ,{3 = 0. Such that
B1 is a constaat null vector. 'Working out this case, we make the following null rotatioo
The Frenet formulas then become
with





Thus we may choose o(s) so that Ér : 0. This means ihat
É'=0,
or ia other words 
-É1 is a constant null vector. There are only two curl:atures iu this
case, the second curr,rature is determined only up to a coístant factor. For more details
we refer to [Bo2]. A special partially null curve is the partially null helix, i.e. a culve
that satisffes the above Frenet íormulas with lc1 and ,i2 Írorr-zero coÍrstarots. This curve
may be expressed as
1l
oís) = (cs.:cos(xrs). I sin(xr s ). cs l.
with c a non-zero constant a.nd may be regarded as a citcular helix wiih a null axis.
Case 1.2. s(à(s), d(s)) < 0
The principal normal vector ffeld N is then the normalized timelike vector field corre-
spooding to d(s). The unit vector field B1 is in the ditectio!. oí the uolmal component
of N ard must be spacelike. .B2 is the unique unit spacelike vector ffeld perpendicula,r
to the sutrspace {7, N, A1} and such that the orientatioo oÍ {7,N,81,82} is equal to
tha.t of Q. The Frenet formulas are
Case 1.3. e(ri(s), A(s)) : 0




(fl) (ï ï r: *) (fr)
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'ri can be a spacelike vector ffeld or a null vector field. If ii is spacelike, Iet theo Bl be
the normalized vector ffeld ö. .B2 is the unique uull vector field perpeodicula.r to the
subspace {7, .B1}, such that 9(N, Br) = 1 . The Frenet system - known as the Sta.:odard
Tetrad [Bo2] - then becomes
where the "curr"ature" rc1 cal only ta.ke twoT,aluesl 0 , vhen a is a straight Írull line, or
1 in a.ll other cases.
If ö is a uull vector field, then d is a two dimensional pseudo null curve, Iyiog in a
degenerate plane, with parameterisation
a(6) = (/(s), s,0, J(s))
where / is an arbitrary íunction o{ e. From any pseudo null curve o we can obtain the
associaled null cunte d see lProll
a(§): o(s)-§'7(§)
and in this case the associated null curve is a straight line.
Case 2. o is timelike
We tal<e the arclenght parameter s for a such that g(ti(s), ci(s)) : 
-1. 7 is the
timelike u t vector fleld ó. <! is perpendicular to 7 , so If is the spacelike normalized
vector field à. .B1 is a spacelike unit vector field in the dircction of the trormal component
of l[ with respect to the plane {?,.1[]. 82 is the unique spacelike unit vector field
perpendicular to {?, N, B1} and such that the orientation of {?,.1[,.B1, 82] corresponds
with that of E!. The Frenet íormulas a,re
Case 3. o is a null curve
Let ? be the null vector ffeld <i. Il we exclude straighi lines and use the pseudo.axc
s for o, then g(ö(s),à(s)) : 1, so talie N : ci. Let Br be the normal componeot of
o with respect to the pla-ne {7, N}. From 9(ó, rí) = -t and g(ó, ö) = O, we get that
9(.B1,.B1) must be equal to 0 and ,B1 is completely determined by 9(7,81): 1- 9,
is the unique spacelike unit vector ffeld perpendicula.r to the 3-dimeosional subspace
{T,N,Br} and such that the orieotation oÍ {7,N,\,82} is the same as that of JEl.
The Frenet {ormulas are
(fl):(l + i, +,) (fl)
(fl) ffi +, r:, +) (fl)
(fl) (i, +, ï +) (fl)
Thus
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where the "cur!àture" x1 can only ta.ke two valuesl 0 , when o is a straight null line, or
1 in all other cases.
This ietrad {T,N,B\,82} is known as the Ca.rtan ietrad for null curves, for other
tetrads as the ca.nonica.l tetrad or the screw tetrad see [Bo1].A uull curve has only two essential curlratures rc2 alod /i3. rca plays a role similar
to the third curvature of a curve in JE4, this means that a null curve a lies in a three
dimensional subspace of Ea if and only if ,íB = 0. The geotDetrical mearring of ri2 is less
obvious. There exist null helices with rcz = 0, a:nd there is a, single curve, the null cubic,
with x2 = 13 :0. Por this reason, we study null curves with constant curtàtures.
Case 1. 12 = 763 : S




=,453 +Bs2+Cs+D, A,B,C,D €R4,
and the derivatives are
d(s) : 34'? +2Bs + C'




= 9(ö,.rí), we get that ,,{ is a corstant null vector. Expressing
ihat s is ihe pseudo-arc parameter, i.e. 9(ó,d) : 1, aÀd that a is a null curve, i.e.
9(d, d) : 0, vre get the following conditions on the vectors ,4, B, C, D,
stA.h= stc.Ct = s(A.B) : stB.Cr=0. s{.4.C) =-}. sO.a1 =!.
For example
ois) : 153 
- rra.,t - Ë. Í O,
which is a parameterisatiol of the null cubic.
9@-2. xz,xt constants aod not both zero
Case 2.1.4f0
We have to solve d4T &T
* -2xz7g - xiT :0.
After integration, we get
1l





slz. Z ) = stW.W ): stY.Y): -s\V,v): 
-:--:r,
^i+^;
É4+ KZ+ n2, 
^2:
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This is a parameterisation of a null helix, lyiug on a circula.r cylinder.
No very distinctive role is played by rz, it ca.n be put zero without a,fecting the
general nature of the helix.
Case 2.2- ns = 0
If x3 = Q, the curves are lying in a three dimensional subspace. From the Frenet





We distinguish two cases :
i) ,i2 > 0, then
ii) lc2 < 0, then
1_
atst= 5|[sinht/2xzs ), cosh( \/ris). {-2lzs,o].
1_
ol4 = -+Í0. \/=rtírs. sin(y':E[s), cosl t/:Ia"11.
xl+n!-n2.
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§3. CUR\IES WITH CONSTANT CURVATURE IN El
In the 3-dimensional Euclideaa space JE3, we hrow that every culve d has two curr,à-
tufes, the ffrst curl,ratuÍe rit, also called the currature r, aÍId the second cunature rc2,
sometimes called the torsion r.. Curves with constant curvatures - a_lso called W-curves
- are characterized by the foliowing properties :
r = 0 if a.nd ooly if a is a straight line,
r : 0 if and only if a is a plaÍrar curve,
r = 0 and lt : consta.ot > 0 if and only if a is a circle,
r = constàflt l0 aad c: consta-ot > 0 i{ and only if a is a circular helix.
Io the next sections we study'W-curves, i.e. curves with constant cur\,atuÍes, in
Minkowski space.
3.1. Spacelike curves.
We will work with the Freoet equatioos from the previous sectioa, so we shall dis-
tinguish three cases depeuding on the sign of g(ci, ci), Before doiog this, we give some
general results for spacelike curves ia E!.
Theorem 3.1. A spacejike curye a in Ei .has firs, cuÍtz,tuae 61 identically zero iÍ
a.nd o y iÍ a is a paÍt of a sttaight line.
Proof.
From the Frenet equations follows that x1 equal to zero! is equivalent with f : ci = 0,
which means that o is a paxt of a straight line. tr
Thus ffrst curvature measures deviatioo from straightness.
Theorem 3.2. A spacelike curve a ia E], rvith g(ci, ö) f 0, has second atrvature
x2 idenlically zero if and ody if a is a planar curve.
Proof.
If rc2 : g, 5'" *"1 Írom the Frenet equations that
?=xrN
N: *rr?.
Rewriting this equatioÍls in teras of the delivatives of the curve a gives us the following
equation,




Using the Maclaurin expansioD for a,
^2 ^3
o(s) = o(0)- ci(0)s ï .i(0); + ö(0); +....
we carr conclude that o is lying in the plane spanned by {d(0), d(0)}.
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Conversely, suppose a is a piane curve. Then there exists points p aJrd q such that("(") 
- 
p).q 
= 0 for all s. Diferentiation yields
d(s).q = d(§).q:0.
Thus g is always orthogonal to ?: ó a.nd N = e. But B is also orthogonal to ? aod
-l[, so, since B has unit length, B = ffi. Thus B:0, ard by definition Éz :0. tr
For simpleness, we now distinguish ihe three possible cases.
Case 1. g(ci,à) > 0




Io this case the curves with constant cur!àtures are characterized by the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.3. For a spaceiiJ<e curve in El, with g(d,A) > 0, we have that
(1) rz=O and\= coastant >0ifand only iía is a paÍt oÍa ciÍcle;(2) rr: 
"or"Sun1 ) 0, n2 = constant + 0 andl n2l2 q if and oaly iÍd is apaoÍ a spacelike hypetbolic hdix,
a(s) : 
,.1(o, "irrh(r,-Ií, ), 1ln2rl{ s, ,t, ,osh(t/ I{ s))
with R:xtr- x1 ;(3) r1 : 66pr1rrr1 )0, x2= constaat f O andlx2 < q iÍ aad only ifa is a patt
of a spacelike circular helix,
1-
o(" t = 
-41 
1/r{Iis. rr cosÍ /Fs). rr sinlvfrs).1'/iv
wtthl1,=tíi-Ki;
(4) \= qent1.r1 ) 0, x2: constant * 0 aadlrrl = \ if aido yiÍa can be
patameteized by
.1
otsr = i {", "2"3. -^fr3 + 6".3r, 121.
Proof.
(1) Suppose Et : constatut ) 0 and 12 = 0. From theorem 3.2. we kflow that o is
a plaÍra.! cuÍve and from the proof of theorem 2.3. we see that a(s) lies iu the plane
spanned by {ó(0), d(0) ). a is a spacelike curve a.nd 9(d, <i) > 0, so we know that d lie6
in a spacelike plane. Deflne
o01".1 : o1"1 - l1Y1"r'
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Ta.king the derivative, we get
à(s) =
16
do{.t) : ó(s) + arif") = o.
aq(s) is a constaÍrt curve, so d(s) + *fi(s) has the sa"ure value, say c, for all s. The
distance between c and a(s) is equal to
d(c.o(§)): llc-o(s)ll = ilryqll : -f-.ll xl ll lxr I
Thus o(s) is a pa.rt of a circle.
Conversely, suppose o(s) is a planar spacelike circle. From theorem 8.2. we know
that 12 : 0, and from the proof of theorem 2.3. we see that o(s) lies in the plaae
spanned by {,i(0),d(0)}. o is a spacelike curve and 9(d,<i) > 0, so we know that a lies
in a spacelike plane. 'Without loss of generalitg we can take the plane o = 0. Thus
a(s): (0, r cos(s/r), r sin(s/r)),
with r 
€ 
lR,r > 0. Calculating r1 gives that ,.1 : ! = consta.[t.
(2) Suppose that Er : coostaÍrt ) O, x2 : constaot f 0 and I r2l > 11.








Since a6 is a spacelike straight line, we may assume, without loss of generality, that aq
is the Y-axis. From 9(óq, N) = 0 , we obtain tha.t
1f (s) : 
-(sinh(/(s)), 0, cosh(/(s)))
and





Using the Freaet formulas aÍld the fact that a is spacelike, we fnd that
flsl = 1f rl - x2,s.
a is then a part of a spacelike hyperbolic helix.
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If a is a part of a spacelike hyperbolic helix, theo by diferentiation aad using the
Frenet equations we find that r;1 and ri2 are constarrt and satisfy the necessary condition.
(3) Suppose that rc1 > ] x2l and that both curlratures are constaot.
If we take the curve o6
oo(5.) = a(s)+ 
-A--IY(g),Ki_Ri
then it is easy to see that this curve is a straight line. The causal character oí this curve
is determined by
9(óo ' do ) = --Ll- 'Ki_R;
Since a6 is a timelike straight line, we may assume without loss of geÍrerality that oo is









Using the Frenet formulas and the fact that a is spacelike, gives
à(s):
In this case a is thus a part of a spacelike circular helix.
Cooversely, if a is a part of a spacelike circular helix, then by applying the Frenet
equations we get that both curvatures are constant ard sàtisfy the postulated condiiion.
(4) Suppose that x1 : I r2lwith both cunatures constant.
From the Frenet formulas. we have that
ri: o.
Without loss of generality 's/e may assume that for s : 0, a(ó) = (0, 0,0) ,
"(0) = (0,1,0), N(0) : (0,0,1) and B(0) = (1,0,0). we 6nd that
with Vr e {1,2,3}
get that
N(s) = (crs, c2s, cas * 1)
: c; 
€ 
1R. From the Frenet formulas and after some integrations, .we
1"
o 1s ) = i(cr rpr. czr 1s3 - 6s. c1x1s3 - 3x 1s2 ).
f1s1: 1l x! - xls.
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By straightforward computations and using again the Frenet fotmulas, we obta,in that
ct = ti2, c2 = -tít) cs = 0 which we had to prove. The other part caa be proved
by ta.king the frrst and second derir.rative of the curve o and by applying the Frenet
equations. E
Case 2. g(ci,ci) < 0




In this case the curves with constant curl-atules are characterized by the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.4, For a spacelike curvein JE!, with g(d,à) <-0,wehavethat
(1) rcz : O and El : constant > 0 if and only if a is a part oÍ a.a otthogonal
hyperbda;
(2) q = ssn51antr > 0 andx2= constaat * 0 if and only ifa is a patt of a spacelike
hypetbolic helix,
a(s) : f (rr costr(v-Iís), /,cr2rcs, ,, "iot (r/rr";;
with K: n1+ KZ.
Proof.
(1) Suppose Kt = constant ) 0 and n2 : 0. From theorem 3.2. we k[ow that a is
a planar curve and from the proof of theorem 2.3. we see thai a(s) Iies in the plane
spanned by {ó(0),d(0)}. a is a spacelike curve and g(ri,ri) < 0, so we know that a lies
in a timelike plane. Deffne
ao(s)=o(s)-afY(';'
X1
Taking the derivative, we get
do(s)=à(s)-lritrr=0.
fi1
a6(s) is a constant culve, so a(s) 
- 
!.N(s) has the same EIue, say c, for all s. The
distance between c and a(s) is equal to
d(c,o(s)1 = ltc_o1s1lt : ll#ll = *
Thus o(s) is a part of a orthogonal hyperbola.
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Conversely, suppose a(s) is a part of a planar orihogoual hyperbola. From theorest
3.2. we know lhat n2 = 0, and ftom the proof of theorem 2.3. we see that o(s) lies in
the plane spanned by {,i(0),.i(0)}. o is a spacelike curve and 9(4,ö) < 0, so we know
that a lies in a timelike plane, Without loss of generality, we ca.n ta.ke the plane z = 0.
Thus
a(s) = (r sinh(s/r), r cosh(s/r),0),
with r 
€ 
JR,r > 0. Calculating 11 gives that &1 :1 : g6as1aÀ1.
(2) Suppose that Kr : constart ) 0 and 12 = coastant 10.
If we take the curve a6
oo(s) = o(s) - --ol---;rot"),Ki+ Ri
it's easy to calculate that ó6(s) = 0, so this curve is a straight line. The causal character
of this curve is determined by
s(ao, ào) = xl + nl'
Since oo is a spacelite straight line, we may assume, without loss of generality, that oo
is the Y-axis. From 9(ó6,1f) :0 , we obtain that
If (s) = (cosh(/(s)), 0, sinh(/(s)))
aud
o(s) = (;jI; cosh(í(s)). i(é), ;{L , sinh(f1s)))./(i + /ri Ki + K;
Using ihe Frenet formulas and the fact that @ is spacelile, vre find that
nl
fth(sl:t/-i-:.s
v /<i + /íi
and
a is then a part of a spacelike hyperbolic helix,
If o is a part of a spacelike hJperbolic helix, then by diferentiation aod using the
Freoet equatioDs we find that x1 aad 12 are constant. E
Case 3. 9(ö,ri) = 0




where the " cur.íature " ,r1 car only take two values; 0, if a is a spacelike straight line,
or 1 in all other cases. Ia this case the curves with constant curr,.atures are characterized
by the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.5. .4lJ pseudo null spacelr'.ke curves in lEl witÀ coastani cl)t:lz,tutes c:,lD
be classifred a-s
(1) rc1 : 6 iÍ and only if a is a part of a spacelike stÍaight line;
(2) xr = f and É2:0 if and only ii a is a pafi oí a plaaar curve with patameteti-
càtian 
/ ^.2 ^2 \orsr=(i.s.i);
(3) rr : f a:nd K2 = constant l0 ií and only if a is a part oí a plaaat awe with
paÍarneterisation
1
o(s) = +(cosh(,r2s) * siuh(c2s), r!s, cosh(/ír§) + sinh(Érs))..É:
Proof.
(1) If rr = 0, then by deffnition a is a straight line. Conversely, if a is a straight line
thenó=0andthusrr=0.
(2) If n1 : 1 and rc2 = 0, we can use the Frenet formulas aod the Maclaurin serie of
a to get that
.2
a(s) : o(0) + 7"t0 rs + 
^r(0);.From this equation, we see that o is a pla.nar curve. Without loss of generality, we may
assume ihàt





Ií a(s) has the above parametedsation, then a(e) : 0. This means that fU1"; = g.
Thus from the Frenet formulas follows that rz = 0.
(3) If rr = 1 and rc2 = constant f 0, then
ao(s) : o(§) 
- 1't"Ki
is a spacelike siraight lioe. Without loss of generality, we may assuÍne that os is the
Y-axis, 'We know that J{(s) is a aull vector perpendicular to do, so it can be written as
1[(s) : n1";11' 9' 11'
After some calculations, we find that
à(s) : r'21"';
Solviog this diferential equation aod using that
o(s):o01",1-17Y'',,'t,
we get what we had to prove.
By derivating e and applying the Frenet formulas, lr/e find that 12 is constant. E
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3.2. Timelike curves.
The Frenet formulas ate given by
i = 
^rN
l,l = x1T ! x2B
B = - nzN
Timelike curves with coÍrstant curr,atures are characterized by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. All timelike cuí,es in EÍ w;th constant cufliaÍures can be classifred
as
(t) r, : 6 ;1"rr4 orly if a is a part of a timelike straight liae;(2) x, : g i7 ur6 orly if a is a plar.at timdike cuwe;(3) r, : g *r4 *, = constant > O if axdonlyiíaisapa of a orthogond hyperbola;(4) q: ss66arrS ) 0 , x2= constant + 0 andlrrl > q if and only iia is a pafi
oí a timelike circular helix,
1t-
a(s)= F{/,r;Iís.,(r cos{/Às).Kr sin(\aÀi ))
withK =nZ-nl ;(5) n1 = g6ns1a.r6 )0, lt2 = constaat f 0 aad]r2l < q ií aad oaly if a isapa
of a timelike hyperbolic helix,
a(s) = f (,r sinh(r/-Iís), /n!-Iís, ,r .o"h(y'rs;)
withl{:n1-83;
(6) r, = q6r.1ari )0 , x2 = constant * 0 aadlrrl = q if and only iía caa be
parameterized by
1.o(s)=;(,íïs3 + 6s.3x r12. ri r nzs3 ).
Proof.
Saoe methods as in the proofs of theorem 3.1., 3.2. and 3.3. tr
3.3. Null curves.




where the " curlature " lct can take o[ly two valuesl 0 , when o is a straight flull line,
or 1 in a.ll other cases. Null curves with constant curvatules a.re characterized bv the
following theorem.
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Theorem 3.7. All null carves in Ei w.it& constant ctrtztutes can be classiffed as
(1) ,ir : 0 if and only ií a is a patt oÍ a nu stnight line;(2) rr : I and x2 : g i1 sr4 only iÍ a is a pa of the null cubic,
1
o{ s ) = -i={ 6s + s3. 3r/-2s2. 6s 
- 
s3 )'6'/2
(3) 11 :1 and x2 > 0 if and only iÍa is a patt of a n:ui.l circular helix,
1
a(s) : 7;íffs. cos( Ks), siniÀ s t)
with K = \/rtí2;(4) nr = I alad É2 <O iÍ alnd only if a is a part oÍ a aull hyperbolic he)ix,
.1
a(s) = p (sinhíIis r. À s. cosh( Jis ))
with K : t/=7[i.
Proof. This proof is very similar with previous proofs, so we give only the most
deviating paris.
(2) Suppose that 12 = [. Then the Maclaurin serie of o can be written as
a(ó) : o(0)T ?í0)s + lurOf{ 
- 
arorf;
with {", tÍ, B} the Freuet fÍame ol o. In this case, ? and B are null vectors, such that
S(f,B) : 1 , and lf is a unit spacelile vector. Without loss of genemlity, we may
assume that
11
r(0) = +(1.0.1). N{0)= t0.1.0). B(o) = +(_1.0.i).V2 
'/2
This gives us the desired result.
(3) and (a) If 12 I 0 , then
oo{s ) = o(s)_ 
,fiur,,
is a stmight line. The causa.l cha.racter of this line depends on the sign of ri2. If
rc2 < 0, a6 is a timelike straight line, say the X-axis. In the other case, ae is a spacelike
line, say the Y-axis. The spacelike unit vector 1f(s) is, in both cases, perpendicula.r to
d6 . This means that N(s) takes a well-determiaed form. From the deflnition of oo, we
see that o is known when N is known. E
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§4. CURVES OF RESTRICTED TYPE
4.1. Introduction.
A submaoifold Nn in Euclidean space lE- is said to be of re dricled, type (R.T,) iÍ Íot
each tangeÍrt vector X at any point p of Nn
(4.1) A (x) : (MX)r 
,
where .4a denotes the shape operato! or 'WeiIlgalten map of N" at p with respect to
the mean cunature vector 
-Il, 07 denotes the tàngeDtial component and M € Rnxn is
a ffxed endomorphism of the ambient space [CDW2]. The following theorem [CDW2]
gives a complete classification of the curves of restricted type in the Euclidean plane )82.
Theorem 4.L. Up to rigid motions of E2 , a curve in ff is of rcstricted type if aad
only )f it is an open portion ol one of the ío owing plar\e crtves :
( 1) a .line;
(2) a circle;
(3) a cu*e with equation
(4) a cuwe with equation
(5) a rlltwe with equation
Notice that the equations in ( ) and (5) resp. can be written as
,,4 coshy ! yG cos c : 0
and
y'Jsinh y * 16cosc: 0.
'We will give a classification of all plane curves ofrestricted type io the 2-dimensiooal
Minkowski spa.ce 1E2 .
Let B(s) be a curve in El, R2 with the noo-degenerate ÍrLeiic g : d,r? 
- 
dal. We
will consider only two cases, namely the spacelike and the timelile curves of restricted
type in Ef, the only null curves in El being straight lines.
We deflne a, curve B , parametrized by arclength s, to be of rest cted iype in E, if
there exist a fixed endomorphism M 
€ 
lR2x2 such that
(4.2) AH(x) = (Mx)r.
Let p(5) = 
"(s), then (4.2) is equir''alent with
r eos(cc) = e-'t,wherecf0;





where a> 0> b,
s(AH(T),7) : s(Mr,T).
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Usiog the Frenet formulas for B a,nd the formula oI Gauss, we get that
ii=i:,N =DrT:h(T,T).
From the definition oÍ H, E : e7h(7,?) with 
€r = 9(","), we fild thàt
Ít = erxN.
This expression for the mean curr,z,ture vector ÍÍ of p, leads to
s(AHT,T) = erxg(AuT,T): erxs(DrT,N) = er&s(h(T,T),N): ern2g(N,N).
Conditiou (4.2) for a pla.nar curve B in E2 turns out to be equivalent with,
{4.3 ) 
-K2 = 9\MT.T).
where ,,i denotes the curl.ature from the Frenet formulas of p and T = B .In a Miolowski space it is not possible to diagooalize every symmetdc, linear oper-
ator. But there exists another classification for self-adjoint operators, which makes it
possible to say something about the {orm of M. From the symmetry of ,4fl in defir:ition
(4.1), we can convert M into a self-adjoirt operator by replaciag M by
1,4 
- 
!, tr , -,rrt -,
- ,\tt t..lur È t
with
. = f--, 9'\.' \0 1)'
From the classificationtheorem for selí-adjoint operators io a Lorerlz space, due to
Petrov [Pe], we know that M takes one of the following forms :
,"_/, o\
'" - \o ó/'
with Íespect to an orthonormal basis;
M-(" ó\
' - \-a "/'
with respect to an orthonormal basis and ö I 0;
M = (" 0\- \1 o,/'
with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal basis u1, z2;
g(u1,u1) 
= g(u2,u2) =0; g(ur,uz) = -1; where a, ö € R.
Usiog these representations of M , we can determine all the curves of restricted type
in IE?. \rye filst make the following obserration.
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Lemma 4.2. If B is a curve of testticted type in E?, , then the rcfrection oí p w.r.t,
one oí the bisecdors is also a curve oí tesÍticted type inB?r,
Proof. We'll give the prool íor a spacelike curve p, the proof for a timelike curve
is completely similar.
Suppose that B is a spacelike curve of restricted t]1)e io lE? . This mea"ns that there
exists a matlix M such that
_É2 : g(MT,I)
with f = ?: (cosh(d(s)), sinh(6(s))) and
M:(' :)\-" ó,/'
with respect to aa orthonormal basis. This is equi.valent with
,'2 = -a cosh'z(d(s)) - 2c sinh(d(s)) cosh(d(s)) + ó sinhr(r(§)).
Let B1 be the refection of B with respect to the ffrst bisector. lVe must prove that p1
is also of restricted type.




This means that p1 is a timelike curve oI restricted type .
Let p2 be the leflection of B with respect to the second bisector. We,ll prove that
also B2 is of restricted iype in El.
Knowing that 0z = Tz : (- siuh(d(s)), - cosh(É(s))) and that 12 : -^ = -d, *.have that
with
lVe find that p2 is a timelike curve of restricted type io E!. tr
Remark that if we koow all spaceiile curves of restdcted type in lEl, we find by
reflection w.r.t. one of the bisectors a-lso all the iimelike curves of restricted type in lE!.
4.2. Classification.
Considering the remark above, it is enough to classify a.ll the spacelike cutves of
restricted type io E?.
xl: s(M272,T2),
M.,=(-b " ).\ -c -o,/
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Theorern 4.3. Up to rigid motions ofE] , a spacelike cuwe inBl is of testticted
type if and only if it is aa open portion of oae oí the following plane cuo.es :(1) à stnight line;
(2) an orthogona[ hyperbola;
Cuwes with equations :
(3) sinh(cy): e"', c*0;
@ cosh(co) : e'e, c*0;
(S) 








= a, 0>c>ó, c=a-ó;(o) lcos(/fr(o + il) - [1.lcosh(,,/Tb@ - y)) + d] = 
",, 
t > o, c = ftV,
-ö
Proof.
From definition (4.3) we krrow that B is a spacelike curve of R.T. if aod only if there
exists an etdomorphism M such that
(t0) lash(,1-261s a y)) + 4.bos({ab(a 










with respect to an orthonormal basis and o,ó E JR. Let
"(s) = (cosh(d(s)), sinh(r(§))).
*G)=(*\',
\ ds,/
such that (4.4) becomes
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This condition implies the followiag cases.
1.1. a : ó : 0. In this case, the curve is a portioa of a straight line.
1.2. a = b < 0. Here B is a paxt of an orthogooal hyperbola,
É{s) = (a sinh19). o cosh(9;.;
with o: *-!.v-d
1.3. a I b. We can divide p inio pieces suó that on each piece, j{ 7 O. Wu then
can compute the inverse functioa s(d). Let ?(r) = B(s(A)) be Àe repliametrization of
B io terms of d. Then
(45) 
*:---#(cosh(g),sinh(d)).
V-a cosh'z(d) + ö sintr'z(d)
1.3.1. o: 0, ö > 0.
\[e ca.rl integrate (4.5) immediatly and obtain, up to transla,tions
r(o) = +*0,,r,i,,ttPt). at,
such thai 7 is of íorm (3).
1.3.2. a<0, b=0-
\ e get a curve of Iorm (4) ;




From (3.2), A is Íest.icted to
rt1 th
sinh(d) > ,/--:-. coshíd) > r/'ay b-a y b-o
and we have that
1 iT- ti-
1@) = +J+b ta,ccosh(y' 
- 
sintr(d)), arccosh(y' ff cosh(d))).
It is clear that 7 takes form (5).
1.3.4. ó>0>a.




t/b _ a. y 
=i.i"h(0)), *ccosh( y':f cosh(d))).
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1.3.5.0>ó>a.
In this case 7 tales form (7),
'tt0 t = ++,ur".i't 118.;,1619)), a,c"ioh(1Eco6h(r))).
1.3.6.0>o>ó.
We must restrict d to
1e1 5 **inrlffi)
atrd we have a curve of form (8),
r(d) = * |t arcsinl 1/Esinh(d 11. ac"i,,1 1ff .osn1a,),).1.lb-a Y -o Y -0
Case 2.
Assume that
M=( ". b\.' \-ö 
"./'




Ro. From (4,4) and ? beiog the
sa.rne as in the previous case, we get that
. ,^. 2
í9) : 
-za.iolta) cosh 1d) -o\ d" ,/
must be satisfied.




€ <l /-o\_aÍcs,Àh ( ó r,
we have that
1
t@) = + 
,rr6@""os(Í (6) ) + arccosh(/r(d)), arccos(Í (d)) - arccosh(/2(d))),
\rdth




-- /A+F' "- JFIP'
'We 
see that 7 is of form (9).
28
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2.2. b < 0.
For
sinh(d) cosh(6) > ff
or equiralently
a, ]**i* (l).z \u./
we have that
l
r(d) = tr- r:;r:(ur.cosh(fi (0)) { arccos(f2(d)), arccosh(f1(0)) - a.rccos(/r(d))),
with





\/a2 + b2' t/a2 + V
'We 
see that 7 is of form (10).
Case 3.
Assume that
;- /a 0\, = [, ,/,
with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal basis (u1, u2), such that
g(u1,u1) : g(u2,u2) :0, S(q,uz) : 
-1.
With respect to (u1,u2) 
,
T1s) = 1d1s.1, 
".f .1zols )
with d(s) > 0.
From (4.4) we get the following condition
n2 =02 -a
with x the cur\ature of the curve B. Equivalently, we have
(do.\' 
= s"1s, -o).\ d,,
After a reparameterltzatiora 1(0) = A("@)), the condition above becomes
h1-1
de - !Grer=;i\-'- t 20(s))'
3.1. a = 0.
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Iotegrating implies that, íor d > 0,
^ttl\ = +ilntq.#).
with respect to a pseudo-ortho[ormal basis, so 7 is if form (11).
3.2. a > 0-
For 0 > 1fa, and with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal basis, we bave
?(d) = *(arccosh (#),#t",,**"-"r, (f;)lr.
This is clearly a curve of type (12).
3.3. o < 0.
In this case 7 is of type (13)
7(d) = +(axcsinh (É) . # ".,l,-*nr, (fi)lr,
with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal basis. tr
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§5. CURVES OT FINITE TYPE
5,1. Introduction.
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The notioa oÍ subrnanífold, of f,nite type was introduced by B.Y. Chen see [Ch1].A submaoifold M" of a:t Euclideal space E"+, is said to be of ffnite type, if eaÀ
component of its position vector field X can be written as a finite sum of eigenfunctions
of the Laplacian À oí M". This meaDs that
where X6 is a constant vector and AX : ,\;X; for i : 1, .., À and )i 
€ 
R. If in particular
a1l eigear,alues { À1, Àr, .., ,\È } a-re mutually difierent, then M" is said to be of [-type. If
one of the À's is equal to zero, we say that M" is of null &-type.
Finite type curves in Euclidean space where studied intensively ([Ch1],|CDDW],
ICDV]). We give some of the resuhs.
* A closed curve a in lEa is of finite Chen type if and only if the Fourier series
expansion of the periodic coordinate íunctions of o(s) with respect to the arc length s
is finite.
* Circles are the only closed curves ol 1- type in IE-, a.nd the only non-closed ones
are straight lines. Moreover, B.y, Chen proved that arnongst all closed curves iu a
Euclideal plane 82, circles are the ody ones of finite type [C]. The only non-closed
plane curve of finite type is the straight line [CDW].
* In higher dimensional Euclidean space however, the situation is drastically diferent:
{or insta.nce, in Euclidean space JE3 for every À 
€ 
N there do exist closed curves of rt-t3pe
lcDDwl.
* A full classification of all closed 2-type curves in lE- caa be fouod in [CDV]. The
classification of a.ll 2-type curves in E- is given in the following theorem [DpW].
ClassiffcationtheoteÍt. Let d : l0,Il --+ En be a cuwe oí2-type which li"., fulty in
En . 'Ihen either n : 3 and a is a circular helix or coagntent to
a(s) : @((126)à sin(ps), 
-ócos(ps) * cos(3p§), -ósin(ps) + sir(3ps)),
where o.= |(A + S;-' and b e Rf; ot eise n = 4 ar,d a is a W-cnrve or congtnent to
a(s) : a((124à sin(p(s 
- 
d)), (12ó)à sin(ps),
-d cos(p(s a 20)) - bcos(ps) + cos(3ps), 
-dsia(p(s + 2d)) - ósin(ps) + si!t(Bps)),
where b,d e RJ,, 
€ 
R. anda= ï{(b+d+3)2 - 4bdsin2 el+.
We recall that a curve is called a 'W'-curve if its Frenet cuÍl?,tures are coÍstànt. A
W-curve is givea by
À
e(s) : oo 
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where {ee, e1, e2, . . . , e21} is an orthonormal basis of JE2À+1 , the numbers ai are positive
and mutually diferent and satisfy a2 * É(rro;), : 1. 1Í o : 0 and o; : |p;, with
pi 
€ 
N, then the curve is closed. Moreover, the curve a lies fully in lE2t+1 if o # 0 andfully in IE2È if a = 0. In the latter case, a lies on a hl4rersphere of lE2&.
It is naiural to do the same in Minkowski spa.ce. Consider a curve a io the n-
dimensional Minkowski space lEf pa.rameterized by the arclength (we exclude oull-
cu!ves). We know that the Laplace operator A of a is giveo by
^=*.L.,
and the eigenfunctions of À are cos(os), sin(as), cosh(as), sinh(as) and s. Followiag the
definition o{ Chen we ffnd that a ffnite type curve o in JEi can be written as
(5.r) a(s) : oo + àos + t[aí cos(p1s) + ó1 sin(p1s)] + ![cr cosh(q;s) + d1 sinh(g1s)]
with a;,à; 
€1R"; 0<p1 <p2<..<pkL and 0< q.\ <q2<..< qk..
5.2. Curves of ffnite type in E!.
Theorem 5.1. Every cuve of frnite type inÉ, is of l-tpe, ar,d hence a part oí an
orthogonal hyperbola or a part oí a straight line.
Proof. Let a be a curve ol ffnite type in lEl, pa,rameterised by arc length s, then o




-\s?ei = +ri=1 i=r
Èr ir Èr tr(5.3) alo;B;-Lp?Tr-z L p,piTi+z L pipiAii=oi:,J, ,i!r i§| i;,,?
Pi+Pt=l Pi-?i=l
(5.4)
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(5.6)
with
kz kz Èz4l«ci+lc?at-z I
t!,=t 2qi=t 'i>r
ci+cj=l
A, = s(a;,ai)+ s(b;,b;)
Dii=s@1b1)as(ai,b;)
Bi = s(b6,bi), Ai = s(b6,a1), C; = g(bs,ci), D; = s(bn,d;)
t2





c;i = ski,ci) +- s(di,4) da = skrc) - s(d;,d)
Eii = gk;,di).r g(ci,dr) E] = s(ci,d) - s(q,d.).




€ {1,..,Èr}, Vj € {1,..,,tr}.
We 6rst prove that a1= b, : g, VÍ 
€ {1,..., h}.
Let us look at the case that &1 : 1, which meaas that o1 and h are not both zero.





The only solution is that o1 = (a,a), \ = (à, ó) with a and à not both equal to 0.
Taking I = p1, we get from (5.3) that
g(à0,ör)=0,
which means.that óo = (c,c). From (5.7) and (5.8) it is easy io see that Vj 
€ {1,..., Àr} :g(c;,ci) : g(di,d1) = 0 and this gives a contradiction with (5.2) the cotrstart term ir
s@,à).
'We 
now prove, ia a similar: way, the general case,tl ) J.. Suppose that






The only solution is that o1, = (ar,r, ar,r ) a;nd ó7", : .\a1,, À € lR. If we ta-ke
I = pU * p*,-t then from (5.3) and (5.4)
s(a;,ci) = s(a;,di) :0
s(b;,c1) = s(b;,d1) =0
g(a4, a5, 
-1) - g(b1,, ór,-r ) = 0
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s("*,,br,-t) ! g("*, 
-r, ór, ) : o.
Substituting ö1, : Ào6, in this equatioÈs gives that os,_1 and óÈ,_1 are of the same
form as o1, ard ó1,. It is easy to see that VÍ, a1 artd öÍ aÍe of this form, such that
s(a1,a1) = 9(fu,b1) = 0. Again from (5.7) and (5.8) follows that also
g(c6c1) : g(d4,d,) = 0, which gives a contradiction with (5.2).
We obtain that È1 must be equal to 0.
In the next step we prove that É2 can not be greater then 1.
Suppose ,62 > 1 and Vi 
€ {1,..., Èr}, c; and d1 are not both equal to zero. Ta.ke
I :2q*" ir (5.5) and (5.6), then
g(ck, ch,) + g(dk|,dk,) :0
g(ck,,dk,):0.
There are two cases.
Case 1.g(cp,,c1,)10
Then there exists oÍle solution, c1, : (u,o), dp, = (o,u) with l"l * lul.l orking out equation (5.5) and (5.6) lor t = qr" + gÀ,_1, we get that c1,_1 =(uk"-r,ok"-1.), d4.-.1 : (op"-1,up,_1) with lw"_l * lu6,_11. We can see thatYt 
.c1 : (u1,r:1) and. d4 = (uqu1) with lull I lo1l. Take t: Qk. - q1 in (5.8) and(5.6), then
s(ce.,c1) 
- s(d.e.,da): Q
s(a,,da) - 9@1,d4) :0.
This gives a contradiction, namely
(1) or c1 = d1 :0,(2) or ck, : d.k2 = 0,(3) or loll = lu1l,(a) or lal = lol.
Case 2. g(cp",cp,) = 0
Then c;" : (2, u), d.6" : (t,o), from (5.5) and (b.6) it is easy to prove that
Vt:c1=(u1,u1), fu=(o1,a1). From/=9,r, we derive that also 9(öq,ö6)= 0 and this
gives a contradiction wiih the causal character of a.
The ouly cases left, are h equa.l to 0 and À2 equal to 0 or 1. If È1 and i2 a.re both 0,
theo o is a straighi line. The case where &r = 0 and Èz = l gives, from (5.2),(b.b) aad(5.6) we have that
2g (bo,bo) 
- 
q? g(q, c,) + s? g@r, a) = +z
s(q'cl) + s(dt,dt):0
9(c1,d1) = 9(ó6,c1) = s(bo,dt):0.
The only solution is c1 = (a,t,), d1 = @,u) ard óe = (0,0) with lul I lul aad
cí
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If o is a spacelike curve, take , = *, ":0 and we get
,]
a(5): -5 (sinh(qr s ). cosh(q1s))..9t
If a is a timelike curve, ta"ke t' : O, u: fi and we get
1o(s): , (cosh(gr s), sinh(91s) ).
This means thàt d is a paÍt of an orthogonal hyperbola. D
5,3. Curves of Chen-type 2 in lEi.
Theorem 5.2. A planat 2-type cutve,lying in aa isotropic plane of Ef, is a nuII
2-type spacelike curve.
Proof. We take as degenerate plane in JEl, with metric S = -dc2r + d,cZ + do?, fheplane with equation rr = ez. If o(s) =a+às*ccos(ps){dsin(ps),o,ó,c,dERs,
p 
€ 
R6 then g(ó, ó) : 41 leads to
s(c,d) = s(b,c) : s(b, d) :0
s(c,c)-s(d,d)=0
s(b,b) + p2 s(c,c) : +1.
The only solution is c =(c1,c1,0), d=( ,dr,0) aadö:(ó1,h,óz)wiihq,d,r,6 
€ 
lR , cr aad dr not boih equal to 0 and wiih fo : *1. Up to a translation, we
obtain a spacelike curve
o(s) : (ocoss f ösins + cs,ocosj + ösins -1- cs,as)
with o and ó not both 0 aod c 
€ 
JRe.
If a(s):a-1-65 1"cosh(ps) l d sinh(ps), a,b, c, d, e JR3, p€ Rp then 9(d,ó): +i
leads to




p2 sG,c) = 17.
The only solution is c = (c1, c1, 0), d=(&,&,0) a:rd ó = (fu, ó1, ö2) with
cr, dr, ör 
€ 
lR , c1 and d1 not both equal to 0 and with ó2 = +1. Up to à t!ànslation, we
obtain a spacelike curve
o(s) : (ccoshs * ösinhs { cs,acoshs { ósiohs -6 cs,*s)
with c l0 and a and ó not both 0.
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2
o(s) = oo 1 !1, 
"o"h(p;s) * ó; sinh(p;e ))i=r
witha;,ö;€1R3, 0<p1 lpq,than 9(ó,ó) :+1 ,leads to two casesr
Case 1. pz * 3pr, theí
s(a1,b1): s(a2,b2): e
g(or,ar) * g(ör, ór) = 0
s(a2,ar) + s(b2,b2) :0
and the solution is a7!: a2! = fi3 = ó23 = 0 , which gives a contradiction, because a
is the intersection of 2 planes.
Case 2. p2 = 3Íl., then
9(a2,b2) = g(a2, a2) + s(b2,b2): o
s@t, 
"t) + s(b,,bt) - 6s@r, "") + 6c(br,h) = o
g(a1,b1) 
- 
3g(a1,b2) * 3g(\, a2) : g
and the solutioo is aB: aB =b$ =bzs =O , which gives again a contràdiction.If
2
a(s) : oo a !1o, 
"os(p;e ) 1 ó; sin(p;s))
a(s) : @o + 01 cos(p1s) * fu sin(p1s) + a, cosh(p2s) 1 à2 sinh(p2s)
with a;,à; 
€ 
R3, O < p1 < p2, then we obtain a.fter some computatioÍrs also a
contra.diction. tr
We want to classify a.11 curves of Chen-t34pe 2 in E!, but ffrst we loolc at the null
2type cuwes{CS].
Theorem 5.3. Up to tigid motions oí El , a aon-planar cule a in lE! is a nujl
2-t1rye cu*e if and only ií a is a pa of one oí the followiag cumes :
a(s) : (as, öcos s, ósin s), a, ó e R6; lol I lól; (1)
a(s) = (o cosh s, a sinh s, ös), o,ó e R6; lol I löl; (2)
o(s) = (o sinh s, a cosh s, ós), o,ö € R6; lal I lö1. (g)
Rernarks, * All these curves a.re lyiog on a cilinder; (1) oo a circular cilinder, (2)
and (3) on a hyperbolic cilinder. Curve (2) is a spacelike curve; the causal character of
curves (1) and (3) depends on the choice of the constants.
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Proof. If a is of null 2-type, then o can be written as :
(;) a(s) = o + ös + ccos(ps) + dsin(ps),
or
(i, o(s) = a.r 61 1" 
"osh(ps) + dsinh(ps),
a,ö,c,d€1R3, p€1Rs.
Case i- g@,&): k, [ 
€ 
]Ro leads to
s(c,d) : s(b,c) = s(b,d) :0
s(c,c)-s(d,d):0.
i.1. Ifc is a null-vector, then d= )c, ) 
€ 
R and o is a planar curve, which gives a
contradiction.
i.2. If c is not a null-vector, ther the plaoe {c, d} is spacelike. \ e ca,n ta}e
c=(0,ca,0)andd:(0,0,c0),i5a1 6:(ó6,0,0)withló6 I lpcal;a(s) is ofform (1).
Case ii. g@,A) = k, [ € Ro leads to
s(c,d) = s(b,c) = e(ó, d) : 0
s(c,c)+s(d,d)=0.
ii.1. Iíc is a null-vector, then d =,\c, ) elR and a is a pianar curve, which gives a
contradiction.
ii.2. If c is not a null-vector, then the plane {c, d} is timelite.
If c is timelike, we can ta-le 6 = (ca, 0, 0) andd=(0,c6,0),thenö=(0,0,ó6)with
lbxl I lpcsl; a(s) is of form (2).
If c is spacelike, we can ta-ke a = (0,c0,0) and d: (c0,0,0), then ó = (0,0,ö6) with
loo | É lpco l; o(s) rs ot toÍm [J). Ll
We now look at the curves oí Chen-type 2 with 2 eigenvalues diferent from 0.
Theorem 5.4. Ap tu rigid aoíions of )El , a non- plaaar awe a inBl is a 2-type
cttve with botÀ er'genlalues different from zero if attd only iÍ a is a part oí one ol the
fo owiag cuwes :
o(s) = (psins,ecoss+acos(3.s),€sins+osin(3s)), p'-12a€= O; p,É,a€ R0. (1)





b)c: O, o,ö,c,d€1R6, )€ {-1,1}; (2)
a(s) : (oe" + ócosh(3s),ae, 1ösinh(3s), ce-");
a2 ygab:0, a,ó,c 
€ 
Re; (B)
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a(s) = (ecoshs-lo cosh(3s), e sinh s*asinh(3s), p cosh s); p2 +l2ae: Oi
a(s) = (e cosh s*a cosh(3s), esinh s*o sioh(3s), p sinh s); p2 +l2ae : O;
o(s) = (ae" + ósinh(3s),ae" + ócosh(3s), ce-");
c2_6ab:0, a,ö,c€lR6;
a(s) = (e sinh s+a sioh(3s), e cosh s*a cosh(3s), p cosh s); p2 
-12ae : 0;










P,., @ € lRo;
(7)
p, e,o ( R6.
(8)
Remarkt. * All these curves are lying on a quadric; (1) on an elipsoid a.nd the othels
on a hyperboloid.
* Curves (1), (3), (l) and (5) are spacelike curves; curves (6), (?) and (8) are timelike
curves. The causal character of the other curves depends on the choice of the constants.
Proof. If a is oí 2-type with both eigemalues diferent from 0. then o caÍI be wlitten
a5:
(4 a(s) : as { acos(ps) * ósin(ps) q ccos(qs) + dsin(qs),
(ii)
(iii)
a(s) : ao 1r"o.51os) + àsinh(ps) * ccosh(qs) + dsinh(qs),
a(s): oq *ocos(ps)+ ósin(ps) + ccosh(qs) + dsinh(qs),
o,ó,c,d€ R3, 0<p<q.
Case i. o(s) : do +ocos{ps}+àsin(ps)+ccos(qs)+dsin(Cs)
9(d, d) = +1 leads toi.1. q+3p.
s(c,d): s(b,c): s(b,d): s(a,d): s(a,b): s(a,c): o
s(c,c)-s(d,d)=0
s(a,a)-s(b,b)=0
p2Ís(a, a) + s(b,b)l + q,ls(c, c) + s(d, d)l = +2
It is impossible that one of these vectors is timelike (difierent from zero), aod they
can't be all spacelike, so there must be at least one,say c, with 9(c, c) : 0. c is perpen-
dicular to the spacelike plane {o,öi, so c = 0, but the same is true for d, thus d:0
which gives a cortradiction.
t.z. q = rp.
s(c,c\ - s(d,d): s(c,d) = 0
s(b, d) - s(a,c) = s(a, d) + s(b, c) : 0
(1)
(2)
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s(b,b) 
- s(a,a) + 6ls(a,c) + s(b,d)l = 0 (B)
s(a.b) - 3ls(a,d) - s(b,c)l =0 (4)
pzfs(a,a) + s(b,b) + ss(c, c) + ss(d,d)) = +2 (5)
i.2.1, If c is a null-vector, then d = Àc, À e R. From (2) follows that(1 + À'?)s(o, c) = 0 and thus g(a, c) = s(b,d) = 0. Usirg (3) and (4) we get ihat
s(b,b)-s(a,a)=0
s(a,b) = 0,
we have the sa.sre conditions as in case i.1, which gives us again a contradiction.
i.2.2. ll c = 0, theu 9(d, d) = 0 and d is perpendicular to the spacelike plane {a, ó},
so d = 0 which gives the contradiction.
i.2.3. Íf g(c,c) l0,then the plaoe {c,d} is spacelike. Take c = (0, c6,0), d = (0, O, co),
frour (2) follows that if a = (a1, a2, a3), then ó = (ö1, -a3, a2 ). We have that
o(s) : (o1 cos(ps) a fu sin(ps), a2 cos(ps) 
- 
o3 sin(ps) { cs cos(3ps),
o3 cos(ps) { c2 sin(ps) * c6 sin(3ps)).
Let
az: ecos(0) a1 = psin(g)
as = esin(0) \: p cns(g)
then a(s) becomes
o(s) = (psin(ps * 9), e cos(ps + d) * c6 cos(3ps), esin(ps + 0) * co sia(3ps)).




Transforming o(s) with the isometry
lt o o \
{ o cosp 
"tn6 |\ 0 - sinB cos É/
B : 
-3? gives that
a(s) = (p sin(s), e cos(s) + acos(3s), esin(s) l asin(3s)),
p2 
-72ae:0, 3o - e : *1, p,e,a € Rs. Which mea.ns that o is of form (1).
Case ii. a(s) : oo + o cosh(ps) * ösinh(ps) * ccosh(gs) + dsinh(qs)
9(à, ri) = 11 1s.4. 1.
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9foP.
s (c, d) : s(b, c) : s(b, d) = s (a, d) : s(a, b) = s(a, e) = 0
s(c, c) + s(d., d) : 0
s(a,a) + s(b,b) :0
p2ls(b, b) _ s(a, a)l + q2 ls (d., d.) _ s(c, c)) = y2
If all these vectors are difrerent from zero and not null vectors, then there would be
two perpeodicular, timelike vectors in E!, which is impossible. So the.e must be at
least one vecto!,say c, with g(c,c):0. cis perpendicular to the timelike plane {a,à},
so c:0, but the same is true for d, thus d = 0 which gives a contradiction.ii.2. q :3p.
s(c, c) + s(d.,d.) = s(c,d) : 0
s(b, d) + s(a,c) = s(a, d) + s(b, c) : 0
s(b, b) + s (a, a) + 6lg (b, d) 
- 
g( a, c)l = 0
s (a, b) - lls(a, d) - s(b, c)l = 0
p2ls(b,b) 
- s(a,a) - es(c,c) 19s(d,d)) : +2
ii.2.1. If c is a null-vector, theo d = Àc, ) € lR.. From (2) follows that
(1 
- 
Àr)e(à, c) = 0
If 9(ó, c) : 6, then also 9(a, c) = 0. Using (3) and (4) we get that
s(b'b)+s(a,a)=0
e(4, Ö) = 0,
we have the same conditions as ii.1, which gives us again a contradiction.









g(a- )b,a- )'b) =0.
It is easy to verify that c and o 
- 
)ó are two lineat independent null vectors, so the plane
{c, o - Àö} is timelike. Take o -.\} = (ae, aq, 0), ao I 0 and, c = (-c6, c6, 0), cq f 0.
CaJculating a { )à, we get from the conditions above that o { )b: (óq,-óq,h) with
bl-24ascs:0. Deducing a and ó from a-\b,a!),b, we get aculveo ofform ( 2 ).
\i.2.2. 1Í c : 0, then 9(d, d) = 0 and d is perpendicular to the timelike plane {a, ó},
so d : 0 which gives the contradiction.
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If c is timelike, 161ss:(c6,0,0), d:(0,c6,0). From (2) follows that if
a = (a1, o2, a3), then ó : (o2, a1, ó3 ).'We have that
o(s) = (o1 cosh(ps) * a2 sinh(ps) + c6cosà(3ps), o, cosh(ps) * o1 sinh(ps) 1cj cosh(3ps),
o3 cosh(ps) + ö3 siah(ps)),
with





If ö3 :1o. then o1 = ao2 a;;.d, a! y 6a1cs = 0, which means that a is of form (3).ff a3 > ö3, let then
ar : ecosh(d) a3 = p cosh(g)
o, : €siDh(d) ö3 = psinh(/)
theu a(s) becomes
o(s) = (ecosh(ps * d) * c6 cosh(3ps), esinh(ps { d) } c6 sin(3ps), p cosh(ps * 9)).
Flom the conditions (3) and (4) we deduce that
e+2e:0
P2+!2eco:o'
After some tra;nsformatioos a is of form (4).
ÍÍ a! < b!, we get by similar computations that o ta.kes form (5).
All the same ca,tr be done when c is spacelike, this gives us forms (6), (?) and (g).
Case iii. a(s) : ao * ocos(ps) + ósin(ps) + ccosh(qs) + dsiDh(qs.)
9(4, ó) = +1 leads to
s(c, d) = s(b, c) = s(b, d) : s (a, d) : s(a, b) : s(a, c) = o
s(c, c) + s(d, d) : 0
s(a'a)-s(b.b)=0
If a,ll these vectors are diferent írom zero and oot null vectors, then there would be
three,orthogonal spacelike vectors in Ef, which is impossible. So there must be at least
orle vector,say c, wiih 9(c, c) : 0. c is perpendicular to the spacelike plane {a, à}, so
c = 0, but the saoe is true for d, thus d = O which gives a contra.diction. E
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CHÀPTDR IT
SURFACES IN MINKOWSKI SPÀCE
§1. INTRODUCTION
A semi-Riema,onian surface M is a semi-Riemannian manifold of dimension 2 in
the n-dimensional Minkowski space JEf, i.e. the space R" with a Lorentzian metric
g:leid,a!,withalle;:1,6*""Olorr"whichisequalto-1.Foracoordinatesystem
z, o in M the components of the metric tensor are traditionally denoted by
2:sr.! = g(ö",0"), F = so= 92, = g(0",0"), g: grr= g(0",0,).
For a semi-Riemannian surface M the mettic induced on M, wlich we also denote




lVe also introduce the functions gij which satisfy
f'tuooj=a!'
&=1
,here 6i : 0 if ; # j aÍid 6i = 1.
The Laplacian of M is defined by
where l9l : ldet(91;)1.
We repeat some wellknown formulas.
The standa,rd connection D on Ei induces ihe Levi-Civita-connectioo V on M, and
we have :
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with X, Y 
€ 
7M, ( a uDit normal vector freld on M, a.trd where À is the second firnda-
mental form of M. :4.1 is the shape operator of M with respect to ( and Dr the normal
cornection or M. (1.1) is known as the Gauss formula a.nd (1.2) as the Ïeingarten
formula.
The rnean cur,,'ature vector ffeld E oÍ M is deffned by
1H = ;(e1hl e1. e1 | - €2h(e2, e2)).
with (er, e2) an orthonormal bases of TM ar,d ei = g(e;,ei) : {1.
Equi ralently.
H : )le,.tr,te,.€i
with {(;} ao orthonormal bases of ?Mf aad e; :9({;,(1) : 11.
We'll need the notion of a surface of tralslation. By a surface of translation M of
1Ef . we mean a surface given by an immersion
x:u cÉ 
- 
Ei : (2, y) 
- 
(c,y, h@) + u@),...,.f.(c) + g"(y)).
The best knowa surlace of translation in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space JE3 is the
surface of Scherk (Figure 8, p.99). This is the surface M deffoed by
e" cos r = cos y.
-When 
cos z cos y > 0, we can solve explicitly for z :
r-- /cos y \/:logl_1.
The ruled surfaces are anoiher well known class of surfaces. By a ruled surface M of
1Ef , we mean a surface which can be pa.rameterized as
x(s, r) = a(s) + ,B(§),
where a a"nd B a.re two curves of lEl. For ffxed s, we obtain straight lines through a(s);
these straight liaes a"re called the rules (or rulings) oÍ M. The ruled surfaces whió
are not generalized cones or cylinders, or tangent developables, a.re called scrolls. A
generalized cone of lEi is parameterized by





1R" and c(s) is ao immersed curve in Ef. A ta"Írgent developable surface
consists of the tangeots to a curve @. It can ttrerefore be para.rneterized L_ry
X(s, Í) = @(s) + ,ó(s)
lVe give some wellknown examples of ruled surfaces in 83.
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Our ffrst example is the "standard', Möbius strip, which cal be parameterized by
X(s,í) = (cos s, sin s,0)* Í(cos(s/2)cos s, cos(s/2)sins, sin(s/2)),
with lti < |. (Figure 1, p.91)
The second example is the right helicoid, parameterized by
.{(s,r) = (0,0, ós) + Í(coss,sios,0), ó10.
This surface is genetated by a Iine whió moves along the z-axis in such a way that it
remaios parallel to the (x,y)-plane, aÍrd passes through the poiots of a circular helix.
The lines Í = consta.nt are helices. (Figure 4, p.95)
The third example is a quadric surface, namely the elliptic hyperboloid of one sheet.
This surface has the equatiou (Figure 2, p.92)
12 u2 22;-ï-==1'o' b.
It is doubly ruled and may be parameterized as
X(s,t) : (acos(s), ósin s,0) f t(a sin s, _ó cos s, c).
Planes perpendicular to the z-axis intersect the surface iÍ similar ellipses, while planes
perpendicular to the other axes intersect it io hyperbotas. 'When a : ó , it may be
obtained by revolving a hyperbola around the z-axis (hyperboloid of revolution).
The last example is also a quadric surface, namely the hyperbolic paraboloid. This
surface has the equation
,=r-*
It is also a doubly ruled surface a,nd it can be pa.rameterized by
X(s, Í) : (as,0, s2 ) + r(a, ó, 2s).
Pla.nes perpendicular to the y-axis intersect the surface in parabolas, a"nd plaaes per_
pendicular to the x-axis intersect the surface iÍr parabolas poioting in the other way.
Planes perpendicular to the z-aís iDtersect the surface in hyperboles pointing in oue
direction when the plane lies above the (x,ylplane, and in the other direction when
the plane lies below ihe (x,y) plane; the (x,y)-plane itself intersects the surface in two
intersecting straight lines. (Figures 3a, 3b, p. 93,94)
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§2. MINIMAL SURFACES
2.1. Minimal surfaces in lEi.
The study of minimal surfaces started with the more iotuitive meaniog of minimal
surfaces, namely surfaces of least a.rea among a family of sulfaces having the sa.me
bouudarJr. Lagrange defined in 1760 the minima.l suíaces as surfaces whose mean cur-
vature wanishes. A surface M in Ei is called mínimal ií and only if the mean cur\.atute




with {(;} an orthonorma.l bases of ?Mr and ,46, the shape opelator of -1Í with respect
to (;. This conditio$ is precisely the one which must be satisfied by a surface which
is a critica-l point for the area function among all surfaces with the saroe boundarJr
curve.lVdWl]
Historically, the three first examples of non-trivial minima,l surfaces in 3-dimensional
Euclidean space 183 were the catenoids, the helicoids and the minimal translation sur-
faces. The catenoids are ( besides ihe planes ) the only minimal surfaces of revolution(Euler 1744, Meusnier 1776). These surfaces are obtaited by revolving a catenaxy
(z = ocosh(z/a)) around the z-axis. They can be parameterized by
x(s,t): ( 14T? 
"i' t,.i'h-Iir1;.
The helicoids are (besides the planes) the only minimal ruled surfaces (Meusnier 1776,
Caialaa 1844). The mioimal translation surfaces were discovered by Scherk in 1838; he
proved that (besides the pla.nes) essentially the surfaces with equation
, : ].s l!9:-{ l
are the oniy minimal surfaces of tra-nslation. Oí all other minimal surfaces, Enneper,s
minimal surface is the best known. lsee Sp]
The minimal surfaces in the 3-dimensional Minkowski space E! with metlic a :dtl+d.tl-dx! were studied by Kobayashi in 1983. He classiffed all the spacelike minimal
- he called them "maximal" because the secoÍrd \àriation of volume is allways negative
definite for spacelike surfaces in 1E! - rotation surfaces and ruled surfaces. Van de
Woestyne classiffed in 1989 all the timelike minimal totation surfaces and luled surfaces
aÍrd also àll the minimal translation sudaces in IEI with metric g = di1 + dr| - dÍ3.
'We mention some of the results without proves. Fot the proves see lKo] and [VdWl].
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Theorem^2.l. Every minim , spacelike sufiace of transjation in F;1, with mettic
s = drl + drz 
- 
d.t!, is congtueat to a part of one of the íollowing sutfac* :
i. a spacelike p)ane,
ii, the suríace of Scherk of the frrst kind,
:(Í'e) = ]los lcoslh{aY)la lcosn(aÍJ l
R'itÀ o 
€ 
lRo aad tanh2(oo) + tanh2(ay) < 1.
Theorem^ 2.2. Every miaimal, timelike surface of traaslation in E! with metricg : d.r1 + drz 
- 
dc! , is congtuent to a paÍt of one oí the following surfaces:
i. the timelike plane,
ii. the sur{ace of Scherk of the frtst kind,
:{'r.v) = I los lcosf(ovr Ia " lcosh(ar) |
nit-h o 
€ 
lRo a.nd tanh2(oc) + tanh2(ay) > t,






iv. the suríace of Sche* of the thitd kind,(Figure 10, p. 101)
'(" Yi = 1]"s l"loll'Y]io - lsinh(ox) |
witÀ o e lRo,
v. a fral B-scroll over a null-cuwe ,(Figure lJ, p,104)
z(x,Y) :1c t, g1t1
and g(y) is an arbittary function.
Theorem 2.3. Every minimal. spacelike ru.ied surface.in lEï r's colgÍuen t to a pa
oí one of the following surfaces;
(1) a spacdike plane;
(2) the helicoid oÍ frrst kind;(Figwe 4, p. 95)
/ 
- 
k ,r\X(s.Í) = ícos(y'KÍX-s -L i_),"i"(./Àr)t_" + lr. _l )\ 
^ 
t< ,/K./
with K = x2-12, s<min(;r. j) ors>max(fi, ,.*), whete x is the curvature
ald z is cÀe forsion oío wiaÀ lr > lrl > 0:
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(3) the helicoid ol second kind;(Figute 5, p. 96)
/_
xrs.rr = (coshry'-À1tr-" - f,r. ft."i"uvf,rf -" - f l)
withK:12-*2, s > min(fr, ;];) ors < max(f,, ;];), whete n is the currztrte
and r is the torsion oÍ a with lrl > Irl > 0;(4) the coajugate oí Ennepet's sudace of second kiad;(Figwe Z, p. 9g)
x, 
".v = 
( t: * , -"t" xrts \\2 '' 6 +t-Ks/,-ï-+'Ístr.
where n is the cunature andr is the torsioa oía with lrl: l/il > 0. s < + jfr > 0, s > f; iír<0,because M is spacelike.
Theorem 2.4. Every minimal, timelike tuled surlace in E! is congruent to a paxt
of one of the following suÍfaces:
(1) a timelike plane;
(2) the helicoid of ffrst kind;(Figute 4, p. 95)
/_
x{s.r}: (cos(y'ffl)(-s + ;).sin(\aÀf )(-s + i),7F)
with K = Í2-r.2, ÍEin(+,*) a 
" 
< **("**1, fr), wàere r js the cuwature








+ f t. fi . - "t"r,r r'k (" + oa r)
withK=12-r2, s < min(ft, 
_)oró > max(+, j;), where É is the cuÍyature
and r is the torsion oí a witÀ ]rl > lzl > 0;(4) the helicoid of thbd kind;(Figure 6, p. 9Z)
/_
x(§.Í) = (- sinh(v6?X, + #). #, - -"r,iu&rx, + f r)
with K : E2 + Í2, rvàere É r's the curvature and Í is the totsion of a:(5) the conjugate of Ennepe/s sutlace of second kiad;lFigure 7, p. 9g)
xt"'l = (:l: * 
" 
-rtí3 '2tt \\ z . 6 _ rsÍ.J_+t+,{sr,,
wàere r is the cuwature and r is the torsioa oí a withlrl: lrl > 0. s > t' iír>0, s < fl ;í n < 0 , because M is time)ike;(6) a flat B-sctoll over a nu11-cune (Figure 1i, p.104),
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2.2 Minimal translation surfaces.
Like we saw in the previous paragraph, minimal surfaces of traaslation in the B-
dimensional Minkowski space Ef wiih metric g = d.r? + d.cz 
- 
dc!, ate classiffed by I.
Va;n de Woest5me ([VdW1],lVd\ /2]). \rye,U cla.ssify the miaimal surfares of tlaÀslatioÍr
in the n-dimensional Minkowski space lEf .
'W'e oow assume ihat Ef has the followiag Lorentzian metric, 9 = -dr? + L dr?.
Let M be a surface of translation of Ef giveo by an immersion X, i=2
x : u cÉ ---r Ei : (r,e) 
- 
(a,y,fu(x) + ss(y),..., Í.(,) + g.@)).






: \''"' d" '"" d' )
0X 
_ 
(n., dg a) dg"(v)\
.:-.:luöv \"'-' dv '" ' du )'
The normal space ?!M is spanned by
, 
- 
( dÍi("\ dg;(v) \\'-\ dr' ' dy '0""'1"0)' fori:3'.' 'n:
with the i-th component equal to 1.
From the condition of mioimality,
trAet : q lot i:8,...,n;
we obtain the following system of difierential equations
/"\/"\
Ir + !ajrv) ]r,r'r- { -r + Ë/,,(,) I ;,rr, : o
\;=,/\j=3/
for i : 3, ..., n.
Case 1. If
Ljj:,,
then the condition of minimality implies
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with Vi a;, ài 
€ 
R and D 
"1 
: 1. 9;(y) is a.n arbitrary firnction and we get a generalized
i=3
B-scroll,
F(r, y) = s(1,9, 
"r,.., 









_1+ L Íl(E) 1+ » !i?(v)j=3 ' j-=3 '
with ci 
€ 
R., Vi : 3,..,n.
Case 2.1. ÍÍ c;:0, Vi 
€ {3,.., n}, we get that M is a pla.ne.
Ca.se 2.2. Suppose !,hat 3i : ci + 0. Withoui loss of generality, we may assume that






with h € lR, V, € {3,..,n} and À3 :0.







i, : i? (.3 + .. . + c?.) + 2ca h(cttct * ... * c.l<n) * ctreL + kl + . . . + kT.
This equation is equi.r'alent with the followiog differential equation,
csdy
,\xTi"e, a noz : at'
y=i,, A:»"i, B=»cjkj, K:-1+»k3.j=3 j=a
Let D be the discriminant, D = 4c3(82 -,4?í). The above diferential equation can
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After integratioa, we filrd that
5tl
Ji:y=





-43. , Bc"h\r)= A toglAr + lcal_ ïx + q.
with I and q iategration coostants. Using the relation betweea /, and /3 and a.fter 6ome
translations and tepara.rneterizations, we get that V, 
€ {3,..,n},
Í(x) = ; ros lr4Íl + 1k, - ",i1,.
_D_4A
Integration gives
, l=D. / J=D -\ ctBh:e= -rA tan (_* c+1r/ _ I
After one more integration, we furd that
/31.r) = f log lco"\v6È7 a,o+t)11- B]"+a,
with I and q integratior consta,Dts. Using the relation betweeo fi and /3 and aÍter some
translations aÀd reparameterizations, we get that V, 
€ {3, .., n},






Case 2.2.3. If D > 0, then
l,- (e*. +il'l
a. If l'z('{ÀÈB"") | ( 1, then aJter soute integrations, we have that
i=o= *@a,,n(f,o.,,)-*,
131.; = f togí"o. n1r,/ aï- xp + trtr- f. * r,
with / and g iDte$ation constants. Using the relation between fi and /3 aod aÍter some
translations aad repararoeterizations, we get ihat Ví 
€ {8, .., n},
11r; : f logrcosr'tr,za, -,aÀtt) + ( *, - ";8n1,.
b. fi 144!#:!l > 1. then afier some integrations, we have that
í 
-,, - 
@."r,^ ( @,, *,r\ 
- "'r3_c_TAcoLD \_2carr+'r/ 
_ 1.
and
L111 : f log lsinh(\/ 82 - AK(r + l))t - ï, + c,
with / and g inte$ation constaÀts. Using the relatioo between fi and f3 a:nd after some
translations aad repaÍaÍnete zations, we get that Vi e {3,..,n},
,fi(e) : f Iog Isint 6/a" - ex.)l + (*, - ",Bo)r.
We caa do the sa.:ne computations for g;(g), by replacing the constants É; by l;. 'We
get the following ditrerential equation,
cad.z
c?"L+2ctBz+Azz
z:h, A:»4, B:lc/1, t=t+»tj.j=a j=a
The discriminant, b = 4c3@2 -,4r), is allways negative which results in the only
possible case ihat Vi 
€ {3,.., n},
s,1y1:')tos1"o"1Jil: B,s)1 + rr, 
- 
"rf tv.
Summarizing, we get the following result.
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and ibus
with
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Theorem 2.í. M is a ainimal sutface of traaslatioa in Ei , with aetric
S : 
-dc? + »-dc2i, ií aad ody if it is conguent to a part of one of the {d)owing
surfaces,
(1) a p.laae;
(2) a genenlized B-scroll;
(3) a sudace patameteized by
F(x,y) = (c,y, ft(a) + gt(v), ..., Í.(,) + s"@)),
with f; aad g; oae of the ptevious íotns.
For n : 3, this becomes.
Theorem 2.6. M is a minimd spacelike sntíace of translatioa in lE!, wità metric
g = -dr? + drz + dc23, if and only if it is cong?uent to a paÍt of one oi th. íollonillg
surfaces,
(7) a spacelike plane;




Re, coltt2 (aa) 
- 
taa2(ay) > 1,. ( Figwe 11, p. 102)
Theorem 2,7. M is a minimal tjme.ir'J<e surÍace of traaslation iaB1, with meftic
c = -dr? + dr'z2 + dc'z3, if al/Id only ií it is congtuent to a part of one oí th" íollo*irg
surfaces,
(L) a tiaelike plaae;
(2) a flat B-s*o11;
z(c, Y) = +1+ s(!),




zlÍ,yJ = -rog cos(ay) |
""h(.") l'
1. (Figure 11, p. 102)
,i,,y;:11.*l "oÍ,'s) |a lcosn(dÍ, I
wit-h a 6 R6; (Figure L2, p. 103)
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§3. RULED SURFACES OF FINITE TYPE
3.1. Introduction.
A classical result of Catala.n states that the only ru.led minima] surfaces io Euclidean
3-space are the plane aad the helicoid. Minima.l subma.rifolds are contaiaed in a much
Iarger class of submanifolds, namely in the class of submanifolds of finite iype.
In [CDVV] the ruled surfaces of finite type in a Euclidean space were studied, we
recall some of the results.
Theorem 3.1. A ruied suríace M in E" is offinite type.if andonly í M is a cylind*
ovet a curve oí froite tpe or M is a paÍt of a helicoid in a.n affne subspace lE3.
lf we look at the 3-dimensional Euclidea.n space and consider that the ooly curves of
ffnite type in JB2 a"re lines and circles, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. A tuled sur{ace M in lE3 is of ffnite type ií and only if M is a part
of a plane, a drculat cylinder ot a helicoid,
Iu [D] all the ruled submauifolds of finite type in Euclidean space were classified.
Theorem 3.3. A tuled submaaifold Mn+l in Eí+p is oí frnite type ií aad oaly iÍ
M"+1 is a paÍt oí a cylinder oa a curve of frnite type ot a paÍt of a generaJized helicoid.
The minimal ruled surfaces iu lEl are a part of the ruled surfaces of finite type in lEi.
We will look for the non-minimal ruled surfaces of ffnite type ia Minkowski 3-space.
.We 
repeat the definiiion of submanifolds of fiaite type. A subma.nifold M" of a
Minkowski space lEi+P is said to be of finite type if eàch componeni of its positior
vector ffeld X can be written as a ffnite sum of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian À of M,
that is
x =x, + ix'
where X6 is a constant vector and AX; : 1r;1; , for ,: = 1,..., À. If io particula.r
a,ll eigeuvalues {Àr,,\2,...,)r} are mutually diferent, then M" is said to be of,t-type,
Note that every minimal submanifold is of l-type, since Àï = 0.
A submani{old is oí null ,t-i1pe if ald only if it is of ,t-iype a.rrd one of the eigemalues
is equa.l to zero.
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3.2. Classiffcation,
We give a classification of all ruled surfaces of flniie type in JEl.
Theorem 3.4. A ruied suíace M in E! is of frnite tlpe if and only iÍ
(L) M is minimal, ot(2) M is a patt oí a circular qtliader (Figwe 14, p. 105), or(3) M is a pa oí aa hypefiolic cyliader (Figure 15, p. 106), or(4) M is aa isoparaaetric strÍace with null ru.les. (F.igures 1A-lA, p. nf-nO;
The.examples (2) a,rrd (3) are of rull 2-type; the example (4) is also of null 2_type,
unle,ss it is a one-sheeted hSperboloid, which is of 1-type. Before proving this theoree,
we first study non cylindrical ruled surfaces with null rules more in detàl,
Theorem 3.5. Let M be a aon cylindical ru)ed sudace ia E! wjtà nuJj rules, Í,he.a




(2) t-he Gaussian cur\rak)Íe I{ of M is consta.ot,(3) tlre mean cu*z'tute I1 oÍ M is coastant,(4) M is isopxaaetric $n the sense of lM)).
Proof.- Let a be any regular curve on the surlace which intersects the rulings
tra-nsversally. Lei B be a differentiable vector field along a such that B(s) is poioi_ing in the direction of the ruling through a(s). So we have the parameterizatioD
X(r' Í) : a(s) + 
'B(§)'
We assume that p i" n"uu r.ro. tten gl0,B) > 0 for all s, arrd 9(d,p) 10, since the
surface is non-degenerate. It is easy to check that the íunction
is independeot of the choice of a, the pa"rameterization of a or the scaling of p. A






Then ( is a unit normal vector, given by
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By straightforward computatioÍrs .we get the shape operator
A,=("o o \t-\ * v'p)'
such that the Gaussian curvature 1( and the meaa curvature I{ are equal to
tt = ,/V.
If p: ca1.1urr1, then M is an isopa.rametric surface [M]. tr
We'll give some nices examples of such surfaces, but ffrst we,ll proof theorem 3.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.4lf M is a ruled surface in lEl , i.e. 1R3 with metric
s : d.r1+ drZ 
- 
dc!, it can be parameterized as
X(s' t) : o(3; 1 1P1'.1'
We consider two cases seperately.
Case t. s(p, B): g.
1.r. l: s.
1.f.1. p(s) is a constant, spacelike vector. M is a cylinder over a curve a(s) in a
timelike plane, which we can choose to have the equation z1 : 0. 'We ca.n assume that a
is parameterised by its arc length, i.e. g(ri, d) = €, € : *1. Then a parameterisationX of M is given by
L(§,1): a(§) +te1
The Laplacian À of M is given io terms of s and i by
n- 
-ö' o'
^ -'a", - ar'
and the Laplacian A' of o is given by
A'= ::.
Certainly te have that ÀÍel =Q. Thus M is of ffnite type if and ooly if each component
of a(s) canbew tten as affnitesumof eigenfunctions of A, that is,
{1} o(s r: oo * I oi("./l
where Aa; = .\iai. Assume that all the À; a.re mutually diferent. If we appty flf=r(À -Ài) to (1), we obtain that al does not depend on t. Similarly rve frnd that none;f the
ar depend oÍr l. Moreover
a2 a2 a2
€^ oi{s) = € 
-4,(s ) = eas2o,(s) + pc,,(s\: Ào;(s) = 1,a,151
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for all i. Hence evely compo[ent of o can be wdttel as a ffnite sum of eigenfuuctious
of À'. This means that a is of 6nite type. Thus M is of finite type if anJ oaly if a is
of ffnite type. Moreover, if a is ol À-type, then M is of (É + 1)-type, uíless one of the
eigenfiroctions which appear in the decomposition of o has eigenvalue 0, in which caseM is o{ À-type too. The ooly finite type curves in Ef are a pa.rt of a straight liae or a
part of an orthogonal hyperbola. So there are only two cases for M in El:
M is a plaae (type 1), or
M is a cylinder on an orthogonal hyperbola (type 2).
tf.2. B(s) is a constart, timelike vector. Then M is a cylinder over a curve o(s)ina spa.celike plane. Similarly as in case 1.1.1. rre find that M is oí flnite type if arrà
only if a is of finite t5pe. Moreover, if a is of ,t-type, then M is of (l 4 l)-tJpe, unless
one of the eigenfunctions which appear iu the decomposition of a has eigenvalue 0, in
which case M is of [-t]?e too. The ooly finite type curves in iE, [CDWlare a part of
a straight line or a part of a circle. So there are only two cases foi M:
M is a plale (type 1), or
M is a circular cylinder (type 2).
f.1.3. B(s) is a constant nullvector. The Laplaciau A of M is giveo by
A2
dsdt
We see that À)f is equal to 0, so M is a minimal surface.
7.2. i + o.
-We 
ca.n decompose M into open pieces such that on each piece we ca.n find a para.ur_
eterization X of the form
x(r, 
') 
: a(ó) + ÍB(§),
where a arrd p are curves in 1E! such that g(a, p) : O, g(g,p): 1. If we defiae a
function q by
q : s(à, à) + 2ts(à, È),
then it is easy to show that the Laplacian À of M can be expressed as follows
a2
o' ro'
-- at2 ' qas2
1öq 7 ö 
,10q1. 020sq20s'2&qAt'
The following lemma can be ptoved by induction.




\ q- ,/ qn+j
*here F is a polynomial inl with íanctions in s as coefficierts a;rLd degÉ 5 a+2.
From now on we suppose that M is of À-type. Hence there exist numbers c1, ..., cl;
c7. l0suchthat
(2) A&+lx + 
"r^Ëx +... * crÀX = o.
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We know that every compoDent of X is a lioear function in t with functions in s as





where P, is a vector whose compoÍreDts are polyoomials in t with functions in s as
coefficients and the degree of the components of P, is smaller thaÀ o! equa.l to 1+ 2r.
Hence if r goes up by one, the degree of the numinator of any componeot of À"X goes
up by at most 2, while the degree of the denominator goes up by 3. Hence the sum-(2)
becomes
P111(í) * c\P}"(Í)q3 r ... t cr"1p2(t)q3(k-t) + 
"rp,(Í)q.r
this can never be zero because the degree of p1(Í)q3À is always greater then the degree
of the other components, unless oÍ course R (t) : 0, this mears that AX : 0. But thenM is mioimal.
Ca* 2. g(È, i) * o.
2.1. s(p, B) + 0.
We ca,:o decompose M into open pieces such that on each piece we can find a param-
eterizatioo X of the form
x(é, 
') = a(6) + ÍB(6),
where a a"nd B are curves in El such t]Ilatg(é,8):0, s(0,9) = €, €: al. If wedeffneafunctionqby
q : s(a.à) + 2s(à, B)t + s@, il* ,
ihen it is easy to show that the Laplacia.n À of M can be expressed as follows
n ^ö, 7A2 t1q10.e\qt0ia? - ,dV a"+, at q a
The following lemma can also be proved by induction.
Lemma 3.7. IfP is apolynomi int with fi::r,ctions in s as coeffic.ients anddegp =d, then
" 
/P(Í) \ ptr)
\ q- ,/ qm+3
with functions in s as coefrcieats and deg F 3 d + l.
that M is of ,t-type. Hence there exist numbers c1, ..., c1,
(2)
^*+1x 
+ crA&x +... * ctAX :0.
We know that every compolreÍrt of X is a linear function in Í with functions in s as
coefficients. By applying the Lemma 3.7, we easily obtain that
P"Q)
q"'
whete P is a po]l.momial in t
From now on we suppose
c1 l0suchthat
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where P, is a vector whose components are polynomials in , with functions ill s as
coefEcients and the de$ee of the components of P, is smaller or equal to 1 + 4r. Hence
if r goes up by one, the degree of the ouminator of any component of À.X goes up by
at most 4, while the degree of the denorninator goes up by 6. Hence the sum (2) can
neve! be zero, uuless of coume AX :0. But then M is minimal.
2.2. s(p, p) : 0.
We can decompose M into open pieces such that on each piece we can find a param-
eterizatioo X of the form
-t(s' t) : a(3) 1 iP1"1'
where a and B are curves in E! such that g(.b,o) > O, g@,A) = 0. Because we
suppose that M is noa-degeaerate, we may assume that C@,8) * O. Ií we define a
function q by
q = s@, q + 2s@, È)t + g(b, ilt,,
then it is easy to show that the Laplaciau A, oI M car. be expressed as follows
. 1 / A2 
- - 
A2 Aoó\A : 
sl-.t., a t \-e * - 2s{à' a\ u* - ;;; )










From now on we suppose that M is of À-type. Hence there exist numbers ct, ..., cÈ such
that
A*+1x 1 clArX +... * ctÀX : 0.
Expressing that the coefficient by Í is equal to null, gives
(-1)À+12ÈpÀ + c1(- 1)h2k-r pk-l * -- * 2cr-tp 
- 
c* = 0.
We can conclude that M is of ffnite type if and only if p is constant. Using Theorem
3.5 we k-now that M is isopatametric.
Co:rverselg suppose p is constaat. If we assume that g(à,8) = 1, then putting




xz{s.Í) = lrdB + sra.0l0 - §t.
We obtain that
X(s'') : X1(§,')+ x,(§,'),
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with AX1 = 0 a;nd À& : 
-2cXz. He:r.ce M is ofnull 2-type, unless X1 is constant, io
which case M is of 1-type. In particular M is then a one-sheeted hyperboloid.so M is
oÍ ffnite type. tr
Like we mentioned already in the proof, a special case of ruled surfaces of fiaite type
with null ruies is the one-sheeted h1'perboloid. Iodeed, suppose that S(o,É):0 ( noie











Using ihe fact that M is of ffnite type, gives us a one-sheeted hyperboloid.
Oo the other ha.nd, we carr give a procedure of obtaining ai least loca.lly all ruled
surfaces of finite type with null rules. 'We first remark that B can always be rescaled
and repa.rarneterized (locaJly) to
B(s) = (1, cos(s), sin(s)).
Then g(li(r), iG)) : 1 and a has to satisfy only
s(d(s), B(s)) : c,
for some nouzero constant c.
If o(s) : (a1(s),ar(s),o3(s)), this condition reduces to
àr : 
-c * tiz(s) cos(s) + d3(s)sin(s).
Without loosing generality, we may assume that a is contained in the plaoe ca = Q.Putting a2(s) : /(s), we obtain the following formula for the surface :
tX(s,t) = (-cs + / 
"f(s) cos(s)d, *1,/(s) +Ícos(s),Ísio(s)),J
which is, locally, the rrrost general folm of a ruled surface offinite type with non para.llel
null rrrles.
Using the above formula, we ca.lculate the Laplacian À,
:=I(2"!--%9-"a'\
- ., \--ósat At A 'Ar2 )'
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with
q : (-c2 1j2 siÍt2(s) + 2cf cos(s))-2f sin(s)r+12.
We'll look for the t34pe of such surfaces, therefore we ffrst calculate
À-{(s,t) : )(-/sia(s) + t,csin(s) 
- /sin(s) cos(s) + cos(s)r,
-c cos(s) - / sin2(s) + sin(s)r),
withÀ:#€Ro.
There are two cases : The first case occurs when
Alí(s,i) = ÀX(5,1).
The surface M is then of type 1. Oue of the conditions that must be satisfied is
-ccos(s) -f sin2(s) =0.
After integration and using the other conditioÍrs we get that
.r(") = ,! :.sla(sJ
Thea we obtain the parametdzation
X(s.t) = (ccor(s.) + í. .+ + Ícos(s),Ísin(s)).slnlsJ
which is a weird pa.rametrization of ihe hyperboloid.(Figure 2, p. 92)
The second case occurs when
Ax(s,Í) : )&(r,,),
x2(s,t) { x(s,t).
It is then easy to see that
X(s,t) = X1(s,,)+ &(s,r)
with
.t
Xr(s,Í.1 =(-cs+/sin(s.) + / / cos(s)ds, -c sin(s) + / siD(s) cos(s) + 
"f(s),J
ccos(s) + / sinr(s)).
Because X1 is only a function of s and using the definition of A, we have
A-x1 = 0.
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X1 is a non-constant function, so we have proved that in this case M is of null 2-type.
Some oices exa.mples can be found using the description above, by ta.king
i)/("):O,wesetthat
.t(s,Í) : (Í 
- 
cs, Í cos(s), Í sio(s)).
This surface is drawa in Figure 16, p. 107.
ii) /(s) = s, we get that
X(s,t) = (Í - cs + sin(s), s 1Í cos(s), ísin(s)).
This surface is drawn in Figure 17, p. 108.
iii) /(s) = sin(s), which sives
X(s.r) : (r 
- 
ca + ].torr"1.p - 1)cos(s),Ísin(s)).
This surface is drawa ia Figure 18, p. 109.
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§4. RULED SURFACES OF CONSTANT MEAN CURI/ATURE
4.1. Introduction.
As we saw in the previous section, minimal submanifolds a.re contained in the class
offinite type subma"nifolds. But that's noi the onl1, class they belong to. Moreove! they
aÍe also a paÍt of the class of submanifolds with constant mean cur!.aturc.




lR, 9 the standald metric ia E3 and Il the mear culvature vector ffeld. If c = 0,then Ií :0, which means that M is a minimal surface. Using the formula of Beltrami
{or surfaces
Lx =2H
where À is the Laplaciao and X is the positioÍr vector field of M. We ca,r: say that M
is of constalt mean curl-ature if and only if
g(LX,AX)=ac.
The íollowing theorem was proved in [B]
Theorem 4.1. A ruled suíace of coastaat Ínealn cutvature in E3 .is a min.irura.i surface
or a cïcular cyliadet
RemaÍk that every ruled surface of constaÍrt mean curlà.ture in lE3 is of finite type
and, vice velsa.
We'll study the ruled surfaces of constant meaÍr cur\.:atu!e itr Minkowski 3-space. The
minimal ruled surfaces in El are again a pa"rt of ihis family. We ar:e interested in the
non-minimal ruled surfaces with constant mear cur\,"atuÍe. We first give a necessary
ared sufficient condition for a surface in the 3-dimensional Minkowski space JEI to be of
constant mean cull?ture.
A surface M in a Minkowski space Ej is of constant mean cur.vature if a.nd ooly if




-d,al +dc22+ dr| a met c in Ei and lÍ the mean cunrature vector
field.
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4,2. Classiffcation,
'We will prove the followiug theorem.
Theorem 4.2. A ruled sudace M in El is of constant mea.a clu,tiature iÍ aad oalyif
(L) M is minimal, or
(2) M is a part of a circular cyliader, (Figure 14, p. 105) or(3) M is a part oÍ aa hyperbolic cylinder. (Figure 15. p. 106) ot(4) M is aa isoparaaetric sur{ace with null rules (Figres 1ó-18, p. 10?-109).
Proof
§qqg_L Suppose that M is a spacelike ruled surface in lEl.
Every spacelike ruled surface M in El can be wdttea as
x(s,Í) =o(s)+'P(§),
with
g(0,.0) : s@,a) : r' s@, P) = o.
a(s) is a spacelike cune i! lEi with alc length paxameter s and B is a unit normal vector
ffeld along o. We have that





wlth q = 7 + 2s(A, b)t + g (P, Ot2. The Laplacian À of M is given by
_ 
-tas 0 102 1do0 a2
^= rrra"u* n** rqata-Fo'
and
-r öq .', 
- rb) +!ra * r'ri, * !4a.un = íV *,' q zqdt
Expressitrg that M is of coostaÀt meaa curvature, is equiwaleni with
s(Lx, Ax) = c,
with c 
€ 
lR. M is spacelike, so we kaow that c < 0 and moreover that c = 0 only whenÍÍ : 0, thus when M is minimal. Computing g(LX,AX) = c grves us the followiogpolynomial in Í that must be equal to 0,
(ff)' * n n <" *, 7;, ii + t i) + q (*)' * n out n,' * t ii, p\ 
- 
4X c è + t i. it + t Ë) 
- 
4cq?.
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Putting the coefficieot by Í6 equal to 0, we get the following condition,
s@,P) = o.







s(AX,Lx) = s(à,d) = c < 0.
B is a constart, spacelike vector. \ ithout loss of generality, we caa ta.ke
pG) 
= (0,0,1).
From g(&, B) : 0, loileyTs 1561
a(s) : (à1(s), àr(s),0).
s is the arc length parameter for a, so
ór(s) : sia1r171";;, dr(§): cosh(f(s)),
with /(s) an arbitrary function. Using the condiiion mentioned above for &, we obtain
/(s)=y'-_cs1ö, óeR.








which meaas that M is a part of a spacelike hyperbolic cylinder.
ii)È+o
Èoa g(9,i\ 
= o alr,d s(P-,È):0 follows that I and f [e in the same timelike ptane.
From 9(B, B) : I ^d S@, A): 0 follows rhat
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which gives in this case a polynomial of degree B. The coefficient by i3 must be 0. This
is - aíter some computations - equi\.deflt with
^a. 
Bt lsij. ij t - s"e'1a. rit] = o.
Wnh s(ii,i»:0 aod c ( 0, we obtaio that
sG,, B) : o.
This gives a contradiction, because B is then perpendicular to the spacelike plane {ri, p}.
Case 2. M is a Loreotzian ruled surface
2.a. The rules are spacelike,
Every Lorentz ruled surface M with spacelike rules can be written as
X(s' Í) = a1''g; -1- 1Bi"1'
with
s@,0) = t, s@,à) = _t, g(à,0) = o.
a(s) is a timelike curve in lEi wiih axc length parameter s and B is a unit norma,l vector
field a.long o. \[e have that
,,, = (3 ï)
and
't': rt 9\' \0 1,/
with q = -1 + 2e(d , P)t + g(P, i)t, .
The Laplaciaa A is given by
_ 
-töq A 7A2 tdo0 A2l! = 
---
2q2 As 0s q 0s2 2q A Ar ' AÍ2'
and
m = fiffo +tb1+!6+{i1+ }ffB.
Expressing that M is of constatt mean cunrature, is equivalent with
e(Ax,^x) = c,
with c€ lR. M is tioelike, sowe know tbat c ) 0 and moreover that c:0onlywhenIÍ = 0, thus when M is minimal. Computing g(AX,ÀX) = c g-rves us the followiagpolynomial in I that slust be equa.l to O,
(ff)' * n*1^ *, u, a +$) + q (*)' * *ff «, *tlt, p1 - affs4+tb, ó +tii) 
- 
ncqt.
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Putting the coemcient by 16 equal to 0, we get the Iollowing coodition,
s(p, p) : o.








s(Ax,A.x) = e(à, d): c > 0.
B is a constant, spacelike vector. \ryithout loss of genera,lity, we can take
pG) 
= (0,0,1).
From 9(d, B) = Q follssTe 1[61
ó(s) = (ór (s), dr(r),0),
s is the arc length parameter for a so
àr(s) = cos5111r1;, dr(s) = sinh(/(s)),
with /(s) an arbitrary fuactioo. Using the condition mentioned above for à, we obtain
/(s)=y'cs+ó, ó€R.
After iategratiou and tra.nslation,
1_7
o{sl =( _ srnh(y'cs), _ cosh(/cs),0),\/c ' \/c
which oeans that M is apaÍt oÍ a timelike hyperbolic cyliader.
1i) È +o
From s(8, ii) : o a\d s@., È) = o Iollows that p and 1i tie in the same timelike plane.





s( ii' ii) = o'
If M is of constaat mean cu! ture then
g(ÀX, AX) = c.
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which gives in this case a pol3momial of degree 3. The coefiicient by í3 must be 0. This
is - after some computations - equir"alent with
- . I = r. ^ . 1eta, u) le\u, p) - 4cs.(a. p)l = 0.
wnh s(b,i»: o and c ) o, we obtaiD that
s(o4 i) = o.
This gives a contradiction, because p is then perpendicular to the timelike plane {<i, B}.
2.b. The rules are timelike.




-1, e(ó,à):1, s(a,p) =0.





with 9.:1+2g(à,i)t+g(P,B)12. The only diference with the previous case occurs








B is a constaat, timelike vector. Without loss oí generality, we can tafte
B(3) = (1,0,0).
From 9(ó, B) = 0 follows that
ó(s) : (0, ór(s), ó3(s)),
s is the arc length parameter for o so
dr(s) : cos(/(s)), d3(s): 
- 
sin(/(.,)),
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with /(s) an arbitrary function. Using the conditiot mentioned above for d, we obtaio
/(s) = '"tcs+ó' óeR'
After integration and tratrslatiorr,
@(s) : (0, 
+ sin(y'cs), ft co(v.cs;;,
which mea.us tha,t M is a pa.rt of a timelike circular cylinder.
2.c. The rules a.te null.
Every Lorentzian ruled surface M with null rules can be written as
x(s,t) : a131 1r 7P1"1,
with
s(p,p):0, s(",8) + o.
'We have that
s,, = ( 
-,:,, e(àp) )\eta,p) 0 )
and / n 
-L\,,j=( ; í:f))\ ctó.P) 9,G,p) ,l
wtth q 
= s(à,@) + 2g@,,à)t + g@, p)t, . Using the definitioo of A, we get




-j- lr"t; arà - 0q ,fs1à' pj l'e'"'p)P arpl'
So,






Using Theorem 3.5. we obtain that the Gaussian cunature
K=p
and the mea.n curr,zture
H = ^,/i
are constant. This mea.ns that M is an isoparametric surface [M]. tr
Remark that also in the 3-dimensional Miokowski space every ruled surface .with
constaÀt meaIl cun:ature o{ finite type is and vice versa.
For a, classiffcation and examples of isopararnetric surfaces with null rules, we refer
ro the end of the previous paragraph.
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§T. INTRODUCTION
The origin of the study of tensor product submanifolds is related with the siudy of
minimal subma"nifolds io spheres. It was the well-koown result of T. Ta&ahashi lTa]
aboui 1 type submanifolds ia E-, that urged several mathematiciaas to look for all
minimal subma.:eifolds in sphetes.
Theorem L.l. A submaaifold M" of E- is oÍ 1 type if and only ií either M is a
minima-l sutrmaruïo.l d of the aabieat Eudideaa spaceE orM is a miaimal submaniíold
of some hypersphere S'fr-l jn Em .
The class oí minima.l submauifolds in spheres is very large. Hence, if one aims for
classification results, one reeds to impose additional conditions on such submanifolds.
One of ihis coaditions ca.n be stated in terms of the Chen type ol Ílteit quad,ralic rep-
rcsetulaliotu. According to S.S. Tai [Tai], the second staldard minimal immersioÍr of a
sphere
S^ (t) : b : (c 1, c2,..., c al ) < E-+t lal + cl + ... + t2^+r : 12 j
ca.n essentially be described by







whereby SM(m* 1) denotes the set of all rea.l symmetric matrices oí order ma 1, which
can be identified oatura.lly with R;(-+r)(-+2), and becomes a Euclidean space wiih the
oetric
< A.B >:: \.r4oe1.
wi,th A,B e SM(m !1).
Then, given a spherical submanifold c : Mí + S*(r) C E-+1, the map
ó : M" :- S-(") -! SM(m + 1),
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is called the quadratic represeutation of the submaoifold M.. Various authors, begin_
niug with A. Ros lRos], studied minimal subma,nifolds in spheres under an additional
conditioo on the fioite Chen type oí their qua.dratic representation. ID particular, in this
respect, we mentioo here the following results of M, Barros and B.y. Chen [BC] and
of M. Baros aad F. Urba.no IBU], which characterize some of the nicesi submaaifolds
among the minimal suriaces in spheles.
Theorem 1.2. Let M be a :rniaimal sur{ace oí a hypetsphere S^(L). Thea, thequadtatic reptesentatioa $ of M is :
(1) oí 1 type if and only if M is a totaJjy geodesic 52 h1 S3(!);(2) o!-2 type iÍ and only if M is a Veronese suríace in Sa(l)'or a Clifrord torus in
s'(1);
(3) oÍ 3 type ií and only if M is a Veronese surface in 56(1) or arr equilateral torus
in,95(1).
More generally, B.Y. Chen considered the quadratic reprcse[tation í of Euclidea.n
submanifolds c : M --+ E^ ( thus extending / from spherical submanifolds z : M +
Sm C Em+l to a.rbitrary submanifolds in Euctidian spaces). For a given subma,nifold
r : M ...» E- : p..,' x(p): (q (p),,2(p), ...,,^(p)),
its quadratic representation is defined by
í | M -+ E n(n+ r) : p --+ i(p) 
= (c1,..., cz*, x1 t2,..., c * ) c *)(p)
whereby the matÍix product
(tt .x)(p) :
.(r r(p) , . .., r 
-+ r(p))
ir SM(m) is naturally identified with 6(p) in lEi-(-+r).
B.Y. Chen ilitiated ihe study of the lensor proifucl immersion of two immersioas
of a given Riemannian manifold; this concept orginated from ihe investigation of the
quadratic lepresentation of subma-nifolds.
Let 1/ and W be two vecto! spaces over the ffeld oí the real oumbers lR . endowed
with inner products 9v(, ) and 9a,(, ) respectively. Then both the direct sum y O W
and the tensor product tr/ I tr4l are ianer product spaces with inner products defined by
gvow (o @ u, ó @ ó) = sv(o,i)) + sw(It, ó),
sv@w(u 8@,ó @à): sv(o,ó).gw(n,ó),
for aay o, d eV arl.d,u.1i 
€W.
Irr particular, for Euclidean spaces, ooe has the natural isomorphisms
an+1(p)
a1(p)
IFP ó rE4 
- 
E p+4
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and 
Ep E E, 
= 
Ere.
By applyiug these algebraic notions, we can define the direct sum and teflsor product
maps of two iEmersions of a given Riemao]]iaa ma.nifold.
Lef (M, g) be a Riemaanian maoifold and
f:M-E^,
h:M +@r,
two immersions of M into Euclidean spaces. Then
Í @h. M --E^+": a..+ (Í(r),h(a)),
ÍAhl.M..+E^":t- l(c) I h(c),
foranyc€M.
Remarla For a Euclidean immersion i: M --+ lEn, the tensor product igi is
essentially the quadratic representation of M, as studied by A. Ros, B.y. Chen, M.
Barros, O. Garay, F. Urbano and I. Dimitric.
In [Ch], B.Y. Chen defines the tensor prod,uci f,eld of h8...@fi. Let fi: M ---»En,(, = 1,...,À) be & immersions from a Riemannian manifold (M,g) into Euclidea.n
spaces. The tensor ploduct vector field Xn6...6Í oo M is deffoed by
X-r,a...ol* =
!!A a...f,-, odÍ(er)e... ai-r @ d.fle)6... 6 yr,i<i l=7
where {e1, ,.., e.} is an orthonormal local írame ffeld on M.
Iospired by Chen's deffnition, F. Dectuyenaere, F. Dillen. L. Vra,nckeo aad L. Ver-
stlaelen studied the tensor product of two immersions of, in geueral, ditrereat manifolds([DOW]); under some cooditions, this realizes an immersioo of the product manifold.
Deflnition r,3. IDDVV]








à : If --+ lE"
Then the direct sum and tensor product maps a.re defined respec-
E-+" , (p,c) "', (Í(d,n@D : ff'(p),..., Í^(p),h'(s),..., À"(c)),
f @h : MxN 
- 
E^" : (p,q) 
-+ /(p)oÀ(q) : $t @)ht G),..., Í1@)n"Q),...,Í*@)n"k».
Necessary afld sumcieni conditions for 
"f I à to be an immersion were obtained inlDDwl.
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Proposition L.4. The tensot produci f g l2 is afl imm etsion if and oaly if f alr,d h
ate immetsions that satisíy the thrce íollowing coaditions :
(1) either f or h is 1a"ar.sversa);(2) 0l rn(f);
(3) o É &n(à).
An immersion / : M --+ Etu is said to be tra,nsversal in a point p 
€ 
M if and outy if
the position vector /(p) is not tangeni to M at p. If f is traosversal in every point of M,
theo / shortly is called transversal. If / arrd à are tra.nsversal immersions, ihen their
teosor product is a traasversal immersion too (see [DDW]). But, for mafiy imnersions
which are not tra;nsversal, the tensor product /@ À is still worthwhile to be iEvestiga,ied
ald in many cases still produces an immersion.
Interesting examples of tensor product imrnetsions a.re provided by the rotation sur_
faces of Vràoceanu. We reca.ll thai these surfaces a.re given by the parameterisations
Í(2, o) = (r(o)cos(r) cos(r.,), r(2,) cos(r) sin(u), r(o) sin(u) cos(o), r(u) sin(u) sin(t_,))
oÍ io terEs of the teosor product
X(a, o) = (cos(t), sin(z)) & (r(o) cos(u), r(o) sin(o)).
C.S. Houh proved that such a surface is of ffnite tlpe if and only if it is a Cliford torus,
i.e. it is the product of two plane circles wiih the same radius.
The tensor product surfaces of two Euclidea.n plane curves were studied by I. Mihai,
R. Rosca, L. Verstraelen and L. Vra-ncken [MRW] aad by I. Mihai and B. Rouxel [MR].\ 'e reca.ll ihe definition aad the Eain results.
Deffnition 1.5.
Let a: R * E2 aadB: R + E2 be two Euclidean plaaa,r curves. put a(Í) =(a1(Í), or(t)) aod p(s) = (Br(s), B2(s))- Then their tensor froduct is giveu by
"f:o8É:R2---'Ea
/(t, s) : (o1 (t)B1(s) , a1(t)82(s), a2(t)p1(s), a, (r)p, (s)).
The first theorem from [MRW] classifres all the minimal tenso! product surfaces.
Theorem 1.6. The tetsor product immetsion a @ p of two Euclideaa plaaz,lr cvrrtes
is a minimal surface in Ea if and only if eithet
(L) <t is a portion oí a stràght line through 0 ;(2) B is a pofiion of a sttaight lirre thtough 0 ;(3) a is a circle ceotered at 0 and B is an orthogonal hypetbola centered at 0, or
vice versa.
Before we give some moÍe results, we frrst repeat some useful definitions.
In terms of the behaviour of the taageot bundle TM of ihe submanifold M, a totally
real submanifold M of aÍr almost Hermitian ma.nifold N is a submanifold such that the
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complex structure .I of the ambient manifold N ca,ries each tatrgent vector of M into
the corresponding normal space of M in ,lf. That means,
J(TPM) e riM
for any point p 
€ 
M. h other words, M is a totally real submanifold of (N, g, J) iÍ
and only if íor any oonzero vector X taogent lo M al aÍ'y point p 
€ 
M, the angle
between .IX and the tangent space $M is equal to f, identically. The study of tota.lly
real submanifolds from the diferentia,l geometric pói[ts of view was initiated iÍr the
ea.rly 1970's. Sioce then many diferential geometets have contributed many iDteresting
results in this subject.
The complex submanifolds M of a,n almost Hermitiao manifold (1f,9, J) are charac-
terized by the condition
J(TPM I C TPM
for any point p 
€ 
M. h other words, M is a complex submanifold of (jV,g, J) if and
only if for a,ny nonzero vector X tangent to M at arly point p 
€ 
M, the a.ngle between
"IX aud the tangent Bpace TpM is equal to zero, ideniically.
The third important class of submanifolds of an almost Hermitian maniíold (N,9, 
"I)are slant submanifolds. A slant submanifold M is defned as a submaoifold of (N, g, J)
such that, for any nonzero vector .{ tangent to M, the argle d(X) beiween JX aod
the taugent space TrM is a constaDt, which is independent of the choice of the poiot
p 
€ 
M a:i,d the choice of the taÍrgent vector X in the tangent space eM. It is obviousthat totally real submanifolds and complex subma.uifolds axe special classes of sla.nt
submanifolds. A slant submanifold is called proper slart if it is neither a totally real
subrnanifold nor a complex submanifold. For more information about proper slaat
submanifolds, we refer to fChl].
The following three theorems determine the tota.lly real, complex aod proper slaat
tensor product sulfaces in lE4.
Theorem 1.7. The tensor product immersion d E B oí two Eudidean plaaar curves
is totally real in (C2 
, J) , with J the staadard complex st.rucÍure, ií and oaly if a is a
portion of a attaight line which contaiDs 0 or B is a portion of a ckcle centered at 0,
Theorem 1.8. 7Àe óensor product immersjoa o I B oí two Euclidean plaaar cutves
is complex with respect to at least ore coÍnpiex structure on C if and only if either(l) a is a portion oí a straight line thrcugh 0 ;(2) B is a portioa oí a straight lioe thtoogh 0 ;(3) o is a circle centeted at 0 and B is an otthogonal hlperbola centered at 0, or
vice veÍsa.
Remark that all complex surfaces are minimal and vice versa.
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Theorem 1.9. ?Jre tensor pro duct funmersion a g p of two Euclideaa planar curves
is a proper slant surface in (C2 
, J) iÍ and onty iÍ B is a logarithmic spird aad a is eithet
a circle centered. at 0 or a logarithmic spial too.
Just like a point p 
€ 
M is called umbilic if the principal curr:atures for ( are all equal,
for every ( e SM. In other words, the shape operator with respect to ("must be sàme
muliiple of the identity, so for each { there must be a À with
or equir:alently
< h(x,Y),e >= ) < x,Y >, for a1t x,Y eTrM.
Jusi io the same way, an isometric immersion / is sa,id to be pseudo-umbilical if the
shape operator with respect to If is ploportional to the identity. It is obvious that every
oinimal subma"nifold is pseudo-umbiJica.l.
A general classiffcation oí all non-mioimal pseudo.umbilical teDsor product surfaces
in lEa is oot found, but a special case gives the following result.
Theorem 1.1O. The tensot product of a circle centercd at 0 aad a Etclideaa plaaat
curve is a non-miniaal pseudo-ufibilical surface in Ea if aad oaly ií it is a totation
suríace oÍ Vrà,nceaaq with
r(s):Éeà'' É'ó€R,&tO,
i.e. if aad only if the secoad Euclideaa pjane crrve is either a cicle centered at the
origin or a logarithmic spiral.
In [MR] the Kommerell cooic of a surface in IEa was used to study tensor product
surfaces of Euclidean plane curve§. \{e give some of the main results.
Theorem 1.11. The tensot prodtct of two Euclidean plane cutves is flat iÍ aad onlyií
(!) the cwves ar.e two spiral s.iausoids
a(t) : ((cos(àt))1/À cos(Í), (cos(fr.Í))1/À sin(Í)),
B(s) = ((cos(Ès))ri À cos(s), (cos(,ts))t/È sio(s)),
wiÍà++ï=-1,or
(2) the ctrwes are two logatithaic spiral curves.
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Theorem 1.12. The tensor prcduct stríace d @ B of two Euclidean plane curves js
a ntied sudace if aad only iÍ a or B i6 a straight line.
Another class of submaaifolds are the so called Chen submanifolds (see [C]). A sub-
manifold M of a Riema"nnian manifold 
-l[ is ca]led a Chen submanifold of .M if the allied
mean cur\,"ature vector of M in lÍ vanishes identically.
The allied mear curvatule vector of an D-dimensional submanifold M of a,a o-
dimensional Riemannian manifold N is deffned as follows. Lel enly 
, 
. . , , e^ be mutually
orthogonal unit ootmal vector fields of MinN such thai eo-.1 is parallel to the meao
cur\,.ature vecto! H of MirLN, We define a normal vector field o(1Í) by
"(E): i tr(AsA.,)e..
Then o(Il) is a well-defined normal vector 6eld (up to sign) of M in 
-lí. lVe call a(IÍ)
the a.llied mean curvature vector of M in N. It is clear that a(fl)is perpendicular to Íí.
B.Rouxel showed that a.ll rotation surfaces of Vrànceanu are Chen surfaces.
Theorem 1.13. fàe óensor product surface a @ B of two Etclideaa pla.ne curves is
a non-trivial Chen surÍace
(L) if a or B is a circle Fith center 0 aad a @ B is a totation sudace oí Vtànceaau,(2) a is a stnight line ar.d B a circle through 0 ( or vice versa) ; a @ B is then a
n ed Chea suríace.
For the tensor product surfaces of two Loreotzian curves we refer to [MWW] aadihe additional thesis of l.Mihai [M].
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§2. MINIMAL TENSOR PRODUCT SURFACES
In ihis section we classify minima_l tensor product surfaces of a Lorentzian plana.r
curve and a Euclidean pla.nar curve.
Lei o: R --+ E!(-+) and B: R 
- 
182 be respectives a Lorentzian pla.aa,r curve arrd
a Euclidean pla;nar curve. Put o(i) = (ar(t),@r(t)) and B(s) : (Ér(r),Br("». tl"r,their tensor product is given by
Í =a@g:R2 * q(_ _ ++)





(d r íÍ)Ér ís). ri 1tt t02\st. à2Í )AI st dr(i )Ér{s) ).
af
-* : | 
" 
t( t t 0 r t 
" 
1. a t t tj 0zl s t. o zi ) A s t. o2lt ) 02t s t).
where ri aad f mea.ns the 6rst derivative of resp. a and B.
- 
The coefficients oí the pseudo-Rieman[ian met c A induced on fral by ihe pseudo_
Riemanaian metric of lE! are
n = llal?,|§|2,
gn :< o..\ >* g,A >,
s22 = lldllrLll Bll, ,
where ll llz, drd (,)z mean the Lorentzian length aod inner product on El, ll ll and
<, > mea"rr the Euclidean length aa inner product on JE2 _
The norma.l space is spamed by
q 





-a281, at Az, -at Bt).
In the following, we assume that o is a timelike culve or a spacelike curve. Conse-
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where à is the second fundamental form of&a/and e; :< ei,eí>, i€{1,2}. Using
Beltrami's formula, we also know that
1
* = -;ot'
As seea earlier a sufiace M io, S is said to be minimal if its mea& culvature vector
ffeld re,nishes identically . So lzn I is oiaimal if ard only if
< Ií, ni >:0' i 
€ {1'2}'
We will deiermine the tensor product surfaces satisfying the above conditioÍrs.
The equation
< II.na >= 0
is equivalent with
< Af ,n2 s: n.
After a straightforward computation we get the Laplacian of /, aad see that this con-dition is equal to
,, afz ""öf2 ,. a2 f< s"-fu + s";A +20'2ffi.n2 >= o






(1) a is ao orthogonal hyperbola centered at 0, or(2) B is a circle centered at 0.
If
a2f
. i*,", s= (a1à2 - à1a2t(8,8, - 9., h) = O
then either:
(1) o is a straight line through 0, or(2) p is a srraight line through 0.
The second condition 
< E,nr >: o,
is equivalent with the following equatioas,
< AJ'nr >= 0
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and 1f2 
-^af2< s" "fit + o"ff ,r, >=o
and
afz Af2
g2z < Éí,\ > *orr < ft-,n1 >: Q.
If-we work out this coEdition, we get that the components of a a.nd p oust satisfy the
following expression,
(-"", + 
"ï@? + pï@ó2 - il"2)(h È2 - h p2)+






Assume a is a straight line through 0. In this case
à1=i12:arar-d1d2:0,
which means that condition (1) is true for all p .
The same is true if B is a straight line through 0.
Case 2.
If a is aa orthogonal hlperbola centered at 0, we can assume that
o(t) = 6i 66"6 1, 
"irr1, 
Í) , o>0.
( Ií o(Í) = 6(51161, 
"oshÍ), we get ihe same results.)We calculate ó and <i and look for the curves É that satisfy conditiou (1). The tensorproduct surface @ I p is then a minimal surface in S. Condition (1) becomes in this
case
@? + pï@,È, 
- 
b,§)+ (F? + pil@,ii" 
- 
ij,a) = o.
Because B is not à straight line through 0, its equatio[ in polax coordinates is
B(s) : r(s)(cos s, sin s).
The above equation is ihen equiralent to
ti-si2 
-2r2 =0.
This differential equatioo can be writte!. as
ri 
-i2 - 2(í2 +])=o.





we get that 
t 
-,!2+l-''
The solution of this difereotial equatiou is
y=tat(2s+c2).










/lcos(2s * c2)l '
i.e. it is ao orthogonal hyperbola centered at 0.
Case 3.
If p is a circle centered at 0, assume its equation be given by
É(s) :ó(coss,sins) , ö>0.
The condition (1) turns out to be
(-a! + o2r11ara" 
- 
e ló) + (-ci + àZ)«1i2 _ &.c,2) = o.
The equation of an arbitrary cutve a iu JEI can be written as
a(Í) = p(Í)(cosh J, sinhÍ),
or
a(t) = p(Í)(sinhÍ, cosh Í).
These two equations lead to the same diferential equation, so we will only consider thefirst case.
If
a(r) : p(r)(coshi, sinhÍ),
the above condition becomes
pi; 
- 
3i2 + 2p2 :0.
79
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This difrerential equation can also be vrritten as
G) .,(,- (;)') =,
Let
If y = *1, we get that
P(t) = ff"+', KeRo.
Which meaos that
a(r) = Kert(cosh(Í), sinh(r)).
This case is excluded, because a is a null straight line.
It y I +7, we get that
7-y2
There are two cases.
If lyl < 1, the solution of the difereniial equation becomes
y:-taÀh(2t+p), t€R.







-4ÍcoshíÍ l- sinhf r) )/cosh(2Í { s)
In this case o(Í) is an ellips, moreover when p :0 we get a circle centered at 0.
If lyl > 1, the solution of the diferential equation becomes
a: _co+,anh(zt + p), pe R.
Aíter substitution a.nd integration, we see that
,íÍl: 1 ^ -lD-
/srnh(2t + t)
which mea.ns that
o{t ) = -4ícoshít l. sin}ír))-/sinh(2t + p) '
In this case a(Í) is an orthogona.l hyperbola centered at 0.
Summing up, the following theorem is proved.
80
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Theorem 2.7. Let a : JR --+ )E, be a Lorentziaa plaaar cvne aad B: lR -+ lE2 be a
Euclidean pla.aat curve. Then theiÍ tenso. product a @ p is a miaimal wnersion if aad
only if either:
(1) eióÀer a or p is a stnight line through 0;(2) both a a.ad B ate orthogonal h1p*bolae centered at 0;(3) p is a circle centeted at 0 and <t js eitÀer a circle or an orthogond hypetbola
ceatered zt 0-
n
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§3. TOTALLY REAL AND COMPLEX
TENSOR PRODUCT SURFÀCES
Theorem 3.1. The tensot producl a@ p is a totaJly Íeal Lorentzian immercioawith
respect to the pse:odo-Hermitiaa strnct:uÍe Jo,
Jq(u,o, z,u) = (-t),u, 
-w, z),
oa El ií and ooly iÍ
(1) a fu aa orthogonal hlryerbola centered at 0, ot(2) P is a straight liae through 0.
Proof. Assume that a I B is tota.lly real. Then




" \asl - a'
wirh
.lf
à : GtA1, à$2. àzAt. àzAz)
aÍ
fr : \" t h,arsz,azÈ, ozbz)
the coaditions above become
< (-4P2, &, 
-àz/z, az§r),(at h,ar 8","rÈr,orB) >= o
aad
< (-a182,o1fu, 
-orBr,orpryla, Br,à, Az, dzAr,àzA) >: 0.




- At Pz) : O.
which we had to prove. E
Theorem 3.2. The tensot product a @ B is a complex Lotentàan inmersioa with
respect to the pseudo-Eermitian structure J0,
Jn(u, o, z, u) = (-o, u, 
-to, z),
on $ if aad only i! a is a straight ltne throtgh 0.
Proof. Since o@B is a complex immersion,
/af\
"iol+lr{nr,,,r}\dt /
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a,ud
r"(0J\ , , ,
" \aJ/ r tz"n"'
with {n1, n2} a basis for the normal plaae.
By straightforward computations, these four equations can be reduced to
(9?+§ï)@fi,-d1a2)=s
(F?+Bï@,a,_à1o2)=6.
The ooly solution is that o is a straight line through tbe oligin. tr
83
{
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§4. PSEUDO-MINIMÀL TENSOR PRODUCT SURFACES
We recall that a submaniíold M of a pseudo-fuemannian manifold -lÍ is said to be
pseud,o-minimal ii the length of its mean curvature vector vanishes identically.
Each minimal submanifold is a pseudo-minimal one. Noq-minimal pseudo-minimal
submanifolds were studied in particula.r by R. Rosca (see [R]).
We koow that the oea-n curvature vector field 7Í ca.n be written as
H:ant*tmz,
with {n1, n2} a basis for the normal pla.ne, o, ö functions of , aod s. Usiug Cramers
rule, we can determine o and ó fiom the following equations,
1 H,n1 S: a < nttnt > lb < nt,nz >
1 H,n2 s: a < n\)n2 ) lb 1 nz,nz > .
By straightiorward computations, we obtain that
< H,H >: ]1a A,n, >21 nz,nz > 
-2 < H,nt )< II,n2 )1 n1,n2 >det9.
I < H.nz >'< ,,.n, >).
whe!e
1 II. n1 >= grr. ff ."',, -orr. ff.nt >=
< a,c! > R2 (hp2 





< E,n2 s: 
-2 < o,d > (0r0, + 7z§z)(àiz - oÀz)@r?z - &0).
Using Theorem 2.1, we carr assume that neither a nor B is a straight line through 0.
Thus, ve put
a(r) : p(cosh l, sinhÍ)
aId
B(s) = r(coss, sins).
(a(Í) : p(siah Í, cosht)giresusthesamed.i f f erentiatequation.)
The equation < H,II >= 0 then leads to
(4.1) [(,, +;z)(pi- ir) 
-2(r2 + i2)(i,2 - pr) + G,, - pz)(ri: _ i2))2
+4i2 i2l(pij - à2)(r2 +i,)-G2 - p211r2 qt2)+(pz - p\(rï -i\l=0.
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If p : 9, i.". o is an orthogoual hyperbola centered at O, then the condition above
becomes
2r2+3i2-rí:0,
solving this diflerential equation gives us a minimal surface.
If i:0, i.e. B is a circle centered at 0, the condition turns out to be,
Pi - 3i2 +2P2 : o'
which gives us also minima.l surfaces,
\[e can cooclude that, if either p : 0 or i = 0, there do not exist nou-minimalpseudo-mioimal tensor product surfaces a I p.




The equation (4.1) of a pseudo-minima.l surface becomes
(4.2) l(62 +7)i + 2(62 + 1)(r 
- 
7'z) + (i 
- 
7'z)jl,
-4(6'+1)i+(1 - 7'?)j + (1 -7'?)(1 +ó')l :0.
We distinguish two cases.
a)l'=t'
It's easy to see that this is a solution of equation (4.2). In this case
By integrating, we see that
with X e Ro. The equation of a is given by
a(l) = Íi6+r 1"o"61, sioh r) , I{ € Ro.
This case is excluded, because a is a null straight line.
o)1'+ r.







(4.4) P(i,e): (r + 62)0 
- 
12\.
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From equation (4.3) we seeimmediatly that S is a function oft a.rrd $ is a function








ot t-''z (:{1+/1 -p\+È)
and
AF 
-266 /2 I \a"=r.ór(pírtvr_p)+@)
Now it is easy to see that
2-
_(1 -+,/1 _ p\ _: _ 
-P'^*" ''-ffi:"'








The partial deli tive wiih respeci to Í of this last equatioa gives
AP_ P
*t/t-ní1-;) =0.
The partial derivative with respecr ro s gives
AP_ P
^t/t 
- n (l'?- 
,) = 0'
The solution of these equations is that P = constant . It,s easy to see from
P(t, s) : (t + 6,)(r 
- 72) = constant
that both ó and 7 aÍe consta-nts. In this case
r(s) = asó" 6nd p(í) : Àer',
where o,6, &,1 
€ 
JRe, a > 0 arrd 12 * l.
The pseudo-minimality condition is then equivalent to 12 
- 
b2 = l.
A classiffcation of pseudo-minimal tensot product surfaces is thus given by the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 4,1.
sion iÍ aad only if
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The teosor product a @ p is a non-minimd pseudo-ainimal iarr:rr,e*
ot(l): ke+Jr:+í4!osht, sin[í) , Ë,óe JRs,
a,ad
B(s) = deó,(coss,sins) , o>0, à€Re
i.e- a is a hypetbolic spiral ar.d B is a logarithmic spia!, rcspectively.
tr
+
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§5. PSEUDO.UMBILICAL TENSOR PRODUCT SURF'ACES
An isometric immersion f is said to be pseudo-umbilical if the shape operator with
respect to ÍJ is proportional to the identiiy.
An equirralent condition is the following:
(5.1) <h(X,Y),Ë >:À<Í,r> , X,y €t(TM),
where ) :< A,Ií > .
It is easily seeo that each minima.l submanifold is pseudo-umbilical.
Io this section we determine pseudo-umbilical tensor products of a,n orthogona.l hy-
perbola centered at the origin in E! and a.n arbitrar5r curve in JE2.
Let a be an orthogonal hyperbola ceotered at 0, say
o(') = d(cosh'' sinht)'
(the same is true if a(Í) : a(sinhr, coshÍ))
and let B be an arbitrary Euclidea.E planar curve. The Laplarial of / is given by
1 | t a,Í /.a.b, .B,p>\ at t a, fl
"'-,,lW at, -- tn;)d-Wd?l






<--H\-\dàt2 "r '- ^elt ',
a2f
< *,H >= \q2)os'
Ií we use Íí- = 
-|41 




ttàtt2 _< i.t >- _ ltl3ll2.ra'2 +.6.g rz Wll2 _ n.ptl, lptl, ' "." - .Èlr - "
If B is not a straight line containing 0, consider its equation in polar coordinates
'6(s) = r(s)(cos s, sin s)'





Bi2 _ 2r2) = o.
0f
ds
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The equation
ri-3i2-2r2:O





(ó equal to 0 gives a minimal surface).
Summarizing, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.1.^ The teosor product a @ B of aa orthogonal hypetbola a ceateteil
at the origin in S and a Euclideao planat curve B is a r,ir.-minirrra) p"eudo-umbilical
surface in E| ií aind only iÍ p is a )ogaritaic spiral in É , i.e-
É(s) : À"ö"(cos 
", 




In this last section we determine pseudo-umbilical tensor products of aa arbitrary
curve o in E! and a circle B centered at the origin in IE2.
Let
É(s) : a(cos s, sins)
and let o be a curve ia Ef, we have that
- 
-l l(<o.à>1 <ri,ö>r\ öí 7 A2f I A2f1
" - rr L\il"11itrili - -'íE- ) a,- * 1ótE ar, * l;È*l
The coadition for pseudo-umbilicaiity turÍrs out to be
ildil? _ < i'i >? + < à.d >? rlall? _ ll"ll?llal,?,,- li"|lí ll,illi ll.ill?
After a lot of computations and knowing that o is not a straight liÍte through the
origin. so
@(') : r(ÍXcosh t' sinhÍ)'
(the saÍne is true when a(t) : r(Í)(sinh t, cosh Í))
we get the following equation to solve:
(ri: _ iz)(ri _ 3i2 I2r2) = g.
The 






( ö I t1 otherwise we get a null straight line)
'W'e car: conclude:
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Theorem 5.2, The tensor ptoduct a @ P of an atbitÍaÍy c,tme a ia El arLd a circle
0 geoteted at the origin ia É is a aon-miaimal pseudo-uabilical sudacé it S ií aad
only ií a is a hyp*bolic spiral, i.e.





Figure 1 : The Möbius etrip
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Jí(s,Í) = (cos s, sins,0) * Í(cos(s/2) cos s, cos(s/2) sins,sin(s/2))
+
PictuÍes
Figure 2 : The one-sheeted hyperboloid
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X(s, í) : (o cos s, ósins, 0) + t(osin s, 
-öcos s, c), a, ó, c € JR6
+
Pictues
Figure 3a : The hyperbolic paraboloid
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X(s,t) = (os,0,s2) + r(a, ó,2s), a,ö€Ro
+
Pictures
Figure 3b : The hyperbolic paraboloid
94





X(s, r) = (0,0, ós) + Í(cos s, sin.r,0), ó I 0
It
Pictures
Figure 5 : The helicoid of second kind
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/-Ki't
x(s,Í) : (- cosh(/r,X" + f r, ft, -"i"r tlKqb + +))
withK=n2-r2, where r is the curvature a.nd z is the torsion of a with lrl > lzl >0
t.
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f igure 6 : The helicoid of thfud kind
tí
with I{ : K2 + Í2 , where x is the curvature and t is the torsion of o
x(s, i) = (- sinh(/F u" + i\, h, -.osh(y'r<,)(s
*-
Pictures
Figure 7 r The conjugate of Enneperts eurface of second kind
x(",,) = ( , +,, -,:{ -.",ff *, * *,),
where r is the curvature and r is the torsion of o with l,r.l = l/il > 0
Pictures
Figure 8 : The surface of Scherk
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1 - lcosíau) I
zlx,y) = - IoSl---1, a*0a lcos{ac) |
i.
Pictures
Figure 9 : The surface of Scherk of second kind
100
d,,v) = 1 r"s I jo'I(lql | , o+oa lslnn( -or) |
Pictures
Figure 1O : The surface of Scherk of third kind
101
z(t,fi : !6, sinh(oy) |sinh(-o4l' o l u
r§-
Pictures




Figure 12 : The surface of Scherk of flfth kind
103
,(Í,y) = l ros lj9:qgl l, a+oo lcosh(dÍ) |
Pictures
Figure 13 r A flat B-scroll over a null curve
104
z(r,v) = +r + s(y\. with 9(y) = sily
\.
Pictures
tr'igure 14: A circular cylinder
105
X(s,Í) = (a cos s, a sin s, öÍ), o,ó e R6
Pictures
Figure 15: A hyperbolic cylinder
106
X(s,Í) : (o cosh s, asinhs, óÍ), a, ö e R6
tr'igure 16:
Pictures
Àn isoparametric surface with null rules : f
107






ametric aurface with null rules : II
108
Figure 17 :
-)í(s,Í): (, sin s, s + Í cos s, Í 
- 
có + sios), c€ Rq
t
Pictures 109
Figure 18 ! Àn isoparametric surface with null rules : III
X(s, Í) : (t sins, (Í 
- 
1)cos s, t 
- 
cs { 1/2sin2 s), c€Rq
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§1. INLEIDING
(In deze beknopie sa,oenvattiÍrg zullen we proberen de belangrijkste resultaten lan
deze thesis terug te geven. Het is uiteraaxd niet mogelijk om alle lesultate[ met bewijs
op te nemen iu deze sa,menr.atting. Daa.rom verwijzen we naa.r de Engelstalige versie
indien U een bepaald onderwerp volledig uitgewerkt wil zien.)
Differentiaalmeetkunde is eenjonge, snel evoluerende discipline binnen het meetkunde-
onderzoek. Alhoewel het begin van deze discipline kan gesitueerd worden in de 17de
eeuw. Het 'was iÍnmers Isaac Newton die in 1671 de krommiug van eerr klomme o voo!
het eeÍst uitdrukte io funktie r:an de afgeleiden van deze kromme a. Newton beschouwde
een kromme a(Í) : (ar(r),@r(r)) als het traject beschreveo door een punt dat beweegt
in eeo vlak in íunkiie van de tijdparameier i. Hij deflnieerde de kromming als volgt.
Neem twee punten q1 eÍr 92 op de kromme, die dicht bij elkaar gelegen zija, elk aaÍr één
kant vaÍr eeo gegeven punt p. Door deze drie punten gaat meestal juist één cirkel met
middelpuot m. Wanneer de punten qt en q2 naderen tot p, daÍl zal in de limiet een
speciale cirkel bekomen worden, die raatt aan a in het punt p. Of alet andere woorden,
in het punt p hebben a en deze cirkel dezelfde raa.ldijn. Deze cirkel is gekend aJs de
osculatiecirkel of de kussende cirkel. AIs c het middelpuot is va:r deze osculatiecirkel
en r de straal van deze cirkel, dau definieerde Newton ri = 1 als de kromming var






Men hoeft echter niet te werken met de paxaÍneter r, het was Euler die de booglengiepa-
rameter s invoerde, zodaflig dat A?+A; : 1. Deflnieer dan ?(s) als het ééuheidsvectorveld
rakend aarr a, en.If(s), als het éénheidsvectorveld dat loodrecht staat op ?(s) in o(s)
zodanig dat de oriëntatie van {7(s),N(s)} dezelfde is als de standaardoriëntatie lan
1R2. De kromming r(s) ran a in s is dan a1s volgt gedeffnieerd
i1"1 = u1"11"1'1'
Merk op dat lr(s)l : lri(s)l de leugte is ran <i(s), die loodrecht staat op de ééoheidsvector
ó(s). Verder is in(s)l ook de oppervlakte van de rechthoek gevormd door ti(s) en ó(s).
Deze oppervlakte is gelijk aan det(à(s), d(s)), dus hebben we dat
x(s): d1(s) ö1(s)rir(s) ciz(s) = drd2 - a1d2)
wat dus overéénstemt met Newtons deffnitie. De congruentiestelling voor krommen
gelegeo in het Euclidisch vla} is als volgt, als er een contiuue Íunktie r met varia,bele s
gegeven wordt, dan bestaat er, op Euclidische transformaties na, een unieke kromme a
in lE2 met s als boogleugteparaÍneter zodaÀig dai r(s) de kromming is van d in o(s).
Dit betekent dat, als we rotaties er tlanslaties buiten beschouwing laten, een kromme
in E2 volledig bepaald wordt door haar kromming.
De studie van ruimtelijle krommen in JE3, evolueerde enorm na de ontdek&ing rnn de
Frenet-Serret formules. Deze formules werde[ door Frenet in 1847 en doot Serret in 1881,
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onaÍhankelijk van elkaar, gevonden. Zij definieerden een orthonormaa.l referentiestelsel
{7, N, B} - gekend als het Frenetstelsel - io elk punt rran de kromme a, een ruimtelijke
kromme geparameteriseerd door de booglengtepararneter s. ? is het snelheidsvectorveld
of nog het éénheidsvectotveld rakend aan a. De versnelling ci(s) reo de kromme o io
het punt a(s) is eer vector die loodrecht staat op 7(s). Als ci(s) I 0, dan is het normale
vectorveld lf, het geooraraliseerde versnellingsvectorveld <i. Het binormale vectorveld
B bekomt men dooÍ het vecto eel ploduct \a.D ? en N te nemen. De Frenet-Setret





De funkties /r en i, die lespectievelijk bepaald worden door de eerste etr de derde
vergelijkiog, worden de kromming en de torsie van de kromme genoemd. De congruen-
tiestelling voor krommen in de 3-dimensiona-le Euclidische ruimte stelt : als rc en r twee
continue funkties van s zijn, da-n bestaat er een kromme a, booglengtegeparameteÍiseerd
door s, met kromming /c ea tolsie r. Deze stelling verd bewezen door Aoust in 1876.
De studie r,an oppervia,kken in lE3 begon pas goed in 1?60 daakzij Euler, die de keonis
van lcommen in het vla.k gebruikte om oppervla.kkeo te bestuderen. Door eelr punt p
op een oppervla"k M C lB3 construeren we een rcchte i loodrecht op het raal<vlak aan M
in p. Voor elke éénheidsvector X in het raa-kvlak, beschouwen we het vlak door p dat
zowel X als / bevat. De doorsnede van dit vlak met M is het beeld van eetr kromrue @x
met a_y(0) : p. We veronderstellen dat c; booglengtegeparameteriseerd is, zoda.nig
dat ri.26(0) : X. We oriënteren al deze vla.liken door X en / door een vector op te kiezetr
Ioodrecht op het raakvlak aar M it p en oriënteren het vla.k door X en I zoda.nig dat
X , u, positie{ georiënteerd is. ax heeft dan eeo kromming in s = 0, genoteerd rx.
Euler ootdekte dat, als niet alle r.7r gelijk zijn, er juist één dchting bestaat, voorgesteld
door de éénheidsvector X1, waarin /ix een minimum bereikt x1 : nx. en één richting
waarin e€n mddmum bereikt wordt ríz : nx,. Deze twee richtingen staa! loodlecht op
elkaa!, en als X een hoek d vormt met Xr, dan is
Kx : r.1 cos2 e + 62 sií12 0.
50 jaar na Euler werd het belangrijkste werk in de geschiedenis l'an de
differentiaalmeetkunde geschreveÍr, de titei is " Disquisitiones generales circa superficies
curvas" en Carl Friededch Gauss schreefhet in 1827. In elk punt p r..an M is er een unieke
vector z(p) zodanig dat ,(p) Ioodrecht siaat op het raa"kvla"k aao M in p en zodanig dat
/(p), u, r, positief georiënteerd is iu lE3 telkens als o ea ra positief georiëÍteerd zijn io het
raa.kvlak aarr M in p. Gauss definieerde de oorma.le aÍbeelding z - gekend als de Gauss
aÍbeelding - van het opperlak M naar lR3, of bete! naar de éénheidssfeer .92 C lR3. De
deffuitie ran de kromming K(p) r'an M io p wordt gegeven door
,. area ,(r{)
_/t{Dt: tlmA'p atea A
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de limiet is zodanig dat het gebied .4 rond p smaller en smaller wordt. Gauss bewees
dat deze kromming Íí(p) in een willekeurig p\rít p e M het prcdukt is ran de ex-
treme krommiagea va.rr de krommeo door p bekomen als doorsnede van M met normale
vla.kkeo,
K(p) = Kt(p)É2(p).
Het Theorema Egregium, of " Het metkwaardige Theorema ", rao Gauss wordt als het
belangrijkste tesultaat uit de geschiedenis vao de diferentiaalmeetkunde beschouwd :
Theorema. De krommiag I{(p) van een oppetvlak is een inÍrinsieke inmrj ant, dit wil
zeggen is onaftlalnkelijk yan de fi)iíite waaÍií1 men het oppervlak bekijkt.
Gauss toonde aan dat de kromming .((p) in een punt p vaÍr een oppervla& in E3
een isomet sóe inr.'ariant is, dus niet enkel inr.'ariant onder Euclidische traaslaties
en rotaties, maar ook inv'a-ria.nt onder de veel gÍotere groep aÍbeeldingeu, Damelijk de
isometriën va,n oppervlaftken. De gemiddelde kromming ?l(p) daa,rentegen,
H lp\ = 1;l E 1ÍPl + xrtp)).
is inrariant onder de Euclidisch" tr.rr"fJ.*uti"", rrrua.r niet onder de isometriëtr Én op-
pervlalileo. Dus buiten de extriasieke meetkunde van oppervla,kken in 83, ontdekte
Gauss een meetkundig begrip, zijn krommiog, die de eerste iovaxiant was voor de in-
trinsiekemeetkunde noppelvlaklien.
Georg Friederich Bernhard Riemann zette Gauss's meesterwerk in de praktijk om ea
ontwikkelde difierentiaalmeetkunde voor objecten die niet noodza.kelijk in de Euclidi-
sche ruimte moeten gelegen zijn. Hij slaagt erin van een lengtefuÀktie te verbinden
aan elke ra"kende ruimte, dus een metriek, een norm, ... Het eenvoudigste ger,al,
wanneer de metriek positief-definiet is, wordt door fuemann zelf uitvoerig bestudeerd.
Het deffniëren van een inwendig produkt voor elke ra.lende ruimte aam een r"ariëteit is
wat we nu keDnen als een Riemaanse metriek op een variëteit M. De daaraa! gekoppelde
intriosieke meetkunde is gekend als de Riemannse meetkuode.
Indien de metriek op eeí diferentieerbare variëteit indefiniet is, da.n spreken we van
een semi-Riemannse variëteit, de corresponderende meetkunde is de semi-Riemamse
meetkunde. Een semi-Riemannse varièteit kan beschouwd worden als eeu deeha,riëteit
in een semi-Euclidische ruimte, we kuuuen hier dus ook intrinsiek a,ls exttinsiek werken.
De Minkowskiruimte Ef, i.e. de variëteit R" voorzie[ 1lan een metrische tensor 9
varr index 1, is een zeer bela":rgrijke semi-Riemannse \,Eiiëieit. AIs n = 4, is het het
voorbeeld r,an een relativistische tijdruimte.
In het eerste hoofdstuk van deze thesis bestuderen we kroromen in de drie en viet
disrensionale Minkowskiruimte.
Het bewegend reíerentiestelsel vaÀ Frenet voo! klommen io de Minkowskiruimte
wordt bestudeerd. Het causaal karakter ran de kromme zal hier een belangrijke rol
in spelen.
In paragraaf drie classificiëren we alle krommen met constante Frenet-krommingen
in de drie dimensionale Minkowskiruimte. De nulkrommen hebben ma-ar één kromming,
wat toch uitzonderlijk is. Als deze kromming nul is, bekomen we de gekende nulkubiek.
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In de vierde en vijfde paragraaÍ behandelen we krommen lam beperkt type en krom-
men 1àn eindig type. Resultateo r"aa trorameo ran eindig type in de Euclidische ruimte
werdeo onder andere gevondeu door B.Y. Chen, die het begrip ook invoerde. Zo bewees
hij dat eeu gesloten kromme in de Euclidische ruimte 1an eindig type is a,ls en slechts
a.ls de Fourierreeks vaa elke coördinaatfunktie ran de kromme een eindig aantal ran nul
verschillende termen heeft. Als deze krom-me a een gesloten vlakke kromme is, daa is
ze ran eindig type als en slechts als ze van type 1is en dus een cirkel is. Cheo,
Deprez, Dillen, Verstraelen en Vrancken [CDDW] bestudeerden ruimtelijke krommen
van eindig type. Zij toonden aa:r dat voor elk positief geheel getal k, er in iE3 een
gesloten krorome bestaat va:r type k. Wij bewijzen dat alle krommen van eindig type
in het Minkowskivlak van type 1 zijn, en dus een deel van een orthogonale hyperbool
of een deel rran een rechte zijn. Bovendien geveo we een classificatie lan alle krommen
van type 2 inEl.
Oppervlakken in de drie en n-dimensionale Minkowskiruimte bestuderen we in hoofd-
stuk twee.
Eerst beschouweo we minimale oppervlakken. oppervlakken met een gemiddelde
kromming Il :0. Kobayashi [Ko] en VarL de Woestyne [VdW1] gaven een classificatie
van alle minimale omwentelingsoppervla.kken in E!, alle minimale regelopperlakken in
El en alle minimale translatieoppervlakken in 1Ef met metriek g : d,r2 + dyz 
- 
dz2. E,en
trauslatieoppervlak M in Ei is eeo oppervlak gegeven door de volgende immersie
X:Lï cE2 
- 
Ef : (c,y) ..+ (2,y,Ís(t)tgs(y),...,Í"(r)+ g"(y)).
Wij geven een classificatie van alle minimale translatieoppervla"kken in de n-dimeusionale
Minkowskiruimte Ei met mei ek g = -arl + i a*!.
In [CDW1] is bewezen dat een regeloppervlak r.'an eindig type in lE ofwel een deel
van een cilinder over een kromme van eindig type is, ofwel ee heiicoïde iD Es is. Voor
n:3 hebben we dus dat een regeioppervlak in lE3 van eindig ty.pe is als en slechts als
het een deel is van een vialc, ol een cirtriulaire cilinder of een helicoide. Dillen [Di] toonde
aan dat een regeldeelva.riëteit van eindig type in eeu Euclidische ruimte is als en slechts
als het een cilinder is op een kromme lan eindig type of een veralgemeende helicoÏde. I.u
paragraÍe 3 lan hoofdstuk twee geven we een classificatie vao alle regeloppervlakken lao
eindig type in Eï. Buiten de minimale oppervlakken en de te verwachten cirkulaire en
hyperbolische ciliaders, bekomen we een andere klasse van regeloppervla"kken van eindig
type, namelijk de isoparametrische regelopperviakken met nulregels. De gemiddelde
kromming 11 en de Gausskromming Ii zijo constant voor deze oppervla.kken en ze zijn
n type 1. of vaÍr het nul 2 type. We tonen verder aa"n dat een isoparametrisch oppervlak
met nuhegels vaa type 1 is a1s en slechts als het een éénbladige hyperboloide is.
In de Iaatste paxagrafe -!'an hoofdstuk twee bestudereo we regeloppervlalken met
constante gemiddelde kromming in 1El. De minimaie regeloppervlalken behoren tot
deze klasse eo ook de regeloppervlakken van eindig tlpe behoren tot deze klasse. We
bewijzen dat een regeloppervlak in E! constante gemiddelde kromming heeft als ea
slechts als het var eindig type is.
In het laatste hoofdstuk ondetzoeken we tefforproduktoppervlakken in @, aÍkomstig
van een Lorentzkromme en een Euclidisctre kromme. Stel dat a : R --+ 1E! en p : R --+ lE2
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Íespectievelijk een vlakke Lorentz kromme en een vlakke Euclidische kromme is. Als
o(t) : (o1(t), ar(t)) en B(s) = (h("),02(s)), dan wordt hun tensorprodukt gegeveu
door
a 6 B : JR2 --+ Ef : (t, s) --+ (a1(t)p1(s), o1(r) §z(s), az(t)h!),az(t)Fz(s).
De minimale tensorproduktoppervlakken besprekea we in pa.ragrafe 2. Een volledige
classificatie ren deze klasse r,an oppervla.kken wordt gegeveo. Het tensorprodult o I É
is een minimale immersie als en slechts als ofwel a oí B een rechte door de oorsprong is,
ofwel zowel o a.ls B een orthogonale hyperbool met roiddelpurt de oorsproog is, ofwel
B een cirkel met middelpunt de oorsprong is eo a ofwel een cirkel ofwel een h5perbool
met middelpunt de oorsprong is.
In de volgeade paragrafe bestuderen we totally real elr complex tensorproduktopper-
vla.kkeo. Deze twee klassen zijn speciale gevallen ran slant oppervla.&hen. We bewijzen
dat het tetsorpÍodukt o I B een totally real immersie t.ov. de pseudo-Hermitische
structuur Jo,
Jo(u,o, z,w) : (-o,u,-ro,z),
op iE! is als en slechts als o een olthogonale hyperbool met middelpuut de oorsprong is,
ofwel als B een lechte door de oorsprong is. Verder bewijzen we dat het tensorprodukt
a @ A een complexe immersie t.o.v. .Io op E! is a,ls en slechts als @ een rechte doo! de
oorsprong is.
Verder bestuderen we nog pseudo-minimale en pseudo-umbilicale tensorproduktop-
pervla.kken. We bekomen dat een tensorprodukt a @ B een niet-minimale pseudo-
roiniaale immersie is als en slechts als a een hyperbolische spiraal in eea Minkowskivlak
is en p een logarithmische spiraa.l in een Euclidisch vla"k is. Verder bewijzen we dat het
tensorprodukt r.ran een hyperbool en een logarithmische spiraal een pseudo-umbilicale
immersie is in @. En analoog is het produkt l.an een cirkel et een hyperbolische spiraal
een pseudo-umbilicale tensorproduktimmersie in S.
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Een één-dimensionale deelvariëteit of met andere woorden een kromme gelegen in
een willekeurige ranièteit M wordt a.ls volgt gedefinieerd.
Definitie l. Eer: kromme gelegen in een variëteit M is eeo difereatieerbare functie
a : I ---> M, met f eeo open interlta-l in IR.
Wa.oneer een kromme gelegeo is io een semi-Riemannse variëteit dan kan zij versóil-
lende causale karakters aannemen, zoals blijki uit de volgeode deflnitie.
Deffnitie 2. Een kromme a gelegen in een semi-fuema.rxrse raniëteit M met met ek
9is
ruirnteli.jk als er slechts ais 9(à(s), <i(s)) > 0 of A(s) : 0 voor elke s,
tu&l als en slechts a.1s g(a(s),a(s)) :0 voor elke s met ri(s) I 0 ,
Lorcntz als et slechts a.ls 9(ó(s), ci(s)) < 0 voor elke s.
I{et is niet zo dat een kromme altijd juist één ran deze causale ka-ra.kters heefi, zij
kan evengoed in een bepaald gebied ruimtelijk zijn en io een aÍtder gebied Lorentz.
We kunnen een kromme beschrijven ten opzichte lan een vast referentiestelsel, maar
ook ten opzichte ra-n een bewegend referentiestelsel. 'We beschouwen eerst hei bewegend
-flenet relerentresLelsel rtr lE'-
Beschouw een kromme a(s) : (a1(s),ar(s),ds(.s)), met s de booglengtepamÍneter
voor d. Dit betekent da,t Vs : 9(à,à) :'!. Deze kromme ligt in de 3-dimensionale
Euclidische luimte lE3, voolzien van de standaard metriek 9 = dc! + dcl + d.r3. Het
Frenel referentiestelcel voot a is het orthonormale relerentiestelsel {7,N,.B}, dat als
voigt gecoDstlueerd wordt. 7 is het éénheidsvectorveld ra,lrcnd aaÀ a, ook wel ee[s
snelheidsvectorveld genoemd. De versnellingsvecior ó(s) \,:an de kromme a in het purrt
a(s) is een vector die loodrecht staat op de vector ?(s) in dat punt a(s). Het hoofdaor-
maalvectorveld N(s) is niets anders dan het genormaliseerde versnellingsvectorveld d.
Het binormale vectoneld .B(s) is tenslotte gedefinieeÍd als het vectorieel product vaÀ





-- -,<,7 + rB
of nog
=(:^;\o -Í
en bepalen alle verdere algeleiden van a. De functies n(s) en r(s), die bepaald
worden door de eerste eo de derde formule, worden respectievelijk de eerste en de tweede
(r) :) (r)
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krommiog r,.a"n o genoemd, of nog beter de kromming en de torsie. De hoofdstelling voor
krommeo in E3 stelt dat twee krommen met dezelÍde krommiog en torsie congruent zijn.
Wat Freoets systeem voor krommes io een Euclidische ruimte doet, is eigenlijk niets
anders dan in elk punt van de kromme eetr aàngepast referentiestelsel deffniëreu en dan
de afgeleide ram de bekomen refelentievectorvelden uitdrukken ten opzichte ran deze
referentievectorvelden. Met als gevolg dat de krommiogen I'an deze kromme, die deze
Iromme volledig bepalen, opduiken als coëfficiënten in deze fotmu.les.
Ook voor krommen gelegen in de drie-dimensionale Minkowskiruiote JEI kunnen we
een FÍeÍret referentiestelsel definiëren en de bijhorende Frenet formules afleiden. IIet
causaal kara.kter van de kromme speelt hierin een belangrijke rol. Bij wijze r,aa voorbeeld
behandelen we hier het gelal waa.rin de kromme een nul lromme is.
Geqeven : een nul kromme a
IIet vectorveld 7(s) stellen we gelijk aan het nul vectorveld ri(s). Dan weten we dat
à(s) een ruimtelijk vectorveld is dat loodrecht staat op het vectorveld ?(s) , behalve
als ó(s) : I voor elke .e (wat dus betekent da.t a(s) een nul rechie is). Indien a(s) geen
nul rechte is, kunnen we de parameter s zodanig kiezen dat g(d(s),d(s)) = 1, Vs ; s
wordt dan de pseudo-booglengtepaxameter genoemd voor a. In dit geva,l defiuiëren we
.lf(s) als het éénheidsvectorveld ci(s). Het binormaal vectorveld B(s) is het unieke nul
vectorveld dat loodrecht staat op het vectorveld N(s) in elk puui a(s) .!aÀ a, zodaaig
dat e("(s),.B(s)): r.
De Frenet {ormules kunnen dan als volgt afgeleid worden,
Iet wel, de "krommiog" ,il kan maar twee waa,rden aa[nemen; 0 , als a een nul rechte
is, of 1 in a.lle andere gevallen. Wat dus betekent dat een nul tromme io El eigenlijk
maar ééa echte kromming heeft.
Men kan dan gaan kijken naar de krommen waaxvoor deze krommingen constant zijn.
\Mij hebben dit gedaan voor alle kroomen in JEf . Hier bekijken we opnieuw enkel bet
speciale ge1àl v/arneer o(s) een nul kromme is. De classifcatie .v.an nul krommen in )El
met constante krommi[gen wordt gegeven io de volgende stelling.
Stelling 3. Een arl kromme in El, met mettiek g : 
-d,x2 + dy2 + dz2, met constaÍlte
krommingen zlet er als voigt uit
(1) rr : O als en slecàt's als o(s) is eea deel wan een nul recJtte;
(2) r1 = 1 eít rí.2:0 ais en slechts ais @(s) is een deel van een auj kubiek met de
v o1 gen de p ar aI/:.et er i s at i e,
(3) rc1 = 1 en É2 > 0 ajs e.n slecÀts als o(s) een deel is raa eea circulaire nd heli\
gep ar ame t eti s eet d do or
(i):(* l:, -ï,) (i)
Bewijs. Als
uit
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*"1 17: lfi;(4) nr = f ea rz < 0 als en slechts als a(s) een deel is van een hyperbolische nuJ
helil met pat amet etis at ie
o1,) = r|.tstnn1r"),Iís, cosh(Ks ))
met K: t/a6.
rr = 0, dan ziet de Maclaurin reeksontwikkeling van a(s) er als volgt
a(s) = o(o;1 1.16;" + ,v1o;f; - a101"
met {?(s),IÍ(s), B(s)} het Frenet referentiestelsel voor o. Dus ?(s) en B(s) zijn twee
nul vectorvelden, zodaaig dat g(?G),,B(s)) = t. lf(s) is een genormaliseerd ruimielijk
vectorveld loodrecht op 7(s) en N(s). 'We kunnen er dus voor zorgen dat voor s:0,
1l?(0)= +(1,0,1). N(0):(0,1,0). B(0): +(-i,0,1).\,/z \/2.
lryat dus moest bewezen worden.
Als x2 f 0 , dan definièren we
oo(s) = o(s)- lN(s).
Dit is eeo reàte. IIet causa"al kara.kter v-aÍr deze rechte is alhankelijk va"n het teken
rao de kromming x2- Als x2 < 0 , daa is ae(s) een Lorentz rechte en kan dus, zonder
aÍbreuk te doen aan de algemeenheid, beschouwd worden als de X-as. Io het andere
geval is o6(s) een ruimtelijke rechte, bijvoorbeeld de Y-as. In beide gerallen staat het
ruimtelijke eénheidsvectorveld N(s) loodrechi op ós . \ryat betekent dat -lí(s) iu beide
gevallen een specifieke vorm aaooeemt. Uii de definitie van ao volgt dat als we os(s)
en lf(s) kennen, we ook a(s) kennen. tr
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§3. KROMMEN VÀN RDSTRICTED EN EINDIG TYPE
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Een deelraniëteit N' in eeo Euclidische ruimte E- ís r,an rcdricíed, Íype (R.T.) als
voo! elke raa.kvector X ia om het even welk punt p 1.?,lr 1f" geldt dat
AE(x) = (M nr ,
roet A6 de shape-operator of lffeingartenfunctie r,.al Nn io het punt p ten opzióte
'r,ra"n het gemiddeld krommingsvectorveld Ii. De notatie 0" staat voor de ralende com-
pooeÍrt ea is een 
'".ast endomorffsme irl de omgevende ruimte E- [CDW].
Voor eeo kromme a(s) in E2 , met sta.odaard metriek 9, gepararneteriseerd door de
booglengteparaÍtreter s, wordt de bovenstaande defnitie
12 = slMT.T).
met M een vast endomorfisme io 82, 
"(s) = d(s) en rc(s) is de kromming van a(s).Een complete classificatie ran restricted type krommen in het Euclidische vla& lE2 vindt
meD in [CDW2].
Hetzelfde kan gedaan wordea in het Miokowskivlak, landaar dat wij een classiffcatie
gevonden hebben ran alle vla.kke }rommerr van restdcted type in de 2-dimensionale
Minkorvskiruimte Eï, dit is R' voorzien I'an de Lorentz metriek g : dr2 
- 
dy2.
Beschouw een kromme a(s) in 812. Omdat we in een Miqkowskiruimte werken moeten
'we rekening houden met het causale kara.kter \,an o(s). Wij zullen echtff maar twee
gevallen in beschouwing nemen, namelijk de ruimtelijke en de Lore[tz krommen, de
enige nul krommen io El zijn immers de nul recLtea.
We geven eerst de aangepaste deffnitie.
Een kromme a(s), geparameteriseerd doo! de booglengtepara.oeter s, is van re-




met r de kromming uit de Frenet formules voor a(s) en ?(s) = ri(s) . lVegeos de
symmetrie r.'an de shape-operator ,4g in de ootsprookelijke deffnitie, mogen we velon-











-, 9\.\ 0 1J'
Dankzij een gekend theotema rlan Petrov [Pe], weteo we dat M één .r,'a.o de volgende vor-
men aameexot ( het is namelijk niet zo dat io een Minkowskiruimte elke symmetrische,
Iineaire operator diagoaaliseerbaar is) :
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ten opzichte r,,aa een orthonormale basis;
M:('. b\.' \-ó o.i '
ten opzichte ran eeo orthoaormale basis en met ö I 0;
,-(' o\
" - \r ../'
ten opzichte va! een pseudo-orthonormale basis u1,u2;
g(u1,u1) : g(u2,u2) : O; g(u1,u2) = -1; met a, ö € lR.
Met behulp l.an deze classiffcatiestelling ran Petrov, kunnen wij nu alle krommen rat
restricted tpe in IEI bepalen. Daarvoot gebruiken we echter eelst de volgende stelliog.
Stelling 4. A.ls a(s) een kromme tan rcstricted type is inB! , daa is de spiegelitg
van a(s) ten opzichte tan één van de bissectrices oo.k een kromme r,ant rcstÍicted type
in El.
Dit heeft als gevolg dat a.ls we alle ruimtelijke krommen r:an restricted type kennen,
we meteen ook alle Lorentz krommen lan restricted type kennen, en vice versa. Vandaa.l
dat we enkel eeo classificatiestelling geven van alle tuimtelijke krommen ren restricted
type.
Stelling 5. Eea ruimtelfke kromme in JE] is vaa testicted type s en s-lec&ts als
het een deei is tzn ééa tan de volgende krommen :
(1) een rechte;
(2) eeo orthogon e hypetbool;
ktommen met vergelijking :
(3) siuh(cs): e"', c*0;
(4) cosh(cc): ec!, c*0;
(5) 
- 
a cosh2 (1fo) + bcosh2 Gfc =c, b>a>0, c=b-a;
(6) a sinh'z(\fcr.) + bcosh2ly'cy; = c, b>0>a, c:b-a;
(7) a sit$'z(,fcr) 
- 
bsi 
'?(y'cy) :c, 0>b>o, c:b-a;(8) asir2(,fcc) 
- 
bs;,n2(,/Za) : c, 0 > a > b, c = a - bi
f9) [cos(\rö(r + yj)- d].[coshlv4Ttr - e)) + d] = c2. b>0, c:#,
(10) lcosln(1/=Tb@ + y)) + d).Icos6-ab(, - y)) - dt : 
"2,
b<0, c= /""+,
/ 11\ ^I _ l\rL)c 
- ,41
(12) a = ctaÍ*Lr, c<o;
(13) y : 
""o1at, ", O.
Voor het bewijs verwijzen we naar de Engelstalige versie.
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Het begrip d,eeluarièteit oan eind,ig typeis gedeffiieerd en uitgewerkt door B.y. Chen
IChl] in 1984. Een deelvariëteit M" gelegen in een Euclidische ruimte lEn+l is \,?Ír
eindig type, als en slechts als elke componeot \,?rr het positievectorveld X kan geschteven
worden als een eindige som van eigeofuncties van de Laplaciaan A ran M.. Dit beiekentdat 
rX=x.+\-x,
7=,
met Xo een constaote vector en A.)( : Àiïi voor elke l : 1,.., I met )i 
€ 
R. Àls a]le
eigenwaanden {)1,,\r,.., ÀÈ} verschillend zijn , dan is M" va! type ,t. Als één ran de)'s rul is , darL is M" van type nul *.
KrommenT,.an eindig tlpe in de Euclidische ruimte werden teeds groldig bestudeerd
[Ch1],[CDDVV],[CDV]. Eén ran de mooie eigenschappen is dat een gesloten kromme
o(s) in E- eindig Chen type heeít als en slechts als de Fourierreeksontwikkeling ran
de periodische coördinaatsfuncties rran a(s) ten opzichte van de booglengtepararneter s
eindig is.
Verder werd reeds bewezen dat cirkels de enige gesloten krommen van type 1 zijn in
JEa, de enige niet gesloten krommen rran iype 1 zijn rechtea. Boveodien bewees B.y.
Cheu dat een gesloten kromme van eiodig tlpe gelegen in een Euclidisch vla.k E2 een
cirkel moet zijn lChl]. De enige niet gesloten vlalike kromme van eiodig type is de rechte
[CDW]. In hoger dimensionale Euclidische ruimten ziet de situatie er helemaal anders
uit. Bijvoorbeeld, in de drie-dimensionale Euclidische ruimte lE3 bestaa,t er voor elke
fr 
€ 
N een gesloten kromme van type & [CDDW]. Eeo volledige classificatie vaa alle
gesioten type 2l<rommen in Efr rverd beschreven ir [CDV]. Bovendien werd in [DPW]
bewezen dat alle type 2 krommen in lE- ofwel gesloten zijn, ofwel \M-krommeo zijn (=
krommen met constante Fre[et krommingen).
Beschouw een kromme o(s) gelegen in de n-dimensionale Minkowskiruimte Ef, gepa-
rameteliseerd door de boogleogteparameter s (we sluiteo oul krommen uit). De Laplace
operato. 
^ 
1?r1 o(s) is dan gelijk aan
De eigenfuncties van A zijn cos(os), sin(os), cosh(as), sinh(as) en s. Analoogmet Chens
defiritie, bekomen we dat een kromme a(s) in Ei van eindig type kan geschreven worden
als
,{,
a(s) = a6 a à6s 1 ![a1cos(p1s) * ö1 sio(prs)] + ![cr cosh(q1s) + d, siuh(q,s)]t=7 ,=1
met di,ói 
€ 
lR"; 0<pr <p2<..<pt", en 0<qr <q2 <,.<qk2.
'We gaan op zoek naar de krommen van eindig type in E!, en bekomen een resultaat
dat vrij parallel loopt met het Euclidische geral.
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Stelling 6. Eike kromme van eindig type in E?, is wn type 1, ea zodoende eea deel
vaa een orthogonale hyperbool of eeo deel yan een techte,
De classificatie lan aile krommen \"aD type 2 in E! is onze volgende doelstelliog.
Sommige val deze krommen zijn gelegen in een vlak, maar dan wel in een isotropisch
vlak.
Stelling 7. Een vlakke kromme wn lype 2, gelegea in een isotropiscà vlak va.n lEf,
is een n)iÍntelijke kÍoÍnme wan type au1 2.
Omdat het aa-ntal uiet-vla-kke krommen r,.an Chen-type 2 in El uogal omr,zngrijk is,
bekijten we eerst de krommen van nul 2-type.
Stelling 8. Een niet-dakke i<romme o(s) .ia El r's een nul 2-type kromme als ea
slecàts ais a(s) een deeJ is va.rl ééa wa de ,tolgeade Ltommen :
a(s) = (os, ó cos s, ó sio s), a,ö e Ro; lol I lól;
o(s) = (o cosh s, o sinh s, ós), a,ó e R6; lol I lól;
o(s) : (o sinhs, a cosh s, às), a, ó e lR.6; l"l * lbl
Merk op dat aJ deze krommen gelegen zijo op een cylinder; (1) op een circulaile cylin-
der, (2) en (3) op een hyperbolische cyliader. Kromme (2) is een ruimtelijke kromme;
het causaal karakter va.o kÍomme (1) ea (3) is aíhankelijk mn de gekozen constantetr.
We bestudereo nu de ktommen r.'ar Chen-type 2 waan'an de beide eigeowaa"tden
verschillen van nul.
Stelling 9. Een niet-vlakke ktomme o(s) in JEi is r,ant type 2 met beide eigenwaatden
yetschillend van nul aJs en slechts ais a(s) een ded is wa é:en tana de volgende
krolglr:rea :
o(s) = (psins,ecoss+ocos(3s),e sins* asin(3s)), p2-12ae:0; p,e,o€JRs; (1)
o(s) : (a cosh s { .\ó sinh s 
- 
4ce(3À'), 








b)c : 0, a,b,c,d q R6, À e {-1, 1};
o(s) = (ae' 1 ó cosh(3s), oe' 1 ö sinh(3e), ce-');
c2 + 6oö = 0, o, ó,. e Ro;
(2)
(3)
a(s) = (e cosh s*o cosh(3s), é sinh s+ o sinh(3s), p cosh s); p2+12aÉ = O; p,€,a€lRo;
(4)
a(s) = (ecoshs*ocosh(3s),esinhs*osinh(3s),psinhs); p2 +72ae =O; p,éJa € IRo;
(5)
o(s) = (ae" * ösinh(3s), oe' * öcosh(3s), ce-');
,2-6ob=0, a,ó,c€ R6; (6)
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a(s) : (e sinh s* a sinh(3s), e cosh s*a cosh(3s), p cosh s); p2 
-72ae = g;












Merk op dat al deze kroomen gelegen zijn op een kwadriek, (1) op een elipsoïde en
de andere op een hyperboloïde.
* De krommen (1), (3), ( ) en (5) zijn ruimtelijke krommen; krommen (6), (?) ea (8)
zijn Lorentz krommen. Het causaal ka,ra.kter m de andere krommen is aÍhankel.ijk van
de keuze van de constanten.
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Mioimale oppervlakken en minimale deelr"ariëteiten staan, ondanks het feit dat bet
begrip al "lang" bekend is, nog steeds in de belangstelling. De lezer kent allicht io
deze context het probleem van de fysicus J. Plateau, die rond 1850 experiuenteel tot
de bevinding kwam dat minimale oppervla-kken kunnen geconstrueerd worden met een
gegevefl gesloten ruimtekromme als rand (zeepbelienprobleem).
Een oppervlak M in Ei is miniraaal a.ls en slechts als het gemiddeld l<roÍtrrningsvec-
torveld gelijk is aao nul, dus
H =0
of, nog anders geformuleerd als
trACt = 0, voor elke i : 3, ..., n.
Deze voorwaarde komt overéén met het gelijkstelleo aa,rr nul \,,an de eerste variatie wo
de oppervlaltefunctionaal.
Historisch gezierL, zijr de drie eerste voorbeelden van niet-triviale minimale opper-
vla-kken ia de 3-dimensionale Euclidische ruimte lE3 de catenoide, de helicoïde eo de
minima.le translatieoppervlakken. De catenoïden zijn ( vlakken niei irr beschouu'iÀg
geoomen ) de enige minimale omwentelingsoppervlalken (Euler 1744, Meusnier 1776).
Deze oppervlakken bekomt men door een kettinglija ("catena.ry") te wentelen rood de
z-as. De helicoïden zijn (op vlakken na ) de enige miuimale regeloppervla.kken (Meusnier
1776, Catalaa 1844). De minimale translatieoppervla-kken werde[ oÍrtdekt door Scherk
in 1835; hij bewees dat (buiten vlakken) de oppervla"kken met de volgeode vergelijking
. = lo* | "ot,
de enige minimde translatieoppervlak}en zijn. VaÀ alle a.ndere minimale oppervlaklen,
is dat ran Enneper het best gekende lSp].
De minimale opperylalkea io de 3-dimensionale Minkowskiruimte El met metriek
g = dc2 + dA2 - d,z2 werden in 1983 bestudeerd door Kobayashi. Hii gàf een classificatie
van alle ruimtelijke miÍimale - hijzelf noemde ze "maximale" omdat de tweede va.riatie
van de oppervla.ktefunctioÍraal steeds negatiefdeflniet is voor ruimtelijke oppervla.kkeo in
lE! - omwentelingsoppervlalrken en regeloppervla-kken. Van de Woestyne classiffcieerde
in 1989 alle Lorentz minima,le omwentelingsoppervlakken ea Lorentz regeloppewla.kkeo
in lEl. Bovendien vond hij alle minimale translatieoppervla.kkeo in lEf voorzien r,"an de
rnettiek g: d.a2 + dA2 
- 
dz2.
'We geven de bekomen resultatel zouder bewijs, voor de bewijzen verwijzen we naar
lKol en lvdwl].
Stelling 10. Elk minimaal ruimtdijk tnnslatiappervlak ia E! met metriek g :
da2 + dy2 
- 
dz2 , is congÍuent met een deel \an ééa wa de volgende oppe*)ak*ea :
i. een rtimtelijk vlak,
ii. het oppewlak r,an Scàerk van de eersÍe soort.
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Stelling 1 I . Elk minimaal Lorentz tnaslatieoppertlak in E| met metriek g : dc2 +
dy2 
- 
dz2 , is congtient Íret een deel v-a,a één van de vdgende oppervlakken:
i. een Loreatz vlak,
ii. het oppet a* tan ScÀer& ran de eercte soort,
iii. het oppewlak v:an Scàerk va.n de tweede soort,
iv. het oppenlak ran Scàerk rzn de detde soort,
v. een vlakke B-sqotl oveÍ een atl ktofirne ,
z(E'Y) : +1+ s(a)
met g(y) een willekeurige íunctie.
De ruimielijke minimale oppervlalken in JF,r3 worden bepaald in de volgende stelling.
Stellirg I 2 . Elk minimaal ruimtelijk regdoppen lak in JEf is congruent a: et een deel
rna ééa va,a de volgende oppervlakken:
i, een ruimtelijk vlak;
ii. de helicoíde vxt de eerste soort;
iii. de helicoïde wtt de tweede soott;
i\,. het toegevoegde oppervlak wn Enneper van de tweede soort.
Een classificatie \.ar de Lorentz minimale oppervlakken in El wordt gegeven in de
volgende stelling.
Stelling 13. Elk minimaal Lotentz rcgeloppervlak iaBl is coagrueat met een deel
ran één van de vdgende oppewlakken:
i. een Lorentz vlak;
ii. de helico:íde wa de eerste soort;
iii. de helicoïde van de t'Í,'eede soort;
iv- de heficoïde tzn de derde soort;
v. het toegevoegde oppetvlak var EnnepeÍ ran de tweede soott:
vi. een t,lakke B-scroll ovet een nul kromme.
We geven nu een classificatie van alle minimale traaslatieoppervla.kten in de o-
dimensionale Minkoqrskiruimte Ef, uret metriek, g = -dcl + i, ar?, De gebruikte
metriek speelt eeÍt belang jke rol, dit hangt samen met de definitie-ian een traaslatieop-
pervlak. Daarom herhalen we kort wat we juist bedoelen met een translatieoppervla.k.
Een traoslatieoppervla"k M in Ei is een oppervla.k besóreveq door een immersie
X :U cE2 --+ Ei : (c,y) -.: (c,y, h@) + gt(a),...,Í"(c) + g"(y)).
De volgende stelling geeft de classificatie van minimale traaslatieoppervlakken in Ei
met de gegeven metriek g.
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Stelling 14. M is een tuinitnaal trz.rrslatieoppervlak inBl, met metriek g : 
-d,c!q
I dx!, aJs en slechts aJs lret congruent is :rlet een deel van één wa de volgende oppet-
vlakken,
(1) een via&;
(2) een veralgemeende B-seoll;
(3) *n oppe*lak met paxaÍneterisatie
F(a,y) = (c,y, fs(t) + gt(y),..., f"(,) + g 
"(v»,
meÍ Vi 
€ {3, .., n},
Ítt t) = + .1lArt + lk, - c;871r;
of
fi (rt = f tog I cos l yQE-81, + Dl + tki - "i871,:
of
/i{r) = a losrcos,1tJ 821ÍÈ,n + (}, - 
",9 r",A " 'A''
of







s,e) : ï:-1l.o"6,qï -Ay11+ (t - ",87)a;
tuet
A=».3, s =lcfti, ri: -1-»[;.i=x j=r j=a
É:\-",r. r=rr\-t?
' /r1')' - -' '1-'j'j=a i=a
Voorn:3geeftdit
Stelling 15. M is eea miaimaal rrimtdijk translatieoppe*lak ia JE!, met metriel
g : 
-d,r? + dcz t d.xl, a1s e, slecÀÍs ajs Àet congruent is meÍ eea deei wa ééa wa de
volgende oppervlakken,
('!) eea ruimtelijk ,tlak;
(2) een oppewlak met parameterisatie
cos(ay).1
z(x, y) : 
-Iog sinh(or) | '
met o€ lRo, coth2(ac) 
- 
tar2(ay) > 1.
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Stelling 16. M is een minimaal Lotentz translatieoppervia"k in IEl, raet Ínetriek
g : 
-d.o? + drz+ dr?, als en sjecÀts als àet congnlent is rr,et een deel raa een .zrnt de
voLgende oppewlakken,
(1) eea Lorentz vlak;
(2) een vlakke B-sctoll;
z(a,Y)=a;.4n1r'1,
met g(y) een willekeutige functie;(3) een oppewlak geparatneteriseerd door




(4) een oppervlak met parameterisatie
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§5. REGELOPPERVLÀKKEN \/AN EINDIG TYPE
Zoals we reeds zagen in de vorige paragraaf, bewees Catalan dat vlakken en helicoiden
de enige minimale regeloppervlakken zijo in de drie-dimensiona.le Euclidisóe ruimte.
Minimale deelva.riëteiten, dus ook oppervla.kkeo, zijn eea deel l'arr eerr veel grotere klasse
r.'an specide deehaniëteiten, namelijk de deehariëteiten ranr eindig type.
In [CDW] werden de regeloppervlakken van eindig type in de Euclidische ruimte E"
bestudeerd, dit resulteerde in de volgende stellingen.
Stelling 16. Een regeloppet tlak M in E is van eindig type als ea sjechts ds M
een cylinder over een kromae taa eindtg fipe is of M een deel is vara een helicoide in
een drie-dimeasionale deelruimte E3 .
Als we deze stelling bekijken voor n : 3, en wetend dat de krommenl,nn eindig type
in E2 rechten en ciÍkels zijn, dan bekomen we de volgende stelling.
Stelling 17. Een regeloppervlak M inB3 is wt eindig type als en slechts als M een
deel is vart een rla*, of tan circulaire cylinder of tan een helicoïde.
In [D] werden alle regeldeeh,ariiiteiten van eindig t]?e gelegen in een Euclidische
ruimte als volgt geclassificieerd.
Stelling 18. Een regeldeelva.riëteit M"+r ia lEt+? is r1 eindig type ajs en sJecàós
als Mn+7 een deel is ran een cylindet over ee:n ktomme tan eindig type oI uan een
r ercJ geme en de heL ic oï de.
De minimale regeloppervlakken in El zijn een deelverzameling varr alle regelopper-
vlakken r,an eindig type in El. lVe gaan dus na of er niet-minimale regeloppervlalkeo
van eindig type bestaa.n in de drie-dimensionale Miokowskiruimte.
Stelling 19. Een regeloppervlak M ia Ef is wn eindig type als en sJechts aJs
(1) M is minimaal, of
(2) M is een deei van een circulatre cylinder, of
(3) M is een deel van een hypetbolische cylinde4 of
(4) M is een isopanrnetrisch oppervlak meó nul rege.ls.
De gevallen (2) en (3) zijn lan nul 2-type; het laatste geval is ook van nul 2-type,
beha,lve waoneer het een éénbladige hyperboloide is, want dat heeft type 1. We bekijken
de regeloppervlakken met nul regels eens van naderbij.
Stelling 20. Stel dat M een niet cylindrisà regeloppervia& .is in El meÍ nul regels,
da,n zijn de volgende eigenschappen equiva)ent,
(1\ !:!::+ = consrante verschill"nd van nd .
(2) de Gauss-krommin g K tan M is cotstant,
(3) de gemiddelde bomming II \,,an M ;s constant,
(4) M is isoparametàsch (zods bescàreven in [M]).
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Zoals we reeds opmerkten) is de ééobladige hyperboloïde eeo regeloppervla& van
eindig type met nul regels. Inderdaad, als we er vanuit gaa:n dat g@,p): 0 ( merk op
















Als p constant is, of dus M van eindig type is, bekomen we de éénbladige hyperboloïde.
Er bestaat een procedure om lokaal alle regeloppervlakken vao eindig type met nul
regels te genereren. Merk op dat B altijd lokaal kan geherparameteriseerd worden als
B(s) = (i, cos(s), sin(s)).
Dan is g(li(s), d(§)) : 1 en a moet voldoen aan
e(ó(s), B(s)) = c,
met c een coostaÍrte verschillend van nul.
Stel @(s) : (ar (s), ar(s), a3(s)), dan wordt de bovenstaande voorwaarde
rir : 
-c * oz(s)cos(§) +d3(s)siÍl(s).
'We kunnen, zouder afbreuk te doen aan de algemeenheid, verouderstellen dat a gelegen
is in het vlak Í3 = 0. Als a2(s) = /(s), dan wordt hei oppervlak beschreven door
IX(s,t) = (-cs+ / "f'(s)cos(s)ds + r, /(é) +, cos(s), i sin(s)).J
Dii is, Iokaal, de meest algemene vorm \.'an een regeloppervlak van eindig type met
aiet-parallelle nul regels.






\" a'a' - at at -'1at' )
met
q : (-c2 + j2 stn2 (s) + 2cl cos(s)) 
- 
2/ sin(s)t + 12.
Om het type T,'an deze oppervlakken te kennen, berekenen we
ÀX(s, t) : )(-/ sin(s) + t, c sin(s) 
- / sin(s) cos(s) + cos(s)t,
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-ccos(s) - f sin'z(s) + sin(s)Í),
met)=/eR6.
Er zijn nu twee gerallen :
IIei eerste geral is dat Àx(s,') : )X(§' 4'
Dit betekent dat het oppervlak M m type 1 is. I]l dit geral moet er onder andere
voldaan zijn aarr
-c cos(s) - I sia2(s) :0.
Na integratie en door gebruik te maken wan de overige voorwaarden, zien we dat
f("t : .i-.slnls,
Wat de volgelde pararnetelisatie geeft !,aÍr M,
X(s. r.) = (c cot{s) + t. -f + t cos(s), i sinls)).smIs]
Dit is een niet alledaagse parameterisatie lan de hyperboloide.
In het tweede gernl is
AX(s'') = ÀXr(s,r,
Xz(s,t) * x(s,t).
Men kan eenvoudig rragaaa dat
X(s,t) = X1(s,Í) + Xr(s,t)
met
X11s.t1 = (-cs + f sin(s)+ //cos1s)ds.-csin(s)+,f sin(s)+/,ccos(s)+/sin2(s)).J
Daar Xr enkel eetr functie is lan s , hebben we dat
AX1 :9.
X1 is dus een niet-consta,trte fuÍctie, wat betekent dat in dit geval M wan type nul 2 is.
Door een speciale keuze van f(s) bekomen we eakele mooie, eeuvoudige voorbeelden:
i)/(s)=O,geert
X (s,t) = (t - cs,t cos(s), t sin(s)).
ii) /(s) : .,, gs616
X(s,Í) : (Í 
- 
cs l sin(s),§ + , cos(i),, sin(.s)).
en tenslotte
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iii) /(s): sin(s), geeft
1X(s.t): tt 
- 
cs + ; sin2ls). tt - 1)cos(sJ.tsin(.s)).
Miuimale deellariëteiten zijn niet alleen een deel van de deelvariëteiten lam eindig
type , maar ook r.an de deelvarièteiten met consta.nte gemiddelde ktomming.
Een oppervla.k M in E3 heeft coostante gemiddelde kromming als
s(II, E) = c,
met c 
€ 
lR, 9 de standaard metliek in E3 en Il het gemiddeld krommingsvectorveld.
AIs c = Q, dan is 7l:0, dus M is een midmaal oppervia.k. De volledige classiffcatie in
E3 ziet er als volgt uit.
Stelling 21. Een regeloppervlak met corstaate gemiddeJde j<rornrniag in 183 is een
minimaÀ| oppervlak of een ciratlàre cylinder.
Merk op dat elk regeloppervla-k met constalte gemiddelde kromming in lE3 lan eindig
type is, en vice versa.
\ e bestuderen de regeloppervlakkefl met constatte gemiddelde kromming ia de 3-
dimensionale Minkowskiruimte. Voora,l de niet-minimale regeloppervla,kken zulleo
uiteraard onze aa.ndacht krijgen.
Stelling 22. Een regdoppervlak M jí Ei heeíf coastante gemiddelde -kromming aJs
en slecàÍs als
(1) M is m)aimad, of
(2) M is eeo deel uat een circtlaire cylinder, oí
(3) M is eea deel taa eea hypetbolische cylinder, oí
(4) M is een isoparametisch opperïlak met wl regell.
Merk op dat ook in het Minkowski geval, elk regeloppervlak met coustaute gemiddelde
kromming van eindig type is en vice versa.
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§6. TENSOR PRODUCT OPPERVLAKKEN
De studie ian teísor product deellra.riëteiten is ontstaaÀ uit het onderzoek naar
minimale deehariëteiten in sfereo. Het gekende theorema',an T. Takaàashi [Ta] over
deelvariëteiten r?rl type 1 in E*, zetle vele meetkundigen aao om alle miaimale deel-
lrariëteiten in sferen te bestuderen.
Stelling 23. Een deel\ziëteit M" v'an En is van type.l als en slecÀts als oftréJ
M eea miaimaJe deelpatiëteit wa de Euclidisci:e ruiate E- is, olwel M een minima.le
deelniëteit nn een hypetsfeet S n-l ia Em is.
De klasse van alle mioimale deelva.riëteiten in sfereo is zeer omr"angrijk. Dat is ook
de reden dat er bijkomende voorwaarden werden opgelegd om tot coflcrete resultate!
te komen. Eén van deze voorwaatden was dat de kuad,rulische representatie valr zo'rt
deelvariëteit van eindig type moest zijn. Volgens S.S. Tai [Tai] is de tweede sta.ndaard
minima.le immersie vaÍr eeo sfeer
S-(') = {, =(rrtÍ2,...1rn+r)e E*+tlr1+ ,3i....+ c2^*r: r21
te schrijven a.ls
f : S*(r) --,, SM{m+t)
.(x1, c2,.... x^11),
raet SM(m * 1) de verza.meling ran alle reëie symmetdsche matdces -v'an orde zr. f 1,
die op een natuurlijke wijze kao geïdentificieerd worden met lR i(n*r)(m*2), en zodoende
eea Euclidische ruimte is met metriek




Als dan een sferische deelvariëteit gegeven ís a ; M" --+ S-(r) C E-+1, dan is de
functie
Ó: M" -1' S-(") 4 SM1n+1)'
de kwadratische representatie van de deeha.riëteii M". Verschillende meetkundigen,
waaronder A. Ros lRos], bestudeerden minimale deelr"ariëteiten in sferen met een kwadrati-
sche representatie lan eindig iype. Vooral het werk ran M. Ba,rros en B.Y. Chen [BC],
en r,"an M. Barros en F. Urbano [BU], geeft een overzicht !.an mooie resultateÍr in dit
domein.
"-,''= (.:,)
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Stelling 24, Zij M een minituaal oppervlak in een hypetsfeet 5-(1). Dan is de
I'wadratische representatie e van M :
(1) vaa type 1 aJs en slechts als M een totaal geodetische sfeer 52 in S3(1) r's;(2) van type 2 s en dechts als M een Veronees oppe*làk ;, Sa(L) is oí eetn CiiÍord
torus ja ,93(1) is;
(3) vaa type 3 aJs et slechts ds M een VeÍonees oppervlak ia 36(l) is of eerr equi-
iaÍera]e torus in S5(1) is.
B.Y. Chen bestudeerde de lensor prod,uct immersie r,ran twee immersies vaÍr eea
bepaalde Riemannse variëteit. Hij haalde zijn inspiratie in het ooderzoek naan de
kwadratische representatie T,a"n deelva"riëteiteu. Voot een Euclidische immersie i : M --+
JE- is het tensor product i I Í de kwadratische represe[tatie la;rr M. Geinspireerd door
Chens aanpa.k bestudeerdeu F. Decruyenaere, F. Dillen, L. Vranckeu and L. Verstraelet
het tensor product ran twee iÍmersies \,'an verschillende variëteiten [DDW].
Definitie 25. IDDW] Stel dai M en -lÍ twee diferentieerbare va,riëteiteÍr 1.aÍr di-
me[sie r, resp. s zijn, en veronderstel verder dat
f:M-E^.
en À:N-8"
twee immersies zijo. Dan zijn de directe som en het teísor product als volgt gedeffnieerd
f @h: M xN--rE-+" t(p.q) * (f(p),h(p)): (/'(p),...,.f-(p) ,ht k),...,h"(s)),
en
ÍEht MxN --. E^" ,(p, -- Í(p)1h(d: ("f'(p)À'(q),..., 
-f'@)n"G),..., Í^@)n"k».
Interessante voorbeelden van tensor product immersies zijn de omwentelingsopper-
vla.kkeo ran Vrànceanu. Deze oppervlakken hebben de volgende paÍàmetelisatie
X(u, o) = (r(o) cos(z)cos(o), r(t,) cos(u)sio(o), r(r.,) sin(u) cos(o), r(o) sin(u)sin(o))
of als tensor product
X(2, u) = (cos(r), sin(u )) A (r(t,) cos(r,), r(u) sin(r.,)).
C.S. Houh bewees onder aodere dat zo'n oppelvlak van eiadig type is als eo slechts als
het een Cliford-torus is, dit is het product !àn twee vlakke cirkels met dezelfde straal.
De tensor product oppervla-kken vau twee Euclidische vlakke krommen werden bestudeerd
door I. Mihai, R. Rosca., L. Verstraelen en L. Vrancken [MRW] en door I. Mihai en B.
Rouxel [MR].
De tensor product oppervlakken \.'EÀ twee Lorentz krommen staan besóreven in
IMVIIW] en de bijgevoegde stelling van l.Mihai lMl.
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Wij bestuderen de tensor product oppervlaÀlen aÍkomstig r,an een Euclidische kromme
en een Lorentz kromme. Het ee$te resultaai is de classificatie vaÍr alle minimale tensor
product oppe la.kken.
Zija:R--Eï(-+) en B: R 
- 
lE2 een vlakke Lorentz krourae en een vla.kke
Euclidische kromme. Stel a(i) = (a1(t),ar(Í)) en B(s) = (/t(s),/t(s)). Hun teosor
product is dan
;:q5B:JRr_Ei(__++)
/(t, s) = (a1(t)p1(s) , a1(t)Br(s),ar(t)fu(s), ar(t)Br(s)).
Als we dan de minimale oppervlakkea zoekeo, bekomen we het volgende resultaat.
Stelling 26. Als a : R --+ El een vlakke Lorentz ktomme is en p : JR --r JE2 een
ylakke Euclidische ktomme, dan is .hun tensor prodict d @ P een mioimale immersie aJs
en slechts als ofwel:
(1) a of A een recJrte door de oorsprong is:
(2) a en B orthogonale hyperbolen met middelpunt de oorsprong zija;(3) p een cirkel met middelpunt de oorsptong en d een citkel oí een o hogonale
hyperbool met rr,iddelpunr d" oorsprong is.
'We zoeken nu de totally real tensor product oppervlakken. Een totally real deel-
rz.riëieit M lan een bijna Hermitische rz-riëteit 
-lf is een deel'.aniëteit wàaxvoor de coo-
plexe stluctuur J r,,a"n de omvattende variëteit 
-lf elke raa.kvector aaa M omzet in eeo
vector gelegen in de normale ruimte ren M in If. Dit betekeat dus dat,
JtTpM) c Ti M
voor elk punt p 
€ 
M. :|/et andele woorden M is eerr totally real deehzriëteit van
(1f,9, 
"I) als en slechts als elke raakvector X aan M in om het even welk punt p € M,
loodlecht staat op .IX.
Stelling 27. Het teasot product a @ B is een totdJy rcaJ immersie ten opzichte tna




op El als en slecàts aJs
(1) a is een orthogonale hypetbool ínet r ddebtnt de oorsptong, of(2) B is een rechte doot de oorsprong.
Een complexe deelvariëteit M van een bijaa Ilermitische rrariëteit (N,g,J) moet
voldoen aan de volgende voorwaa,rde
J(TEM) C TPM
voor elk punt p 
€ 
M. Met andere woordeD M is een complexe deelvaliëteit raa (N,9, J)




"IJí gelegen is in de rakende ruimte ?rM.
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Stelling 28. Ee't tensot ptoduct d E 13 is ee' coÍnplexe ituínelsie ten opzichte van
de pseudo-Hermitische sttuctuur Jo,
Jn(u,o, z,u) : (-p,u, 
-u, z),
op tsl als en slechts als a een leclrte is doot de ootsproag,
Eea deeh,ariëteit M vatt eer variëteit N is pseud,o-rninimaal als de lengte lan het
gemiddeld krommingsvectorveld ideotiek nul is.
Elte minima.le deelva.riëteit is ook pseudo-minioaa.l. Niet-minimale pseudo-miaimale
deelvariëteiten werden voorna.lndk bestudeerd door R. Rosca [R]. Een classiffcatie rao
pseudo-minimale tensor prcduct oppervla.kken wordt gegeven in de volgende stelling.
Stelling 29. Het tensor product a @ P is een niet-minimale pse:ud.o-mirimale im-
rnersie als en sJecÀts aJs
o(r) = fre-lr+Ötí(cosh t. sinh t) fr,ö € Ro,
eÍl
É(s) = o"ö"(.o"r,"irrs) , a>0, ó€lRo
dus o is een hyperbolische spiaal en B is een )ogaritmiscàe sptiaal,
Een isometrische immersie / is pseudo-ombilicaal als de shape operator lan lÍ eeÍr
veelvoud is l'an de identieke functie.
Een equilalente voorwaarde is dat:
< h(x,Y),H >:,\ < x,y > , x,y €l(TM),
met À =< Il,l? > .
EIke minima.le deeLariëteit is pseudo-ombilicaal. Een volledige classiffcatie r,.an pseudo-
ombilicale tensor producten is niet evident, lrandaar dat we eahele deelresultaten ver-
melderr. 'We bepalen bijvoorbeeld de pseudo-ombilica.ie tensor ploduci oppelvla,kkeÍr
aÍkomstig n een orthogonale hyperbool met middelpunt de oorsprong in E! en een
willekeurige kromme iu 82.
Stelling 30. Eet tensor product a S B vaa een orthogonale hyperbool a met mid-
delpunt de oorsprong in fi en een vla.kl<e Euc.lidjscàe J<romme B )s een niet-minfunaal
pseudo-ombilicad oppervlak ioEj als en slechts als B een loga;rittuische spita inÉ is,
dus
É(s):,teà'(coss,"ins), [,ö e Rq.
Tenslotte bepalen we pseudo-ombilicale tensoÍ ploduct oppervlakken aÍkomstig m
een willekeurige kromme a in 1E] en een cirkel p met middelpuni de oorsprong in 1E2.
We bekomeu dat:
Stelling 31. Het tensor product a @ § ..z.nt een willekeurige kromme a ia E! ea
een cirkel B met middelplnt de oorcprcng in E2 is een niet-mioimaal pseudo-ombilicaal
opperdak in El als en slecÀis ajs o een -hyperboiiscàe spiraal is, dus
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a(i) = ,teö'("o"h t, 
"inÀ r), À,ó€Ro\{-1,1}.
